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ABSTRACT

PROJECT REPORT
Dracula: The Vampire Play
Heritage Theatre, Perry, Utah

Directed by
Nicholas T. Hutchinson
October, 2012

This project entailed the selection, background research and documentation, casting,
direction, vocal coaching, and post-production analysis of Heritage Theatre's production of
Nicholas Hutchinson's Dracula: The Vampire Play. Documentation includes research and
analysis of the play, and an evaluation of the play as a production vehicle for Heritage Theatre
located in Perry, Utah. The analysis also includes a discussion as to the non-traditipnal
directorial vision of this production.
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WEAPONS OR FIREARMS? HOW MANY_ _ _
2 _ _ _ DESCRIBE :
•
•

Hand gun - heard off stage, seen on stage
Stake and Mallet - for killing Dracula

COSTUMES (CHECK THOSE NEEDED FOR THIS PLAY OR YOUR CONCEPT OF THE PLAY)
APPROXIMATE NUMBER OF COSTUMES PER CHARACTER_--=
2 _ __
HISTORICAL PERIOD_ _1_8~
9_
0 '_s_ _ _ _SEASON_--=S=u.m
:. .:. .:. m
:. ;:. .:.e:::..:.rL..:.
/E=a;;.;..rl....,y...;.F=a.._
ll _ _
SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS:
•

Dracula must be able to be recognized as the icon that he has become, however he must also fit into
the constructed world and period of the play.

JUSTIFICATION FOR CHOICE OF SCRIPT
HAVE YOU SEEN THIS SCRIPT PRODUCED? YES

@

(CIRCLE ONE)

HAVE YOU DONE THIS PLAY BEFORE? BRIEFLY DESCRIBE YOUR INVOLVEMENT IN THE PRODUCTION:
•

I have never been involved in any way with a production of this play.

WHY SHOULD YOUR ORGANIZATION PRODUCE THIS SCRIPT?
•
•

Provides actors the opportunity to learn/use/implement a dialect .
Provides new technical demands that the theatre staff have not had to construct/create (raked stage,
special fx elements. )

WHAT ARE THE DRAWBACKS (IF ANY) TO DOING THIS PRODUCTION AT YOUR VENUE?
•

Conservative community that may take issue with:
o Devil worship/Satanic themes
o Religious Fanaticism
o Sensual Attraction of Lucy and Dracula
These topics and events being staged may cause some negative feedback from patrons/community
members.

MASTER'S THESIS PROJECT
PLAVSCRIPT APPROVAL FORM
(PLEASE MAKE SURE THAT YOU HAVE READ THE PLAY SELECTION CRITERIA SECTION IN YOUR GRADUATE HANDBOOK)

SCRIPT TITLE - --=-D_:...;ra=c=u=la::..:...:. T:
. :. . he
. . :. =-...;..
V=
a~mp'-'-ir=
e ...:..
P=
la~Y---------------PLAYWRIGHT(S) [If musical, list lyricist/composer]

Hamilton Dean & John L. Balderston

NUMBER OF ACTS_-=3;...___ _ APPROXIMATE TOTAL PLAYING TME_-=2_ _ HOURS

45

MIN .

CAST (fill in with the appropriate numbers)
MEN

6

WOMEN_--=
2 _ _ _ CHILDREN _ _c.. .:N.1. ----'--_
"/A
_ _ovER 40 _ _ -"3-"o-'f .....
8 .......
T.....
ot"-'-a_I - -

ROLES REQUIRING PEOPLE OF COLOR __a__
ROLES COULD DOUBLE
TOTAL NUMBER OF CAST

N/A

- -8- - -

OTHER CASTING CONCERNS:
•

Finding actors that fit the age ranges necessary for the script may prove challenging in the normal
casting pool of the theatre. The small community may not have the range/variety necessary for the
script show up for auditions.

ARTISTIC STAFF (check those needed for this play or production idea)
MUSICAL DIRECTOR
N/A
DANCECHOREOGRAPHER _~N~/~
A_ _
FIGHT CHOREOGRAPHER
XX DIALECT COACH
XX
SPECIALTY HIRE
ORCHESTRA/BAND (specify what size) _....:.N.af...:..
A.___ _ __
Will you be fulfilling any of the above? Yes

N/A

(specify what kind)

If so, which? Dialect Coach, Fight Choreographer

Will a guest artist be fulfilling any of the above?

No.

If so, which?

SCENERY/PROPS (check those needed for this play or your concept of the play)
UNIT SET? YES

NO (CIRCLE ONE)

NUMBER OF SETIINGS _ _____;,
4_ _

HISTORICAL PERIOD
1890's
GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF SET CONCERNS OR SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS:

Purley, England

•

Set requires a large window (large enough for Dracula to exit through) and for a Bat to enter.

•

Both low-lying fog and haze are options for use during the scenes where Dracula is present.

APPROXIMATE NUMBER OF PROPS
DIFFICULT OR UNUSUAL PROPS? YES

45

PERIOD

1890's

NO (CIRCLE ONE) DESCRIBE:

•

Flying Bat that attacks characters on occasion.

•

Coffin/Crypt for Dracula

ck Hutchinson
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Synopsis of Balderston and Deane's Dracula
In the lonely English countryside, Dr. Seward, who specializes in mental disorders, is living with his daughter
Lucy in his sanatorium, where he keeps lunatic patients. Lucy has been acting strangely lately and feeling very
sickly. No one can determine the cause of Lucy's mysterious symptoms of weakness, anemia of the blood,
strange dreams, and two small red dots on her throat. Lucy's fiancee, John Harker comes to stay at the house
until she is well, and her father has called Van Helsing, a Dutch specialist in mysterious diseases.
Adding to a sense of foreboding, In the evenings, Seward's mysterious neighbor, Count Dracula from
Transylvania, visits to convey his concern for "Miss Lucy." Also, Renfield, one of the doctor's patients who
enjoys eating flies and spiders, continues to miraculously escape from his cell and surprise the house guests
with his insane rants about his "Master's" imminent presence.
After, Van Helsing arri'(es, speaks with the doctor, and meets the Count, he arrives at the conclusion that
Lucy's symptoms are from the bite of a vampire, a creature who is both dead and undead together. Also, Van
Helsing suspects that Count Dracula is the vampire who is victimizing Lucy. Voicing his suspicions to Dr.
Seward and Harker, Van Helsing reveals that if his suspicions are true then the Count must sleep during the
day in the soil of his homeland and then comes out at night to hunt for prey. Harker discovers that the Count
brought six coffins from Transylvania filled with dirt.
Meanwhile, Count Dracula has made both Renfield and Lucy's maid into his slaves through hypnosis, so that
he can use them to get to Lucy. He wishes to make Lucy his undead bride.
Van Helsing, Seward, and Harker devise a plan to destroy Dracula, by the only way known for killing him,
cfriving a stake through his heart either as he sleeps or by keeping him awake after sunrise. The men search
for the coffins and discover five that are empty but cannot find the sixth. Realizing the Seward's patient
Renfield is in Dracula's service, the men trick Renfield into revealing Dracula's resting place, wh,ich happens to
hidden through a secret passage under Seward's own house. The men venture into the dark passageway and
find Dracula's coffin containing a sleeping Dracula. Harker drives a stake into Dracula's heart. Lucy, her maid,
and Renfield are freed from Dracula's influence, and the evil of Count Dracula is ended forever.
Synopsis taken from: http://nationalplayers.tripod.com/oldsite/dracula.htm

Script Color Key
Given Circumstances
Environmental Facts
Previous Action
Polar Attitudes
Religious Environment
Dialogue
Word Choice
Images
Characters
Desire
Moral Stance
Decorum
Philisophical Statements
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ACT ONE
The library on the ground fioor of DR. SEWARD's Sanatorium
at Jlurley. Room is medieval, the walls are stone ·with
vaulted ceiling SU'fJ'Ported by two stone pill.a.rs, but is comfortibly furnished in modem sttfle. Wooden paneling
around walls. Tapestries hang on the wall. Medieval fireplace in wall right. Fire burning. There is a divan right center, a 7.arge armchair rig1it. At left, a desk with armchair
back of it, a small chair to right of desk. Doub'le doors in the
rear u-"all. Large doub'le window across angle of room, left
rear, 'leading out into garden. The curtains are drawn. Do01'
downstage left. Invisible sliding panel in bookcase rear wall
right.
an attractive young girl, enters, showing in JOHN
is a young man of about twenty-five, handsome in aP'Pearance; a typical Englishman of the Public
School cl.ass, but in manner direct, explosive, incWive and
excitable.
MAID,

\

lI)

RAllKER. HARKER

-14 i;::

?f,onL~ 'M

HARKER:[Agitated] You're sure Miss Lucy is no worse? /"i51
[Soothingly] Just the same, sir.
Pui.. c !-i T ;-;

MA.ID:

[DR. SEWARD comes in, downstage 1.eft. He is an alienist of
about fifty-five, intelligent, but a typical specialist who lives
in a wor"ld of textbooks and patients, not a man of action or
force of character. The MAID exits, dosing doors]
SEWARD:

:, ..
~

:·::t~~-;;.~~~·-:-,:;. . ·::;;·~':

... ,.··.-. ·~....-·.. ..

~~~~!t~W.~~~ ~··::-/':.,~.·:,.· ~:··:!~·:~."'-t
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.. :---· / ,. ..
'

i.ufl<,D»t ('
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. ·-- · ·_
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Ohl John.
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l) .H/1( ~f.J 11i\

2

1 ?~<e ~ ~:

1

J

i '?J..-o~.'\-f-

l

[As SEWARD ex-tends hand] Doctor Seward. What is it?
Why have you sent for me?
My dear John. I told you in my wire there was nothing

SE:=.:

~ \.(~1 ' (~~You said "no change, don't worry," but to "come at
once.
Cf:>.,J./\.. SEWARD: [Approvingly] And you lost no time.
HARKER: I jumped in the car and burned up tbe---road from Lon\ rt" ywR~ don. Oh, Doctor, suxely there must be something more we can
do for Lucy. I'd give my life gladly if it would save her.
_ SEWARD: I'm sure you would, my boy. You love her with the
0
r p ' \ ,,.. Warm blood of youth, but don't forget I love my daughter, too.
She's all I have. . . . ,You must see that nothing medical science can suggest has been left 1mdope,_
~E\....~r-.1"'\HARKER: [Bitterly] Medical science couldn't do much for Mina.
Poor Mina.
C....o 0 ~WARD: Yes, poor Mina. She died after these same incredible
'""'
symptoms that my Lucy has developed.
l'lAl\KE.R: My Lucy too.
. I
l f\ './1. _,1. ·.Q(SEWARD: Our Lucy, then.

[Wild, maniacal laugh is heard offstage le~]

..

rtr2. ~ .,...-:--HARKER: ~ GOO; what was that?
[Sits at desk] Only Renfield. A patient of mine.
.,.-G":5'1"'""HARKER: But you never keep violent patients here in your sanatorium. Lucy mustn't be compelled to listen to raving madmen.
l+flrr.:. ~sEwARD: I quite agree, and I'm going to have him sent away.
"
Until just lately he was always quiet. I'll be sorry to lose him.
I
HARKER: What!
AvVV\ I ee SEWARD: An unusual case. Zoophagous.
. ~v\0.'-;norl HARKER: What's that?
'&ti ~..r
SEWARD: A life-eating maniac.
C\\,. _ 1 '1.....-- HARKER: What?
fDv c trr~ SEWARD: Yes, he thinks that by absorbing lives he can prolong his
own life.
'
_,....
l CU- f
HARKER: ..Good, Lorii!
' /i::f1 e.f-f SEWAIID: Catches Bies and eats them. And by way of change, he
feeds flies to spiders. Fattens them up. Then he eats the spiJI
ders.
::::'<L 1 ~ J~ SEWA1U>:

1r1

I,:1,

I

DHAG{JLA

3

how disgusting. [Sits] But tell me about E&--(Lo6A ; C.
Lucy. [Leans over desk] Why did you send for me?
\f'-'1
SEWARD: Yesterday I wired to Holland for my old friend Van M{J{4fl:T
BARKER:

/
Helsing. He'll be here soon. The car has gone down to the station for him now. I'm going to turn Lucy's case over to him.
_
HARKER: Another specialist on anremia?
OEIJDL-l '- t::
SEWARD: No, my boy, whatever this may be, it's not anremia, and
_
this man, who speaks a dozen languages as well as bis own, SLAB~e:
knows more about mysterious diseases than any one alive.
HARKER: [Rises] <Heaven-knaw& it's mysterious enough, but surelyf\
" ~
55
the s
toms are clear.
SEWARD: So were poor Mina's. Perfectly clear. [A dQg howl'.i at a Df~

distance. Other dogs take up the lugubrious chortlS far and
nea1'. SEWAIID rises; crosses to fireplace] There they are, at it ~..,again, every dog for a mile around.
.
D~ --_ i;::::, (l_M
H.AllKER: [Crosses to window] They seem howls of terror._
A r
:J
SEWARD: We've heard that chorus every night since Mina fell ill.
..l . r
HARKER: 'When I was traveling in Russia, and the dogs in the vil'-

]age barked like that, the natives always said wolves were e. e1l(I \]
prowling about.
_
SEWABD: [Gets cigarette on mantel; lights it] I hardly think you'll N. u • r-·
find wolves prowling around Purley, twenty miles from Lon{,;
don.
L) 1c;p..(2 N'
HARKER: Yet your old house might be in a wilderness. [Looks out
af window] Nothing in sight except that place Carfax that \; A-G(t_
Count Dracula has taken.
SEWABD: [Turning from fireplace] Your friend, the Count, crune Et-lDorZ5C"
in again last evening.
<Ge
1
HARKER: He's no friend of mine.
~ c ft.
SEWAIID: Don't say that. He knows that you and I ave our blo
for Lucy as well as for Mina, and he's offered to undergo
~( A:TE°
transfusion himseli if we need another volunteer. [Sits on

e.

divan]
HAllKER:

By Jove, that's sporting of him. I see I've misjudged l<i?fRE:A:T

him.
He seems genuinely interested in Lucy. If he were a
young man I'd think. • •
p.((.2E-'S-I
HARKER: What!
I
SEWARD:

'.' \\ \\)(:,

4

But bis whole attitude shows that it isn't that. We need
--£ sympathy in this house, John, and I'm grateful for it.
HARKER: So am I. Anyone who offers to belp Lucy can have anyl
thing I've got.
! c...otJ C,.LA'f-.- SEWARD: Well, I think he does help Lucy. She always seems
I
cheered up when he comes.
: &,t.-<; r<::·-rZ-HARKE.R: That's fine. May I go to Lucy no"."?
k-J W
SEWARD: [Rises] We'll go together. [Bell rings off. HARKER CTosses
1
1·~
to door left. SEWARD puts out cigarette in ashtray] That must
be Van Helsing. You go ahead and I'll come presently.
'-'

SEWARD:

1

vecLA°''-

-,z bl.5) [HARJO:;R exits.
f\'.Z _ th enters briskly.
l 12N

C:;f(...~~

shows in ABRAHAM VAN HELSING, who
Man of medium height, iti the eaTly fifries,
with clean--shaven, astute face, shaggy gray eyebrows and a
mass of gray hair which is brushed backward showing a
high forehead. Dark, piercing eyes set far apart; nervous,
alert manner; an air of resolution, clearly a man of resourceful action. Incisive speech, always to the point; raps
his words out sharply and quickly. VAN HELSING carries
small b"/ack bag]
MAID

Professor Van Helsing.
[He and VAN HEI.SING shake hands warmly as MAID
goes out] My dear Van Helsing, I can never repay you for this.
&(l r'-'fl?j
VAN HELSING: Were it only a patient of yours instead of your
daughter, I would have come. You once rendered me a service.
-0\SiV' 'S S SEWARD: Don't speak of that. You'd have done it for me. [Starts
to ring] Let me give you something to eat ... [Stopped by
VAN BELSINds gesture]
\)112.-tz:::T" VAN HELSING: [Places bag on table back of divan] I dined on the
boat train. I do not waste time when there is work to do.
0")(r.LT SEWARD: Ah, Van Helsing, you cast the olds ell on me. I lean on
you before you have been two minutes in my house.
F0ou S VAN HELSING: You wrote of your daughter's symptoms. Tell me
more of the other young lady, the one who died.
SEWARD: [Shows VAN HELSING to chair right of desk. SEWARD sits
~['Jl.\hU\~at desk] Poor Mina Weston. She was a girl just Lucy's age.
They were inseparable. She was on a visit here when she fell
ill. As I wrote you, she just grew weaker, day by day she
[;LEVA-r'E

DH.ACUL 1-~

DRACULA

MAID:

SEWARD:

wasted away. But there were no nnremic SJ.!!lptoms, her blood

was normal when analxzed.

_

/l~TI v,4m

You said you performed transfusiop,.
(!_1-f{?c._/<:_
Yes, Sir William Briggs ordered that. [Baring forearm] CoNF;~
You see this mark? Well, Lucy herseH, and her iiancee, John 1 {fr',;&
Harker, ave their blood as well.
n
VAN HEISING: So . .. Three transfusions .. . And the effect?
S.:.eA...n,v15£
SEWARD: She rallied after each. The color returned to her cheeks,
but the next morning she would be pale and weak again. She ~ ~ cF
complained of bad dreams. Ten days ago we found her in a
,
stupor from which nothing could rouse her. She . . . died.
VAi.'l' .HEISING: And ... the other symptoms?
Ff? ':>J:SEWA.RD: None, except those two little marks on the throat that I
_
wrote you about.
eDf r'-'I
VAN BEL.SING: And which perhaps brought me here so quickly.
What were they like?
D 7 I \. L
SEWARD: Just two little white dots with red centers. [VAN
\-\
HEUINc riods grim'ly] We decided she must have run a safetyT€'AC..
pin through the sldn of her throat, trying in her delirium to "fu_G"L
fasten a scarf or shawl.
VAN HELSING: Perhaps. And your daughter's symptoms are the
S I.A f P) 1C
same?
SEWARD: Precisely. She too speaks of bad d1'eams. Van Helsing,
you've lived in the tropics. May this not be something alien to
6 1=-o&J
our medical experience in England?
S117.-t.t..>
VAN HELSING: [Grimly] It may indeed, my friend.
Sfl.1.1::....., oJ.-J
VA!"'l' HELSING:

SEWARD:

[Laugh is heard from behind curtain at window. VAN
rises, followed by SEWARD who crosses to window
and draws curtains. RENFJELD is standing there. Repulsive
youth, face distorted, shifry eyes, tousled hair]
HELSING

[Astounded, drawing RENFIELD into room] Renfield. Su>t-'U
How did you ... ?
?r . ~
VAN HELSING: Who is this man?
,
tA rll£
SEWARD: [Crosses to bell; rings] One of my patients. This is gross ,A t-,::.1;(
carelessness.
Ac). :u.v1 C.4.1~
VAN HELSING: Did you hear us talking?
f)e-lZ..c.... , L.....
RENFIELD: Words . . . words . . . words . • .
SEWARD:

µ'&,

DHACULA

6

G ~ o '" (JL.. SEWARD:

Come, come, Ren£eld, you know you mustn't wander
about this way. How did you get out of your room?
Tf't«-t.Jl RENFIELD: [Laughs] Wouldn't you like to know?
7oi'.'.--E'
SEWARD: How are the flies? [To VAN HELSING] Mr. Renfield
makes a hobby of eating flies. I'm afraid you eat spiders, too,
sometimes. Don't you, Ren£eld?
, ;
RENFIELD: Will you walk into my parlor, said the spider to the
I p1s<of'-1H«T Hy. Excuse me, Doctor, you have not introduced me to your
friend.
~\\~'V=~ SEWARD: [Reprovingly]. Come, come, Renfield.
Pc- t-'..P· \ c- VAN HELSING: Humor him.

1

I

[Enter

J

MAID]

/Irv iSTRu..cr SEWARD:

Tell the Attendant to come here at once.
Yes, sir. [Exits]
. u.f_P._ r Dfi2...SEWARD: Oh, very well. Professor Van Helsing, Mr. Renfield, a
.__l\J '
patient of mine.

. TfP/(ovc:

MAID:

steps toward him. They shake hands. VAN
rubs RENFIEI..D's fingers with his thumb and
RENFIELD fer ks hand away]
[VAN HELSING

HELSING

Ah, who does not know of Van Helsing! Your work,
sir, in investigating certain obscure diseases, not altogether unconnected with forces and powers that the ignorant herd do
not believe exist, has won you a position that posterity will
recognize.

RENFIELD:

t Cf\J A--n~

[Enter

ScoLD

dressed in uniform. He starts at seeing
then looks at SEWARD sheepishly]

ATIENDANT

RENFIELD

[As severely as his mild nature permits] Butterworth,
you have let your patient leave his room again.
'C)~t-l'-'\
ATIENDANT: Blimme, sir, I locked the door on 'im, and I've got
~'
the key in my pocket now.
SEWARD: But this is the second time. Only last night you let him
I\ '>?P· ~::_:.- 'SE
escape and he tried to break into Count Dracula's house across
the grounds.
1
,
AITENDANT: 'E didn't get out the door this time, sir, and it's a
11 ' ~·..;<'~,'Jtf· T~t, i-r- drop of thirty feet out ·of the windows. [Crosses to RENFIELD]

I

I

1

j.1
j

p
I'

SEWARD:

/
He's just a bloomin• eel Now you come with me.. [As they start
a. c..A nf
toward door; lwUls RENFIELD by coat collar and right arm]
IM rt-I
·
SEWARD: Renfield, if this happens again you will get no more ..,...,
i''fll~
1
sugar to spread out for your flies.
\ f'l 1 1fl'\ '--'
·
RENFIELD: [Drawing himself up] What do I care for files • • •
r;A''f.
now? [A'ITENDANT gives VAN HELSING a look] Flies. F1ies are rN vllLJ 1 ,
but poor things. [As he speaks he follows with his eyes a fiy.
ATI'ENDANT sees fty too; rek(l$(Js REW!lELD indulgently. With a
sweep of his hand he catches fly, 1w7.ds closed hand to ear as if
listening to bw:z of -fly as he crosses a few steps, then carries it
to his mouth. Then seeing them watching him, relea,ses it
quickly] A low form of life. Beneath my notice. I don't care a 8L.oGk..
pin about Hies.
A'ITEND~: Oh, doncher? Any more o' yer tricks and I'll take ye~(C.of..J 5 E
new spider away.
llENFIELD: [Babbles; on knees] Oh, no, not Please, dear Mr. Butr:v€
terworth, please leave me my spider, He'S" getting so.nice and 0~ 1 Bfat. When he's had another dozen flies he'll be just right, just
right. [Gives littk laugh. Rubs hands together, then catches fiy
and makes gesture of eating]
VAN .HELSJNG: Come, Mr. Renfield, what makes you want to eat 'Pr<. .;-5>
flies?
RENFIELD: [Rises] The wings of a fly, my dear sir, typify the aer- l(Y\ ?tLE55'
ial powers of the psychic faculties.
.- . .
SEWARD: [To ATI'ENDANT wearily] Butterworth, take him away. bA rJ !':> .....,_
VAN HELSING: One moment, my friend. [To RENFIELD] And the (VIK
spiders?
RENFIELD: [Impressively] Professor Van Helsing, can you tell me
why that one great spider lived for centuries in the tower of D/I z_-z.L0'
the old Spanish church-and grew and grew? He never ate,
but he drank, and he drank. He would come down and drink
the oil of all the church lamps.
SEWARD: [To A'ITENDAN'r] Butterworth.
(2u;!"
BENFIELD: One moment, Doctor Seward •.. [VAN HELSING gets ri1?.~.;-;: S,r
wolfsbane from bag on tab'le] I want you to send me away,
now, tonight, in a straight waistcoat Chain me so I can't escape. Thi's is a sanatorium, not a lunatic asy1um. This is no Qo v~
place for me. My cries will disturb Miss Luoy, who is ill. They
dr

c::'sre :.t\

'· l'. \ .: . L.. \

<~ 'ii:,\i>-)~~l~ •. ill give your daughtP.r bad dreams, Doctor Seward, bad
iv\<.

dream.s.
<..~ \~
SEWARD: [Soothingly] We'll see about all this in the morning.
J<'[Nods to ATTENDANT, who moves toward RENFJELD]
i"f' :1 VAN HELSING: Why are you so anxious to go?
BENFJELD: [Crosses to VAN HELSING; hesitates, then with gesture
\]\'~ "W
of decision] I'll tell you. Not that fool Seward. He wouldn't
1
understand. But you, . . [A large bat dashes against window.
'I'" BENFmLD turns to the window, holds out his hands and
.0 ~p\
Y-12;,\. .'· /
gibbers] No, no, no, I wasn't going to say anything ...
J

[ATIENDANT

S ;'I' ~J-.

·

I'

l

1

11

J
I'

VVhat was that?
[Looks out window, then turns] It was a bat, gentlemen. Only a batl Do you lmow that in some islands of the
Eastern seas there are bats which hang on trees all night? And
when the heat is stifling and sailors sleep on the deck in those
harbors, in the morning they are found dead men . . . white,
even as Miss Mina was.
SEWARD: VVhat do you lmow of Miss Mina? [Pause] Take him to
his room!
VAN HELSING: [To SEWARD] Please! [To RENFIELD] Why are you
so anxious to be moved from here?
RENFIELD: To ~ve my ·soul.
VAN HELSING: Yes?
BENFIELD: Oh, you'll get nothing more out of me than that. And
I'm not sure I hadn't rather stay ... After all, what is m soul
good for? Is not . . . [Turru to window] ... what I am to receive worth the lewof my'°SOul?
SEWARD: [Lightly] \iVhat's got him thinking about ems? Have
you the.sows-of those Hies and spiders on your conscience?
BENFIELD: [Puts fingers in his ears, shuts eyes, distorts face] I
forbid you to plague me about ulsl I don't want their BOuls.
All I want is their life. The blood is the life . . •
VAN HELSING: So?
RENFIELD: Thafs in the Bihl . What use are sou.Is. to me? [To
VAN HELSING] I couldn't eat them or dr ... [Breaks off suddenly]
SEWARD:

~,~v BENFIELD:

\/> ~

ro:< ~
SUl--l/

crosses up; watches BENFIELD]

.l.JHi\C ULA.

Or drink . , . [Hokling wolfsbane under his nose, ~·.A • Lface becomes convulsed with rage and loathing. He
leaps back]
BENFIELD: You know too much to live, Van Helsing! [He sud- ___ ~ < Ldenly lunges at VAN HELSJNG. SEWARD and A'.ITENDANT shout at \ -r-. t4·'- . -' .
the attack and as they drag RENFJELD to door he stops struggling and says clearly:]
RENFIELD: I'll go quietly. [SEWAIID lets go of him] I warned you \'_; ,,\2...~
1
to send me away. Doctor Seward, jf you don't you must answer for my soul before the judgment seat o£ Godl
VAN HELSJNG:
RENFmLD's

[RENFIELD

off.

and

exit. Wild laughter can be heard
puts wolfsbane in bag as SEWARD closes

ATIENDANT

VAN HELSING

door]
My friend, you,re not hurt?
\ t--.1 s?~No.
\....'~ 'SEWARD: My deepest apologies. You'll think my place shockingly Sv.f-L:o:r-JC. :.:IL
managed ...
SEWARD:

VAN HELSING:

[vAN HELSING waves apology aside with impatient gesture]
What was your herb that exoited him so?
't.~~r/f';
Wolfsbane. [A little look out of window as he ' 1 1 '
crosses]
SEWARD: Wolfsbane? Whaf s that? I thought I knew all the drugs
/ rJCITC::
in the pharmacopoeia
VAN HEL5ING: One of the ... eremophytes. Pliny the Elder men- /fA!l.~
tions the plant. It grows only in the wilds of Central Russia.
SEWARD: But why did you bring it with you?
SP~ {L.
VAN HELSING: It is a form of preventive medicine.
QIO. Flc' c..,-SEWARD: Well, we live and learn. I never heard of it.
re'.( (Y;
VAN HELSING: Seward, I want you to have that lunatfo securely w+iv< N
watched.
SEWARD: Anything you say, Professor Van Helsing, but it's 1lJX
··R.-c,f
Lucy I want you to look afte~ .first.
.
{{ {SJ~. ~ & p;-VAN HELSING: I want to keep this man under observation.
I vv T:;;(L ~ SEWARD: [Annoyed and hurt] An interesting maniac, no doubt, ,.,,(/ ~
but surely you11 see my daughter.
· - ~T
VAN HELSING: I must see the records of his case.
rl 1 ·
VAN HELSING:

vr

'-'

11

10 /

I .I1 01.!'Ef'.Z~ ,')j
:::,r;,(2 12·: 1

.

11

dear. I am yours, all yours. [Clings to him. He embraces her.
She sinhl back] Oh, John, I'm so tired ... so tired.
i ' 1 v G: K::~t-

sE~ •...ctD:

But Doctor ...
Do you th.ink I have forgotten why I am here?
:o:{SEWARD: [As they start to go out left] Forgive me. Of course I'll
show you the records, but I don't understand why you're so
curious about Renfield, because in our vast experience . . .
VAN BEi.SING:

® ft l3AU

:~-:

~: Why, I thought they were here, Lucy.
John, do you think this new man will be any better than

i4''

I

1,

~

• f'

,.,.~

JD(( f--'.AJ
sr.rJ(f'-)ci
0-

__,,

I

H,-'

\\U ~~' ·

fZ .if.1..~f ·c
(\~F· r" ~

I

~J • ' Pt'-l vf-- ~

I~~

r

I \C''V. L&~
I:
1:

the others?
[Moving her to divan] I'm sure he will. Anyway, Lucy,
now that f m back fm going to stay with you till you get over
this thing.
LUCY: [Delighted] Oh, John. But can you? Your work in town?
HARKER: [Seating her, then sitting next to her] You come first.
LUCY: [A change comes o·ver her] I ... don't tbink you'd better
stay, John. [A look about room J Sometimes . . . I feel that I
want to be alone.
HARKER: My dear. How can you say that you don't want me with
you when you're so ill? You love me, don't you? [Taking her
hand]
LUCY: [Affecticmately] ·Yes, John, with all my ·
HAllKER: Just as soon as you'reweII enough I'm going to take you
away. We'll be manied next month. We won't wait till June.
We'll stretch that honeymoon month to three months and the
house will be ready in July.
LUCY: [ Over;oyed] John, you think we could?
HARKER: Of course, why n'ot? My mother wanted us to wait, but
sbe11 understand, and I want to get you away . . . [Starts to
kiss her. She shudders as he does so] Why do you shrink when
I kiss you? You're so cold, Lucy, always so cold ... now ...
LUCY: [With tenderness "but no hint of passion] Forgive me,

return]

INVOt.. '/'7

My dear Miss Seward ... [He kisses LUCY's hand]
you don't remember poor old Van Helsing. I knew you when (!_ ,1-fPrR. (f';
you were a little girl. So high . . . and now what charm, what
beauty. A little pale, yes, but we will bring the roses back to
the cheeks.
LUCY: You were so kind to come, Professor.
PL9J SF
VAN HELSING: And this, no doubt, is the fortunate young man E:f'/!)Efi-tyou are to marry?
SEWARD: Yes, John Harker, Professor.
r!,ofJ~ttCM
HARKER: Look here, Professor. I'm not going to get in your way,
but if Doctor Seward will have me I'm oin to make ·
·
me a bed here until Lucx gets over this thinw Turm to
SEWARD] It's absolute
being away in London, and of Lf:~ !-:-r /.A ; se
course I can't do any work.
SEWARD: You're most welcome to stay, my boy.
TOA~
VAN BEWNG: Indeed, yes. I should have asked you to stay. I t=111f2Loj1
may need you. [Takes chair from desk to left of divan; turns to
LUCY] Now lie back. so ... [Examines her eyeUds carefully
and feel,s her pulse] And now tell me when did this, this weak- P/? o0t:r
ness first come upon you? [Sits, after examining eyelids; looks
at her gums, examines tips of fingernails, then takes out watch
as he feels her pulse]
LUCY: Two nights after poor Mina was buried I had . . . a bad S ~ v-£1c: ZE
dream.
VAN HELSING: [Releases pulse, after looking at watch] A bad /:12-aD
dream? Tell me about it.
LUCY: I remember hearing dogs barking before I went to sleep.
The air seemed o ressive. I left the reading lamp lit by my 5rt ~,,r--C
bed, but when the dream came there seemed to come a mist in
the room.
VAN HELSJNG:

LUCY:

Q~,1.::-

HELSING

[She sits up; extends her hand to him]

[They exit. The room is empty for a few seconds; then LUCY
enters, supported by HARKER. She is a beautiful girl of
twenty, clad in filmy white dressing gown, her face unnaturally pal,e, She walhl with difficulty. Round her throat is
wound a scarf. She crosses to desk and leans on it as HAIIKER
closes door]
1

and VAN

D~.A M. SEWARD: Lucy dear, this is my old friend, Professor Van Helsing.

---

,-'.1 1

[SEWARD

HARKER:

1

I

·1

UHll C ULA
c::_:; ~\.d~I ~~ yv·

j

I

Wast.he window open?
LUCY : Yes, I always sleep ,vith my window open.
,:s
VJu'l HEISING : Oh, of course, youre English. [Laughs] We Conti91Jl1' 10
nentals are not so particular about fresh ail'. And then . . .
K c~LUCY: The mist seemed so thick I could just see the lamp by my
1
t-S('(i,,- ~ bed, a tiny spark iD the fog, and then . . . [Hysterically ] I saw
two red eyes staring at me and a livid white face looking down
on me put of the mist. It was horrible, honiblel

.
I

,

13

difficulty, VAN HELSING puts microscope back in bag, closes
it, puts back chair by desk]

And how long have you had these little marks on your throat?
[SEWARD and HARKER start violently and come to divan. They
look at each other in horror]

Since ... that first morning.
Lucy, why didn't you tell us?
SEWARD: Lucy, you've worn that scarf around your throat . . . to
hide them!
[€-1t1oiA<-1SE
LUCY:

HARKER:

I

I

VAN HELSING:

[HARKER makes move toward her.
a gesture]

I
? .oo·r·;;,--e

VAN HELSING

stops him by

There, there . . . [Soothingly, taking her hands
from her face] Go on, please.
I
LUcY: [Gives little start when VAN HELSING touches her hands.
I
Looks at HARKER and starts; and at SEWARD and starts, then at
r;7f VAN HELSING and relaxes] The next morning my maid could
o·fYl P/
scarcely wake me. I felt weak and languid. Some part of my
...
v
life
seemed to have gone from me.
Il
. 1"/\''C'
·
ii!,.·
;
VAN HELSING: There have been other such dreams?
-y-f;{(R 1~( LUcY: Nearly every night since then has come the mist •.. the
f red eyes and that awful face.
VAN HELSING:

[LUCY

makes convulsive clutch at throat]

1 · _,,

t

[She puts hands to Mr face again. VAN HELSING soothes Mr;
ad libs, as he takes her hands from face, "There, there,
now."]
We've tried transfusion twice. Each time she recovered
her strength.
LUCY: But then would come another dream and now I dread
the night. I know it seems absurd, Professor, but please don't
laugh at me.
VAN HELlING: I'm not likely to laugh. . . ,
SEWARD:

[Gently, without answering, he unwinds scarf from her
throat. She puts hand up to stop him and cries, "No, no." A
'look at HAllKER when her neck is bare. As VAN HEI.SING does
so he starts, then quickly opens small black bag on table and
returns with microscope; examines two small marks on
throat. LUcY with eyes closed. Controlling himself with

uJt-...

VAN HELSING:

Do not press her. Do not excite her [To

U/5T7~

LUCY]

Well?

[Constrained; t o SEWAlID and HARKER] I was afraid they'd
~
worry you, for I !mew that . . . Mina had them.
h1 olU f-'1
VAN HELSING: [With assumed cheerfulness] Quite right, Miss
&if'
1
Lucy, quite right. They're nothing, and old Van Helsing will ;.IV j) 0 see that these . . . dreams trouble you no more.
MAID: [Appears at door] Count Dracula.
LUCY:

L§) At.J
[DRACULA enters. He is a tall. musterious man of about fiftir
tJT\2.DDL.l
.
w:
.PJb
ished and dist~ngui.sMd. ~ontinental in appearance and
1
manner.

SEWARD:

LUCY

registers attraction to DRACULA ]

Ah, good evening, Count.

bfY!MA :!.h'

Gentlemen .. , [He bows to men; then goes to the
divan and bows in courtly fashion] Miss Seward, how are you? esfc0 rJSJYou are looking more yourself this evening.
· ..

DRACULA:

[LUCY registers thrill. Alternate moods of attraction and
repulsion, unaccountable to herself, affect LUCY in DRACULA'S
presence. But this shotild be suggested BUbtly]

[Quite natural] I feel better already, Count, now that fa- . _. , r
ther's old friend has come to help me.
:-i \.,' lY

LUcY:

[DRACULA turns to VAN HELSING.
recoils, and turns to HARKER]

LUcY

looks up at

DRACULA,

.1;5

UUACif[,1\
/(\.JVO/LG

I'

SEWARD:

MAID:

Count Dracula, Professor Van Hefoing.

[To LUCY] Good. Your maid will take you to your
.
ff DrY!()rJ'::: /.
room. Try to rest for a little, while I talk to your father.

[The two men bow]

I

,II .:;. oP 1(

A most distinguished scientist, whose name we know
even in the wilds of Transylvania. [To SEWARD] But I interrupt
1
a consultation.
fi-f)P!.l~'./ Q SEW~: Not at all, ?ount. It's good of you to come, and we appreCJate your motives.
Di ~ : :,·_:;- HABKER: Doctor Seward has just told me of your offer, and I
· ·
can't thank you enough.
h
~ ,,,., ",, , -DRACULA: It is nothing. I should be gJateful to be permitted to
1I Cl'!/
I'
hel Miss Lu in an wa.
• ••..
L

1

DRACULA :

I

t• ' ( / J

- ,,_~~\~.-- LUCY: But you do, Count. I look forward to your visits. They
seem to make me better.
., GA IA &-1;;'
YAN HELSING: And so I arrive to find a rival in the field.
,1
..
y.DRACULA: [Crosses to LUCY] You encourage me, Miss Seward, to
I
_ (.'
I.._,
k th
•
I ·0
.. e._
ma e em more frequent, as I should like to.
tuCY: [Looking at him fixedly] I am always glad to see you.
I f fV. , 'OW
!
DRACULA: Ah. but you have been lonely here. And my efforts to
JI
amuse you with our old tales will no longer have the same sucj }if/I '( A i"E cess, now that you have Professor Van Helsing with you, and
i
especially now that Mr. Harker is to remain here.
i "'E-P. ,..:. HARKER: How did you know I was going to stay, Count?
jYlefA: L
DRACULA: [Little start] Can the gallant lover ask such a ques. It
tion? I inferred it, my friend.
'j i'f ii.L-11)1'.\>...-r; HARKER: You're right. Nothing is going to shift me now until
t 1 _
Lucis as :6.t as a fiddle again.
i NL\ v iO c DRACULA.: Nothing?
I tl c..-Lu.ece LUCY: Please come as before, Count, won't you?
1
,, • 1

I
!

I

[DRACULA bows to her; kisses her hand.
while has been talking to MAID]

111

!:
11

~$tA-~

you understand, you will not answer bells.
She must not be alone for a single moment under any circumstances, you understand.

[As DRACULA crosses to below desk, LUcY learu toward him,
extends her hand, then recovers herself. VAN HELSING registers that he sees her look at DRACULA]

I~
;,~.

1

mean-

VAN HELSING: •••

I:

~ ~

VAN HELSING

'

--

:

/k;7Y.C-r~

Yes, sir.

YAN HELSING:

[MAID

comes to divan to get

LUCY,

Pause, as

LUCY

looks at

DRACULA]

Wells, remember, don't leave her alone for a moment. · ~ ~ /·:( . ~ (
Oh, no, sir.
$¢/~

SEWARD:

MAID:

[LUCY exchanges a long look with
her out]

DRACULA

as

MAID

takes

Professor Van Helsing, so you have come from the 3. ,,
.5
land of the tulip, to cure the nervous prostration of this charm- C'?"S-C<-, -'-ing girl. I wish you all the success .
VAN HELSING: Thank you, Count.
DRACULA: Do I appear officious, Doctor Seward? I am a lonely -.
.
1
man. You are my only neighbors when I am here at Carfax !_) ~ 7ff./
and your trouble has touched me greatly.
SEWARD: Count, I am more grateful for your sympathy than I can ,:.../VJ drZsay.
·
vAN HELSING: You, like myself, are a stranger in England,
B§
0
1
Count?
DRACULA: Yes, but I love England and the great London ... so
_
different from my own Transylvania, where there are so few fYl;JZGli-0
people and so little opportunity.
P/2.E;-5'S
YAN HEL.5ING: Opportunity, Count?
DRACULA: For my investigations, Professor.
Dt5~
SEWARD: I hope you haven't regretted buying that old ruin across
,_. 77 _
there?
/):.{(.,·fib!- '
DRACULA: Oh, Carlax is not a ruin. The dust was somewhat deep, (!L.£4-L
but we are used to dust in Transylvania.
HARKER: You plan to remain in England, Count?
(!.//CC/<:.__
DRACULA: I think so, my friend. The walls of1Dy castle are broken, and the shadows are many, and I am the last of my race. Fj+v,-J/1"~
HARKER: It's a lonely spot you've chosen ... Carl~.
G?JJD I/./
DRACULA: It is, and when I hear the clogs howling far and near I @l()Cfifl__
think myself back in my Castle Dracula with its broken
battlements.
DRACULA:

'9

,LI)/

1/ ¢ oJJt:

f ttlHA.lln.....<c Ah, the dogs howl there when there are wolyes around.
,
don't they?
l i
DRACULA: They do, my friend. And they howl here as well, all ·.,--.. ..,,- r c though there are no wolves. But you wish to consult the anx'
_vv._,o..., .
f th
10us a er and the great specialist . . . May 1 read a book in
the study? 1 am so anxious to hear what the Professor says . . .
and to leam if 1 can be of an hel ,
·n+~ SEW.AlU>: By all means, Count. [DRACULA b owi ;ex-lts. SEWAJID
j.f~p Jr~E:<;~ watches him leave. Dogs howl qffstage] Very kind of Dracula,
•:- (.- with his damned untimely friendliness, but now what a,l>out
Cc 1
my daughter?
, f'"l,._.-.HAl'IKER : Yes. Professor. what do you think is the matter with
?'-'v
Lucy?
1p:, :: rJf' -:- VAN HELSING: [Crosses to window, looks out. Long pause before
~
he speaks] Your p atient, that interesting Renfield, does not like
the smell of wolfsbane.
'SIA~~~ SEWARD: ~ What has that got to do with Lucy?
1
, ~ IJ..,""'t "'K,t' vAN HELSING: Perhaps nothing.
·1 J'"oW IIARKEB: ~Ef.smml8;" Professor, is there anything unnatural or
occult about this business?
I ~-\\..:...f SEWARD : Occult? Van Helsing! Oh . . .
VAN. ~ING: Ah, Seward, let me remind you that the superstitions of today are the scientific facts of tomorrow. Science
, , -:: d can now transmute the electron, the basis of all matter into
:J. {At.- t • \ energy, and what is that but the dematerialization of m~tter?
Yet deroaterialization has been known and practiced in India
for centuries. 1n Java I myself have seen things.
I 11i, cefL- SEWABD: My dear old friend, you can't have filled up yom-flne
t=~~~~~~-'-.C

II'

Q.

, r ri

old brain with.-Eastem moonshine.

G/- ;.._;<~

VAN HELSING:

Moonshiner

l.t f2. ~'t\ fGf,,-SEW.ARD: But

anyway, come now, what about my daughter?
VAN HELsmG: Ahl Seward, if you won't listen to what will be
ot 1 ~ harder to believe than any Eastern moonshine, if you won't
~9 N
for et our textbooks . . . k
en~ then, Seward.
Your daughter's life may pay for your pig-headedness
Go on, go on, Professor!
•
- SEWARD : I am listening.
VAN HELSING: Then I must ask you to listen calmly to what I am

i '2P L~

I P<
11

HAlUmR;

O.lZACU LA

Ul.:,1CIJ,L.1\

.q

going to say. Sit do'Wll. [VAN HELSING crosses to wmdow; L ,c...GAF~e
closes curtains. SEWARD and HARKER exchange glances, then
both look at VAN HELSING as they sit] You have both heard the /CS/
legends of Central Europe, about the Werewolf, the Vampires?
SEWARD: Youmean ghosts, who~the blood of the livingL
CJl!Jf2,W
VA.L"ll' .fIElfilNG: If you wish to call them ghosts. I call them the undead.
HARKER: [Quickly] ~
~ man, are you suggesting that
,- ,·- .--:Mina, and now Lucy . . .
BA-,-:- -'"'
SEWARD: [Intemipting] Of course, I have read these horrible folk -r~
tales of the Middle Ages, Van Helsing, ut+kno
ou bett
•
than to
ose ...
VAN HELSING: [Interrupting] That I believe them? I d:o believe

Bt /JU

'~,

[Incredulously] You mean to tell us that vampires actu- R _,r(//J;
/
ally exist and . . . and that Mina and Lucy have been attacked
'" , .J..
by one?
VAN HELSING; Your English doctors would all laugh at such a SU~T
theory. Your police, your public would laugh. [Impressively]
p
The strength of the vampire is that people will not believe in 'S LA~
~
s~ : [Shaking head] Is this the help you bring us?
5 1-+A-1 i::iVAN Rll:LlING: [Much moved] Do not despise it.
l {£c{7P/7£
HABKER: [To SEWARD] Doctor, this case has stumped all your spe~µcLTu f!:t4 &li
cialists. [To VAN HELSING] Go on, Professor.
VAN BELSJNG: Vampires are rare. Nature abhors them, the forces
j4c,;;J
of good combine to destroy them, but a few of these creatures 'fr:3, ·
have lived on for centuries.
.
_ __.;i
HARKER: [Excited] What is a vampire?
ea<- 5 1 ::: ~
VAN HELSING: A vampire, my friend, is a man or a woman who is L[;c.T7~
dead and yet not dead. A thing that lives after its death by
drinking the blood of the living. It must have blood or it dies.
Its power lasts only from sunset to sunrise. During the hours
of the day it must rest in the earth in which it was buried. But,
during the night, it has the power to prey upon the living. [Incredulous move.from SEWARD] My friend, you are thinking you D!?i~
will have to put me amongst your patients?
SEWABD:

.U.l.i.ACU LA

J.[

CotJ 1-L::;'S?

Van Helsing. 1 don,t know what to think nut l confess l
simply can't follow you.
1 {,,<_((_,e~e HARKER: What makes you think that Lucy has been attacked by
such a creature?
VAN HELSING: [From now on dominating them] Doctor Seward's
VJ (:?A:-µ written account of these ladies' symptoms at once aroused my
suspicion.. Aruemia? The blood of three men was forced into
the veins of Miss Mina. Yet she died from loss of blood. Where
did it go? Had your specialist any answer? The vampire attacks the throat. He leaves tWo little wounds, white with red
centers. [HARKER rises slowly] Seward, you wrote me of those
two marks on Miss .Mina's throat. An accident with a safety
pin, you said. So I thought, I suspected, I did not know, but I
{\ l ~: ~ came on the instant, and what do I find? These same wounds
f-t
on Miss Lucy's throat Another safety pin, Doctor Seward?
SEWABD: Do you mean to say that you've built up all this nightmare out of a safety pin? It's true I can't make out why she hid
those marks from us.
I\/ t;-r
VAN HElSlNG: I ceuld tell yeu that.
\} 1 u\--·,\
SEWARD: [Pause] What! I don't believ it Of course Lucy's trou1
ble can't be that.
l ·'
ff ldHAimm:
o believ; it:. This theory accounts for all the facts
that nobody has been able to explain. We'll take her away
111
where this thing can't get at her.
·
p Gf-L.-A--Th VAN HELSING: She will not want to go.
C~1Y5r...R. '='~ SEWARD: What!
VAN H.E:ImNG: If you force her, the shock may be fatal.
'
I D.o/:N-.P.
HARKER: But why won't she go if we tell her that her life
depends on it?
11
VAN HELSING: Because the victim of the vampire becomes bis
p..~¢
creature, linked to him in life and after death.
SEWABD: [Incredulous, shocked; rises] Piofessor, this is too much!
e'll-·U;f 1;11 <HABXER: Lucy become an unclean thing, a demon?
1CtJ!I Fi/lPµ VA>.-... BEL.SING: Yes, Harker. Now will you help me?
~fAtlO.V~-HARXER: Yes, anything. Tell me what to do.
1
VAN HELSING: It's dangerous work. Our lives are at stake, but so
1 -$-(fl~IJ(f(/Je,Jis Miss Lucy's life, so i~md. We must stamp out this monster.
1
1

e'::i :._;--

.x.

~~~·~\

c.v..e.B

SEWb..ctO:

How can we stamp it out now?
f+-s7c~"S'S
This undead thing lies helpless by day in the e~ < 'oA/°>
1
or tomb in which it was buried.
cJ
SEWARD: A corpse, in a coffin?
C.4l...CM-(.-A~
VAN HELSING: A corpse, if you like, but a living corpse, sustained
by the blood of the living. If we can find its earth home, a
stake driven through the heart destroys the vampire. But this f=\-v\:7f+£1Sf
is our task. In such a case the police, all the powers of society, L' c..r=:JJS i=are as helpless as the doctors. What bars or chains can hold a
creature who can turn into a wolf or a bat?
HAJUs:ER: A wolfl Doctor Seward, those dogs howling! I told you 8 LA -:;they howl that way in Russia when wolves are about. And a ~c;;bat . . . Renfl.eld said there was a bat.
'P 1
-...
SEWAIID: Well What of it?
A vl> ' ~
VAN HELSING: [Reflectively] Your friend Renfleld does not like 'f<~Pl~
the smell of wolfsbane.
SEWARD: But what in the world has your wolfsbane to do with all o_._~L
this?
71'--r'-'.
HARKER:

VAN HELSING :

VAN HELSING:

A vampire cannot stand the smell of wolfsbane.

~B~

fl! o k/I r j
VAN HELSING: I suspect no one and everyone. . . . Tell me, who
r- ,1 , l (,d
is this Count Dracula?
I f1 .v-- ·

HARKER: You suspect that lunatic?

Dracula? We really know very little about him.
t< e-\:». se
When I was in Transylvania I heard of Castle Dracula.¥'.'_\; SA'-8
A famous Voivode Dracula who fought the Turks lived· there
centuries ago.
"
VAN HELSING: I will make inquiries by telegraph. No, but after 'Po LS (Y'°F-all this Thing must be English. Or at least have died here. His u
lair must be near enough to his house for him to get back
there before sunrise. [To SEWARD] Oh, my friend, I have only
cthe old beliefs with which to fight this monster that has the ~,ABIUS"e
strength of twenty men, perhaps the accumulated wisdom and
cunning of centuries.
HARKER: This all seems a nightmare. But I'm with you, Professor. ~~
VAN HELSING: And you, Doctor Seward?
'f'oll'.-0 sf'
SEWARD: It all seems preposterous to me. But everyone else has f2.~l..~ efailed. The case is in your bands at present.
<S>c-Ot...D
VAN RELmfG: [Sternly] I need allies, not neutrals.
SEWARD:

HARKER:

.UHACIJI.A

~ e .,.,1 !('v..~~

Very well, then, do what you will.
Good. Then bring your daughter here.
I, 1 C ~~ SEWARD: What are you going to do?
tDt... ~ VAN HELSING: To set a trap. Miss L ucy is the bait.
f./l~ HARKER: My ~ed; we can't let you do that!
11!
VAN HELSING: There's no other way. I believe this Thing knows
S HIGUJ that I plan to protect Miss Lucy. This will put it on its guard
and the first moment she is alone it will no doubt try to get at
her, for a vampire must have blo'od or its life in death ceases.
1

SEWAJ.w :

VAN HEI.slNG:

'!A
I
i

1

[3c.oat:_ HAllKER: No, I forbid this.
<JR(L Srf SEWAJU>:

She's my daughter, and I consent. We'll sh ow the ProI
fessor he's mistaken.
I
HARRER : ou allow it only because you don't believe, and I de
11 I s HA77if- believe. ·My G~ Doctor, fve heard that lunatic laugh . . •
life-eating, you said he was, and you subject Lucy to that risk.
I
VAN REISING : [Interrupting ha1'shly] I must b e master here or I
·1' . 07f4J17/JI() can do nothing! I must l<now in what form this Thing comes
before I can plan how to stamp it out. Bring yom daughter
here.
I

;I!

II

turns and sees HARKER looking at him; stares at
There is a shorl pause, then HABXER reluctantly
exits. SEWARD follows him. VAN HELSING thinks a moment,
then looks about noting the positions of doors, furniture, etc.
He then turns out lights. The 1'0om is dark except for the
firelight. VAN HELSING moves int o fi1'eligh, 1.ooks at divan,
then walks back to door and turns, looking at divan, satisfying himself that t he light from the fire i.s sufficient to see
anything that happens on the divan. Opens curtains. Suddenly, the double doors open sharply and VAN HELSING
starts violently; the ATI'ENDANT enters]
[SEWARD

1

l

HARKER.

I
I

I'
I
,i

1j

~ p-r

C,:l-

thirty feet to the stone flagging. That loonie's a bloomin' flyin'
squinel 'e is.
VAN :rmLSING: [Commandingly] Say nothing to Doctor Seward at.p.DMtirJlS~
present. Nothing, do you hear? Now go.
[A'ITENDANT exits. VAN HELSING switches on lights again.
Enter LUCY, supported by HARKER and SEWARD]
LUCY:

Ohl Ohl
Lucy, you have nothing to fear.

SEWARD:

[They take her to divan]
I want you to lie down here my dear.
But Doctor . . .
TOS";
VAN HELSING: You trust me, do you not? [She smiles weakly atc~Tc_.r:..
him; nods. They place her on divan] I want you to lie here for5.x;rr;~
just a little.
LUCY: But ... I am so frightened.
IR VAN HELSING: Make your mind passive. Try not to think. Sleep ' , '/))i ) Cr '.J
you can.
/'
LUCY: I dare not sleep. It is when I sleep. · •
:)fV-1}
VAN HELSING:

LUCY:

s-r

[HARKER takes her hand]
[Arranging her on divan head on pillows soothingly] I know my dear. I know. I am going to cure you · /JLEV!PIE

VAN HELSING:

~l .
LUCY:

0 h, but, Fath er.

SEWARD:

You must do as the Professor says. Come, Harker.
Come, Harker.

VAN HELSING:

ATI'ENDANT:

VAN HELSING :

~c

5 r tJ ~'5 z ,_, L '

leads SEWARD to the door. SEWARD exits.
lingers and VAN HELSING calls him. VAN HELSING
switches off lights as he and HARKER go out. No movement.
LUCY closes her eyes. Low lwwl is heard outside . , . howl of
a wolf. It is followed by a distant ba1'king Qf dQgs. Firelight
grows dimmer. DRACULA's hand appears from back of couch,
then his face. LUCY screams; swoons. When LUCY screams, ad
libs offstage until VAN HELSING switches on lights]
[VAN HELSING

HARKER

Beg pardon, sir. Is Doctor Seward here?
Wbat do you want with him?
ATTENDANT: Ole Flycatcher's escaped again, sir.
j lll'\'IE:$1'1~P~~VAN HELSING: Escaped, how?
. ' Oe~<.U J ATIENDANT : G-0 b~me, out .of the window: The, door's still
I1•
locked and 1 was m the comdor all the while. Its a drop of

r:
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UL\;\CULA
HARK.I:... ••

SEWARD:

Lucyf Lucyl
Professor, what is it?

enters, followed by SEWARD and HARKER. VAN
switches on lights. They are just in front of door as
a bat flies in the room from window to cente-r, then out of
the u'indow]
[VAN HELSING

HELSING

.J. , ) :· ,<

VAN HELSING!

You saw?

:;· ;·.' ..c SEWARD:
what was that?
c:; L(:>.-R HARKER: Lucy, Lucy, speak to me!
Co 111;f!JJ1.-0VAN HELSING: Take her to her room, Harker, quickly.

ACT TWO

t

carries LUcY to door as DRACULA enters. He looks
about, his g'lance taking in everyone]

LUcYs boudoir. Window right rear, closed but curtains
a-pen. Chairs, small occasional table with toilet articles on it
by window. Couch against wall up le-ft center. Mirror on
wall. Small stand, with fiowers in vase, near couch. Doors,
right, leading into bedroom, le-ft, leading into hall. Arch le-ft
center.

[HARKER

I'

1

,Sµ it-JOl.lf DRACULA: [mildly, sympathetically] The patient is better, I hope?

;1

[REN'FIELD

It

SEWARD

.I

lcmgh]

!,
I

1'

I

I

gfves a wild 'laugh offstage right. VAN HELSING,
and HARKER turn. RENFIELD gives a second wild

The next evening.
Dogs howling. As curtain rises, MAID enters from bedroom,
g'lances up at window over her le-ft shoulder, takes a few
steps, looks back over right shoulder, then to couch and
takes newspaper. Sits on couch; reads newspaper. As she
turns a p.age, ATTENDANT knocks on hall door.

CURTAJN

I'I
I
t

Ci) i1+1f

[Starts] Who is that?
[Enters; smiles at her] Excuse me, Miss. Did you
! AV~ ~ 'appen ~o '~v~ seen anything of the Guv'ner's pet looneyP 'E's
f'% -;6u (, out agam, e is.
[Holding paper] And what would he be doing here?
You'll not hold your job, you won't, if you can't keep that man
safe and sound. Why, he gets out every night. [She crosses toward bedroom door]
ATTENDANT: 'Ere, don't go, Miss.
MAID: Miss Lucy's asked for the evening paper.
l~et..?

"

MAID:

ATIENDANT:

6:

[MAID

smiles as she goes off; indicates speedy return. ATlooks out of window and then looks under couch.

TENDANT

DRACULA

returns. Her line comes just as ATTENDANT bends over,
causing him to fump back, frightened]
:MAID

Well, have you found him?
No, I 'aven't. [Confidentially] And I'll tell you, Miss,
this job is fair gettin' on my nerves.
MAID: Your nerves? And what about my nexves? Isn't it enough
to have ~gs howling every night and foreign counts bobbmg
up out of the floor, and Miss Lucy taking on the way she does,
with everybody having their veins drained of blood for her,
and this Dutch Sherlock Holmes with the X-ray eyes about,
without you letting that Renfield loose?
ATTENDANT: [Grieved] I 'aven't let 'im loose... Just now I 'ears
a noise like a wolf 'owling. I opens 'is door with me key, and
what do I see but 'is legs goin' through the window as though
'e was goin' to climb down that smooth wall. 'E ain't 'wnan, 'e
aint.
MAID: Climb down the wall?
ATTENDANT: [Gloomily] I don't expect no one to believe it, but I
seen it, and w'ot's more, I grabbed 'old of 'is feet, I did.
MAID: [Laughs unbelievingly] Climbing down, head first, like a
bat?
ATTENDANT: Queer your mention of bats, for just as I got 'old of
'im, a big bat :Bies.in the window and 'its.me in the face.
MAID: [Mysteriously] I know where that bat came from.
ATTENDANT: [Startled] You do? Where?
MAID: Out of your belfry. [Crosses to head of couch and arranges pillows, then to dresser]
ATI'ENDANT: No, Miss, .it?6awd's..tmth. I'm tellin' yer ... [Look
from hBr] . . . out that bat files, and the looney is gone, but I
'eard 'im laugh, and €:-awd; what a laugh. Blimm·e, but I'll
catch it from the Guv'ner for this.
MAID: [A.t dressing table] If you tell the Guvemor any such tales
he'll s.hut you up with the looney.
ATTENDANT: :ear', Miss, but you're a smart one ... that's just
what I've been thinkin', and I daren't tell 'im what I see or
what I 'eard. But 'es 'armless, this bloke.
MAID: [Ironically] Wouldn't hurt a fly, would he?
MAID:

ATTENDANT:

A'ITENDANT:

DHACULA
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'Urt a f!y? Oh, no, not 'e. 'E only eats 'em. Why, 'e'd

rather eat a few blue-bottles than a pound of the best steak,
and what 'e does to spiders is a crime.
MAID : It seems fo me somebody will be coming after you in a
minute, you and your spiders.
.
ATI'ENDANT: I say, Miss. This is a queer neighborhood. [Looking
out of window] What a drop that is to the ground. [Turns to
her] You don't have to be afraid of burglars, do you? No way
of getting up here unless they Hy . • • Don't you never feel a
bit lonesome like, out there ... [Points to window] •.. on
your nights off?
MAID: Just lately I have a bit. [Looks toward window] I never
noticed trees had such shadows before.
ATTENDANT : Well ... if you feel you'd like a h'escort, Miss . . .
MAID : ru not walk with you in your uniform. People might be
taking me for one of your loonies.
ATTENDANT: [Puts arm around her] In
ufti then, tomorrow
night.
MAID: I say, you haven't wasted much time, have you?
ATTENDANT: I've 'ad my eye on you.
MAID: Better keep that eye on your looney, or you'll be looking
for a new job [A.TIENDANT tries to kiss her. She pushes him off
and slaps him] Here, you. Buzz off. Your Guvernor will be in
any i:ninute. [Gestures to door] Go find your looney.
ATTENDANT: Oh, orl right, but I've got somethin' 'ere that'll tempt
'im back to 'is room.
MAID: Why, what's that?
[He fumbles in pocket. She comes up to him]
[Takes white mouse by tail out of pocket; holds it in
her face] This 'ere.
MAID: [Screams; climbs on chair; hoUls skirt] Take it away!
Take it away!
ATTENDANT: [Mouse climbs up his arm to shoulder. To mouse]
Come 'on, Cuthbert. We ain't too popular. [Offended, walks off
le~ with dignity, remarking from door:] Some people 'ave no
sense of humor.
SEWAJID: [Enters hastily from bedroom] What was that?
ATTENDANT:

DRACULA

DRACULA

hand, then remains quiescent. He now speaks col.illy, imperattvely; tm-ns her face front before speaking] What is given can

[Puts down her skirt] Pardon, sir. He frightened me with
that . . . that animal.
SEWARD: [Agitated] Animal, what animal?
MAID: A white mouse, sir.
SEWARD: [Relieved] You mustn't scream ... not in this house
MAID:

be taken away. From now on you will have no pain. And you
have no will of your own. Do you hear me?
'.iN1AID: [Murmurs] I hear you.
DRACULA: When you awake you will not remember what I say.
Doctor Seward ordered you today to sleep with your mistress
every night in the same bed because of her bad dreams. Is it
not so?
MAID: [Murmurs] Yes, Master.
DRACULA: Your mistress is threatened by horror and by death,
but I will save her. A man whese will is at cross purposes with
mine bas come to this house. I will crush him. Receive your orders. You hear me?
MAID: Yes, Master.
DRACULA: Hear and obey. From now on you will carry out any
suggestion that reaches you from my brain instantly without
question. When I will you to do a thing it shall be done. My
call will reach you soon.

. . . now.
I'm 11orry, sir, but that nasty little beast . . .
You alarmed Miss Lucy so. She's dreadfully upset as it
is by something in the paper.
MAID: Oh, do you mean about that Hampstead Horror, sir? The
lady in white who gives chocolates to little children . . .
SEWARD: [Interrupts impatiently] Never mind that, but I will not
have l'vliss Lucy disturbed.
MAID:

SEWARD:

returns to bedroom. Dogs howl. Lights go out.
screams. Green spot comes up on DRACULA who stands
in center of room. MAID screams again as she sees him]
[sEwARD

J'

MAID

I

I (Si H:! pN!15ig'RACm.A'

!II
I'

I

'I

1'

·

[ Sooth<ngly ] Fo,give me.

My footfall fa not heavy;-,;;,a

your rugs are soft.
MAID : It's all right, sir . . . but how did you come in?
DRACULA: [Smiling] The door of this room was ajar, so I did not
knock. How is Miss Lucy and her nervous prostration?
MAID: I think she's better, sir.
DRACULA: Ah, good. But the strain of Miss Lucy's illness has
made you also ill.
MAID: How did you know, sir? But it's only a pain in my head
that runs down into the neck.
DRACULA: [Winningly] I can remove this pain.
MAID: I don't understand, sir.
DRACULA: Such pains yield readily to suggestion.
MAID: [Raises arm slightly to shield herself] Excuse me, sir, but
if it's h · notism Y.Ou mean)J:d rather haye the ain.
DRACULA: Ah, you think of hypnotism as an ugly waving of arms
and many passes. That is not my method. [As he speaks he
gestures quietly with his le# hand and she stares at him, fascinated. Placing his left thumb against her forehead, he stares
straight into her eyes. She makes a feebl.e effort to remove his

IGreen spot dim:s out slowly. DRAOULA exdts through window. Lights come on. Dogs howl outside. MAID looks up at
window as VAN HEI2INC enters le~. She starts whe_n door
shuts]

B)

SDI L

[His face is paler. He looks d1'awn and weak. He
carries box tied with string] You've not left your mistress
alone?
MAID: Doctor Seward is with her, sir. [Sways a little]
VAN HELSING: [Looking at her keenly] What's wrong with you,
my girl?
MAID: Nothing, sir.
VAN REI.SING: You've just had a severe shock.
MAID: It's nothing, sir. I ... I suddenly felt queer. (Looks toward window] That's all. I can't remember anything,
VAN HELSING: Mr. Harker has just arrived. Ask Doctor Seward to
come here. Remain with Miss Lucy yourself.
MAID: Yes, sir. She's dreadfully upset, sirVAN HELSING:

I

I

DRACULA

Upset over what?
It's in the evening paper, sir. About the Hampstead Horror. [VAN HELSING motio11s MA.lD to silence] Yes, sir.
VAN HELSING: [Shaken] Oh,-Ged, she has seen it!

Harker, by the terrible Voivode Dracula, who was said to have
had-dealing, ·~w spirits. He was the last of his race. But
for many generations the peasants have believed the Castle
Dracula inhabited by a vampire.
HARKER: Then it must be he . . .
VAN HELSING: [Shakes head; puts telegram back in pocket] My
friends, I am bewildered.
SEWARD: But surely this confirms your suspicions. I was incredulous till I saw that creature hovering over Lucy . · ·
VAN HELSING: A vampire from Transylvania cannot be in England.
SEWARD: But why?
VAN HELSING: Because, as I have told you, the vampire must rest
by day in the earth in which the corpse it inhabits was buried.
HARKER: [Rises] In the earth.
VAN HELSING: The vampire must return to its burial place by
sunrise.
HARKER: [Excited] I found today that Dracula arrived at the
Croydon airdome in a three-engined German plane, on March
sixth.
SEWARD: March the sixth? Three days before Mina first was
taken ill.
HARKER: This plane had made a nonstop Hight from s.ekely in
Transylvania. It left just after sunset. It ~ved ~o hours before dawn. It carried only the Count and six packing cases.
VAN HELSING: Did you learn what was in those cases?
HARXEB : He told the customs people he wanted to see whether
Transylvania plants would grow in a foreign climate in their
native soil.
VAN HELSING: Soil? What was in those boxes?
HARKER: Just plain dirt. He left in a lorry, with the six coffinlike
boxes, before sunrise.
VAN HELSING: Oh, i€:od; yes, before sunrise. The King of Vampires, my friends. [Crosses between SEWARD and HARKER] This
creature is the terrible Voivode Dracula himselfl In bis .satanic
pride and contempt, he even uses his own time. For who
could suspect? For five hundred-years he has been fettered to
his castle because he must sleep by day in his graveyard. Five

VAN HELSING:

MAID:

[MAID

ILIBKER:

nods.

goes into bedroom.

HARKER

enters left]

[Worried] Everything just the same? [VAN HELSING
closes door] When I leave this house even for a

HARKER

few hours I dread what I • . . I dread what I may find when I
come back.
VAN HELSING: And well you may, my friend. [He places box on

table under mirror]
HAlUCER: @ad> must

h ave sent you here to help us. Without you
there'd be no hope. And this morning, Professor, when you
opened your veins to revive Lucy again . . .
VAN HELSING: It was the least I could do ... for my lack of foresight was responsible for this attack.
ILIBKER: Don't say that.
VAN HELSING: Her maid slept with her ... and yet we found the
wolfsbane thrown off the bed to the floor.
HAI\KER: She-was so weak, so pale, the two little wounds opened
fresh again . . .
VAN HELSING: [With gesture to box] I have prepared a stronger
defense. But our main task is not defense, but attack. What
have you found in London?
HARKER: A lot, but -heaveruknows what it means or whether it's
any use.
VAN HELSING: I, to'o, have had news of which I can make nothing.
SEWARD: [Enters] Ah, John, back from town.
HARKER:

Yes. [Sits]

We must try to piece together what we have
learned today. [Producing telegram af several sheets] My colleague in Bucharest wires that the Dracula family has been exti.n ct . . . for five hundred years.
SEWARD: Can the Count be an impostor?
VAN HELSING: [Referring to telegram] The castle he calls his own
is a desolate ruin near the border. It was built, as you said,
VAN HELSING:

't
I

'I
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DRACULA

DRACULA

centuries pass. The airplane is invented. His chance has come,
for now he can cross Europe in a single night. He prepared six
coffins :filled with the earth in which he must rest by day. He
leaves his castle after sunset. By dawn he is in London and
safe in one of his cases-a great risk, but he has triumphed.
He has reached London with its teeming millions, with its "opportunity," as he said . . .
SEWARD: Q:rdcwprotect my Lucy!
HARKER: [To VAN HELSING, new tone] I saw the estate agent from
whom he bought Carfax here and got the address of four old
houses he has leased in different parts of London.
VAN HELSING: One of his coffin retreats is in each of those
houses.
SEWARD: Two heavy boxes were delivered at Carfax the day after
he took- possession.
VAN HELSING: He has scattered them, for safety. If we can :find
all six, we can destroy him.
SEWARD: But how?
VAN HELSING: His native earth will no longer receive his <Wlciea
form if each box is sanetillecil'"Witli 1io'ly--wam.
HARKER: Then we must get at those boxes, tear them open, one
by one. If we :find him, then · · id'-s ame, Professor, I
demand that my hand shall drive the stake into this ew'.s
heart and <Send his soul tcrhell

For her life, yes . . . but his unclean ldss has
claimed her for his own. When she dies she will become as he
is, a foul thing of the night. The vampire can wait. No, my
friends, there is only one way to save her from him . . . to destroy him.
SEWARD: You're right, as always.
VAN HELSING: We have one great advantage . . . by day he is a
coffined corpse . . . of our search by day he can know nothing,
if we leave no traces.
HARKER:
this delay!
VAN HELSING: We must make the round of his houses and find all
six boxes, without his knowledge, and then we act.
SEWARD: But what about the caretakers or servants?
VAN HELSING: All the houses will be empty. The vampire plays a
lone hand.

[sEwABD motions no noise because of LUCY]
Your plan is too dangerous.
But why? These attacks on Lucy continue. Are we to
delay while my child is dying?
HARKER: No, not for a moment.
VAN HELSING: Patience, my friends. This creature is more than
mortal. His cunning is the growth of the ages. How if we :find
:five of his boxes and close them against him, and cannot :find
the sixth?
SEWAlID: Well?
VAN HELSING: Then he will bury himself in his last refuge, where
we can never :find him and sleep until we are all dead.
HARKER: Then Lucy will be safe.
VAN HELSING:

SEWARD:

l

ll.,
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VAN HELSING:
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[Maniacal laugh heard
behind curtains of window.
•
crosses quickly to window]

SEWARD

I<- 12V~A-LS • • ,

~ iJTI.11 r-1 l:1 SEWABD: Ren:fieldl

[He grabs BENFIELD by arm and throws him into room.
BENFIELD
VAN HELSING:

laughs cunningly]
He's been here all the time we've been talking.

SEWARD: Did you hear what we were saying, man?
RENFJELD: Yes, I heard . . . something . . . enough

.
. . . [With
gestures to SEWARD and HARKER] Be guided by -what he. says.
[Points to VAN BEI.SIN'G] It is your only hope. . . . It is her
only hope. [Crosses to VAN HELSING] It is m.y only hope. [Falls
on knees before VAN HELSING] Save"my.: sooll
my
II
am weak. You are strong. I am crazy. You are sane. ¥'00
goo<hnd-he:·~

va.~ HELSJNG:

[Impressively] I will ·sa:ve you, Ren:field, but you
must tell me what you know. Everything.
BENFIELD: [Rises] Know? What should I know? I don't know
anything. [Taps head] You say I'm mad and Doctor Seward
will tell you about that You mustn't pay any attention to anything I say.

DRACULA

DRACULA
We can't waste time with this fellow. I'll have him
taken away. [Crosses to bell]
BENFIELD: [To SEWARD] Fool, fool, and I thought you were wise!
The whole world is mad just now, and if you want help you
must come to a madman to get it, [Little laugh, cunningly]
But 111 not give it to you, I'm afraid [Turns to window] 1l
wise madman will obey him who is strong and not the weak.
VAN HELSING: [Moves to him fiercely] Him? Whom do you
mean?
RENFIELD: Need we mention names among friends? Coine, Professor, be reasonable. What have I got to gain by being on
your side? The Doctor keeps me shut up all day, and if I'm
good he gives me a little sugar to spread out for my flies, but
on the other hand, if I serve him ... [Points to window]
VAN HELSING: [Sharply, taking him by coat] lb..e.J>loQd is th~
life _eh, Ren.field? [Dragging him again] What have you to do
with Count Dracula?
BENFIELD: [Convulsed with terror] Dracula! [Drawing himself
up defiantly] I never even heard the name before!
VAN HELSING: You are lying!
RENFIELD: Madmen, Professor, lack the power to discriminate
between truth and falsehood ... [Breaks away] ... so I take
no offense at what most men would -consider an affront.
[Crosses to SEWAllD] Send me away! I asked you to before
and you wouldn't. If you only knew what has happened since
then. I dare not tell you more. I dare not! I should die in torment if I betrayed . . .
VAN HELSING: Doctor Seward will send you away if you speak.
SEWAED: Yes, Ren.field. [llENFIELD moans] I offer you your so
exchange for what you know.
BENFIELD: @ad will o
a
oorc unatie!s--ooul;-God knom
the deYil · too strong->fer us wh0 have.weak minds. But send
me away . . , I want you to promise, Doctor Seward!
SEWARD: If you will speak.
BENFIELD: [Pause. Looks at SEWARD, VAN HELSING, HAIIKER, and
SEWARD again, then speaks as a sane man] Then I will tell you.
Count Dracula is ... [Bat comes in window; fii.es out again.
BENFIELD 1-ushes to window with arms outstretched, screamSEWARD:

'

I
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ing] Master! Master! I didn't say anything! I told them nothing. I'm loyal to you. I am your slave.
[SEWARD

and HARKER rush to window]

[Looking out window] There's a big bat flying in a circle. It's gone.
HARKER: What's that, just passing that small shrub? It looks like
a big gray dog.
VAN HELSING: Are you sure it was a ®gr
HARKER: Well, it might easily be a wolf, Oh, but that's nonsense.
Our nerves are making us see things.
VAN HELSING: Come, Ren.field. What were you about to say?
RENFIELD: Nothing, nothing.
SEWAJm:

[LUCY

comes in from bedroom with newspaperJ

Professor ... have you seen what's in this.
Miss Lucy, give it to ...
BENFIELD: [Crosses to her] Are you Miss Seward?
LUCY: I am.
LUCY:

YAN HELSING:

[SEWARD

moves closer to her; indicates HARKER to ring bell]

the
[She turns to him.

VAN HELSING

el'cif:ul

compassionate

motions silence to others]

But this is my home. Nothing would induce me to leave.
[Sane] Oh, that's true. You wouldnYgo if they tried
to drag you away, would you? It's too late. What a fool I am. I
shall be punished for this and it can't do any good. It's too
late. [In tone of pity] You are so young, so beautiful, so pure.
Even I have decent feelings sometimes, and I must tell you,
a
it. You're in the
and if you don't go .y_a
power of ... [Bat fiies in window and out. BENFIELD rushes
to window and screams. SEWARD moves toward couch. HARKER
crosses to LUCY to protect herfThe Maste is at hand!

LUCY:

BENFIELD:

[BENFIELD

do01']

crosses back on knees.

ATIENDANT

appears at

. I

DRACULA
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[Long look in mirror, then turns to DRACULA. Controlling himself with difficulty] I did not hear you, Count.
DRACULA: I am often told that I have a light footstep.
VAN HELSING: I was looking in the mirror. Its reflection covers
the whole room, but I cannot see . . .
VAN HELSING:

helps BENFIELD up, then
and takes him to door]
[SEWARD

ATTENDANT

grasps him

[At door] Goodbye, Miss Seward. Since you will not
heed my warning, , -ray.
· may-nev
aee

RENFmLD:
~g•-

[He exits with ATI'ENDANT]
IJ ,

1

1

/I

What did he mean, Professor? What did he mean? Why
did he say that?

LUCY:

[She goes off into bedroom, in hysterics. HARKER follows lie_r]_ _ _ _.

@ Ttl~ ~EWARD: That crazy thing · league 'th e evil; horrible, and
15 i\JOf D~~ Lucy already urset by something in the paper.
VAN EELSING: Go m and get that paper from her.
SEWARD: Whatever it is, she keeps on reading that article again
and again.
VAN EELSING: Take it away from her, man, and come back to
me. [Places hand on forehead as if faint]
j
SEWARD: Don't overdo it, Van Helsing.
knows where we
should
be
if
you
went
under.
After
a
transfusion
operation, at
I ii
your age you really ought to be in bed . . . the loss of so much
blood is serious,
VAN EELSING: I never felt more fit in my life.
SEWARD: I only ask you not to overestimate your strength now,
when we lean on you. . . . [As he exits] Feeling fit, are you?
Just look at yourself in the glass.

..

1·

[ vAN HELSING, alone, registers as tired and exhausted, and
walks slowly across room, looking at his drawn face in mirror. DRACULA, with stealthy tread, in ,evening dress and cloak
as before, enters from window and walks slowly to directly
behind VAN EELSING]

[Pause. He turns to mirror, DRACULA, face convulsed by fury,
picks up small vase with fiowers from stand, smashes mirror,
pieces of mirror and vase tumbling to fioor. VAN HELSING
steps back; looks at DRACULA with loathing and terror]
[Recovering composure] Forgive me, I dislike mirrors.
They are the playthings in man's vanity.•.. And how's the
fair patient?
VAN HELSING: [Meaningly] The diagnosis presents difficulties.
DRACULA: I feared it might, my friend.
VAN HELSING: Would you care to see what I have prescribed for
my patient?
DRACULA: Anything that you prescribe for Miss Lucy has the
greatest interest for me.
DRACULA:

[vAN HELSING crosses to table to get box. DRACULA crosses,
meets VAN HELSING coming back with box. VAN EELSING deliberately turns away from him, goes to small table right of
arch, turns front as he opens pocketknife and, in cutting
string of parcel, cuts his finger. He gives slight exclamation
of pain; holds up finger covered with blood. DRACULA starts
for vAN HELSING with right hand raised, then keeping control with difficulty, turns away so as not to see blood. VAN
HELSING stares at him a moment, then walks up and sticks
bleeding finger in front of him]
VAN EELSING:

The prescription is a most unusual one.

baring teeth, makes sudden snap at finger. VAN
turns away quickly; ties handkerchief around it.
DRACULA again regains poise with an effort]
[DRACULA,

EELSING

[Looking at himself, touching face, shakes head]
evil.
DRACULA: Come. [VAN EELSING turns suddenly to him and looks
back into tlie mirror] Not as bad as that. [Suave, cold, ironical]
VAN BEI.SING:

The cut is not deep ... I ... looked.
[Opening parcel] No, but it will serve. Here is my
medicine for Miss Lucy. [DRACULA comes up to VAN HELSING,
who quickly holds handful of wolfsbane up to his face.

DRACULA:

VAN EELSING:

DRACULA

DRACULA

"leaps back, face distorted with rage and distress.
shielding himself with cloak. Putting wolfsbane back in box]

DRACULA

You do not care for the smell?
You are a wise man, Professor ... for one who has not
lived even a single lifetime.
VAN HELSING: You Hatter me, Count.
DRACULA: But not wise enough to return to Holland at once, now
that you have learned what you have learned.
VAN HELSING: [Shortly] I preferred to remain. [Meaningly] Even
though a certain lunatic here attempted to kill me.
DRACULA: [Smiling] Lunatics are difficult. They do not do what
they are told. They even try to betray their benefactors. But
when servants fail to obey orders, the Master must QaEry tlj.em
out for himself.
VAN HELSING: [Grimly] I anticipated as much.
DRACULA: [Gazing at him intently] In the past five hundred
years, Professor, those who have crossed my path have all
died, and some not pleasantly. [Continues to gaze at VAN

I

DRACULA:

r
I

lifts his arm slowly; says with terrible emphasis and
force] Come . , . here. [VAN HELSING pa"les, staggers, then
slowly takes three steps toward DRACULA. Very slight pause as
VAN HELSING attempts to regain control of himself, then takes
anothe1' step toward DRACULA; pauses, places hand to brow,
then completely regains control af hi~elf and looks away]
Ah, your will is strong. Then I must come to you. [Advances to
VAN HELSING, who takes out of hf'east pocket small velvet bag.
DRACULA stops] More medicine, Professor?
HELSING;

More effective than wolfsbane, Count.
Indeed? [Starts for VAN HELSINGS throat. VAN

VAN HELSING:
DRACULA:

HELSING

holds bag out toward him. DRACULA's face becomes convulsed
with terror and he retreats left before VAN HELSING, who follows him] tSamlege.
VAN HELSING: [Continuing to advance] 1 havea-.dispensatiom
[ vAN HELSlNG has cut him off from the door and remorselessly presses him toward window. DRACULA, livid with
rage and snarling, backs out of the window. As DRACULA is

.... -&.""-
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just outside the window he spreads his cape. like a bat and
gives a long satirical laugh as he makes exit. VAN HELSING
almost collapses; puts bag back in pocket; Gf~e&.bimsel~;
mops perspiration from brow with handkerohief. A shot is
heard. VAN HELSING leaps up; rushes to window. Bat circles
almost into his face. He staggers back. SEWABD hurries in,

carrying newspaper] - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -- - @ TUE SEWARD: o@o~ Van Helsing, what was that? [Dropping news' \-\:DST paper on table]
.
VAN HELSING: A revolver shot. It came as a relief. That at least IS
something human.
Who broke the mirror?

SEWARD:

VAN HELSING:

I.

[HARKER enters]
Sorry if I startled you. I saw that infernal bat around
this side of the house. I couldn't resist a shot.
SEWARD: Did you hit it?
HARKER: Why, I ...
VAN HELSING: The bullet was never made, my friend, that could
harm that bat. My weapons are stronger.
HARKER: What do you mean?
VAN HELSING: Dracula has been here.
SEWARD: Good\3oal
HARKER: How did he get in?
VAN ~ING: You ask how the Vampire King, during the hours
of night, the hours that are his, comes and goes? As the wind,
my friend, as he pleases. He came to kill me. . . . But I carry
a power stronger than his.
HARKER: What power?
VAN HELSING: I expected an attack. I secured a dispensation
from the Cardinal. I have with me . . . [ Gwsaes himself] .
the""Host>: [HARKER ~.osses-himsltlf] He came. I proved my case
if it needed proof. The mirror does not reflect this man that
was, who casts no shadow. See, I cut my finger, it leapt at the
blood, but before the .saered-wafe it fled.
HARKER:
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SEWARD:

Lucy must not know.

[Gently, worried] Miss Lucy knows ... more
than you think.
HARKER: How can she? If she knew, she'd tell me.
VAN HELSING: As these attacks continue she comes more and
more under his power. There is a mysti ink;. between them.
[SEWARD sighs], Oh, it is hard to bear, but you must face it.
It may be that he can already learn what passes in her mind.
And so Miss Lucy must not be told that we know about earth
boxes . . . for he may learn . . • whatever she knows.
VAN HELSING:

: ;1

1
\,

I
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n-li------- _[L~ enters]
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But Professor, that would mean that Lucy is in collusion with this creature. That's impossible. . . •
·

SEWARD:

[LUCY

crosses to table; takes newspaper]

No, no, Miss Lucy, you must not.
Lucy, what's in this paper that's upset you?
[Hands newspaper to HARKER] Read it, John.

VAN HELSING:

HARKER:
LUCY:

[HARKER

takes newspaper; reads.

VAN HEL5ING

moves as if to

stop him, then checks himself]
No, Harker, no.
Read it!

VAN HELSING:
LUCY:

I
1)

II
I

[LUCY

sits on couch. They all listen]

[Reading] "The Hampstead Horror. Further attacks on
small children, committed after dark by a mysterious and
beautiful woman in Hampstead, are reported today. Narratives of three small girls, all under ten years of age, tally in essential details. Each child speaks of a beautiful lady in white
who gave her chocolates, enticed her to some secluded comer
and there kissed and fondled her and bit her slightly in the
throat." [He looks at SEWAIID and LUGY]
LUCY: Goon.
HARKER: [Reading] "The wounds are trivial. The children
suHered no other hann and do not seem to have been frightHARKER:
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ened. Indeed, one small girl told her mother she hoped she
might see the beautiful lady again."
[He turns to
VAN HELSING:
[HARKER
SEWARD:

LUCY. SEWARD

takes paper from

HARKER]

So soon ... so soon.
and SEWARD look at each other]

You know what has been happening, Lucy?

[LUCY

nods]

Profess.or Van Helsing lmows, too, Lucy, and he knows
how to protect you.
LUCY: Is it not too late?
VAN HELSING: No, Miss Lucy, it is not too late.
SEWARD: These poor innocent children . . .
VAN HELSING: [To SEWARD] You think Count Dracula.
LUCY: [Shudders] Not that name.
VAN HELSING: You think the Werewolf has done this too?
SEWARD: Of course, in the form of a woman. Who else could it
be?
VAN HELSING: It is worse. Far worse.
HARKER: Worse? What do you mean?
HARKER:

[LUCY

is motionless, her face frozen in horror]

Miss Lucy knows.
The woman in white ... is Mina.
HARKER: Mina. But she's dead, Lucy.
LUCY: She has joined. . .
M.as
SEWARD: Oh,
have pity on us all. [Drops newspaper on
chair]
VAN HELSING: My dear Miss Lucy, I will not ask you how you
know. After tonight no more little children will meet the
woman in white. She will remain at rest . . . in the tomb
where you laid her. And her oul; released from this horror
will be witJi..Go .
'
LUCY: How can you do this?
VAN HELSING: Don't ask me.
LUCY: [T~ke,s hola of VAN HELSING's arm] Professor, if you can
:Sa Mma::s soul after her death, can you save mine?
VAN HELSING:

LUCY:

DRACULA

Oh, Lucy! [Sitting on couch, arm around her]
[Takes her hand] I will save you. ~ ame, I
swear it. And He has given me a sign ... in this room tonight.
LUCY: Then promise me one thing. Whatever you plan to do,
whatever you lmow, do not tell me. [Turns to HARKER] Not
even if I beg you to tell me, swear that you will not, now,
while I am still yours, while I am myself, promise it.
HARKER: I promise it. [Takes her in his arms; tries to kiss her]
LUCY: [Breaks from him, horrified] No, no, John! You mustn't
kiss me. Promise that you never will, not even if I beg you to.
HARKER: I promise.
VAi~ HELSING: My dear Miss Lucy, from tonight on one of us will
be awake all night, here in this room, next to your bedroom,
with your door open.
LUCY: [Murmurs] You are so good.
VAN HELSING: Yes, and I will make the room safe for you. Your
maid will be with you. [HARKER talks to LUCY on couch while
VAN HELSING takes handful of wolfsbane] Doctor, rub these
over the window in the little room there. See, like this. [He
starts robbing around edge of window] Rub it around the
sashes and especially above the lock. [SEW.Am> watches VAN

HARKER:

HARKER:

Ji
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rubbing, then takes wolfsbane from VAN HELSING
quickly, arid goes out through Mch. VAN HELSING turns, goes to
table arid takes out wreath of wolfsbane] See, I have made
HELSING

this wreath that you must wear around your neck onight.
While you wear this those . . . dreams . . . cannot come to
you. [Hangs wolfsbane around her neck. Takes out of pocket
ewcifox~--eO'l'd, which he also hangs arbund her neck] Swear
to me that you will not take these off. !
LUCY: I promise.
VAN HELSING: Swear it on the eross-.
LUCY: [Kisses.cross] I swear it!
[VAN HELSING

crosses toward door]

Professor, surely the Host is more powerful than this
woHsbane.
vAN HELSING: Of course.
HARKER:

Then leave.th Host with her ... nothing can hann her

then.

VAN HELSING:

'
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DRACULA

No, .the Host. cannot be used where there has been
pollution. [Screams off le-~] What is it?

VAN HELSING:

enters left.
enters from arch]

[ATTENDANT
SEWAm>

GQ) .A

MAID

comes in from bedroom;

It's Renfield, sir.
got him locked up?
A(\l\OrJ f:f
AITENDANT: Because he's barred himseH in, sir. He got hold of
11+~ VA--neNT6 one of the patients. He had her by the throat.
ATI'ENDANT:

i6JLAf'.\iz!Zl:~·LSEWARD: Why haven't you

[He exits.

LUcY

rises]

Ah ... human blood now! [Starting] Come,
Seward! Come, Harker!
SEWARD: I should have had him sent away!

VAN HELSING:

exit.
ad libs during exit, "It's all right, Lucy. I'll be right back," etc.]
[MAID

comes to

LUCY.

VAN

HELSING

and

SEWABD

HARKER hesitates, then fol"lows them off. HARKER

John ... [To MAID] Don't yQu leave me, too.
Of course I won't, Miss Lucy. It's nothing but a quarrel
among the patients. Mr. Harker will be back soon. [MAID
places her on couch. LUCY swoons. MAID gets smelling salts]
Here, Miss Lucy. [DRACULA's face appears back of tapestry on
rear wall; disappears after a count of eight or nine. MAID steps

LUCY:

MAID:

down right, gets message, then returns. Puts salts back on
dresser, crosses to LUCY] The evil-smelling flowers have made
you faint. [Takes crucifix and wreath from around Lucv's neck,
throws them on -floor; crosses two steps down right. Another
message comes to her. Puts hand to head, turns slowly, looks
at window, steps toward couch] It is so close, Madam. A little
air .•. [Turns to window. LUoY moans again. MAID pulls back
latch; opens window. As window opens, cloud,s of mist roll in.
Steps down. Gets message. Count eight. Switches out lights,
then exits into bedroom. The stage is now dark. Dogs without
far and near, houil in terrOf'. A gauze curtain comes down and

:r
ii

DRACULA

a green light dims up covering the couch and center of the
stage, revealing DRACULA standing center with back to audience, hands outstretched to resemble a large bat. As he moves
up a few steps, LUCY slowly rises from couch and falls into his
arms. A long kiss and then, as she falls back on his right arm,
he bares her throat and starts to bite her as:
CURTAIN

ACT TIIB.EE
SCENE 1

The library. Thirty-two hours later, shortly before sunrise.
A stake and hammer are on desk. Dog§ howl. Curtains move
as if someone is entering window. Then chair back of desk,
which is turned upstage, moves around, facing front. Afrer a
moment, VAN HELSING enters with SEWARD. VAN HELSING
paces up and down; sEWABD sits at desk. The center doors
are fiung open and the ATTENDANT comes in.

65)
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VAN HELSING:

What is it?

Jl-PP~l'l-(IL.~1-)..fYJTENDANT: [To VAN HELSING]

Anybody w'ot wants my job, sir,

can 'ave it.
[SEWARD

rouses himself]

What's the matter?
I knows what I knows, and w'ot I seen I Sl'l.W, and I
'ops it by the first train, and don't ask for no wages in loo of
notice.
VAN HELSING: Where's Renfield?
ATTENDANT: If you asks me, I says 'e's probably payin' a little
SEWARD:

ATTENDANT:

vi . -

You've let him escape again
Look 'ere, sir. 'avin', so to speak, resigned, I don't
'ave to put up with any more from any of you. [Looks at VAN

SEWARD:

ATI'ENDANT:

and
that's that.

HELSING

[SEWARD

SEWARD]

W'ot a man can't 'elp, 'e can't 'elp, and

sinks back on desk, head in hands]

Can't you see, man, that Doctor Seward is not
well? Will you desert him when he needs all the help he can
get?
ATI'ENDANT: Puttin' it that way, sir, I ain't the man to run under
fire. But I'm sick and tired of being told off for what ain't my
fault.
VAL'! HELSING: We don't blame you. No bolts or bars could hold
Renfield.
ATIENDANT: [SEWARD looks up at him] Now, sir, you're talkin'
sense. I 'ad 'im in a straightjacket this time. Nearly all yesterday
worked at cia:mpin' bar across the winder. Now I
finds them bars pulled apart like they was made o' cheese and
'im gone.
VAN HELSING: Then try to find him.
ATTENDANT: Find 'i:m, sir? Find 'im? I can't chase him up and
down the wall. I ain't no bloody mountain goat! [Exits]
VAN HELSING: The Thing mocks us. A few hours after he finds
out what we lmow, and what we have done he comes here
and drags that poor creature of his to himself:
'
SEWARD: [In dull, hapeless tone] What can the vampire want
with Renfield?
VAN BEI.SING: Ren.field is serving an apprenticeship . . . to join
the Vampire King after his death. We must prevent that.
SEWARD: What does Renfield matter? ... 1£ we are beaten, thell'
there is no @od.
vAN HELSING: [ CTosses to him] We, dare not..Q~spail", Sewai·c;l.
SEWAIID: To figure out in advance what anyone would do who
got on his track!
VAN HELSING: I thought we had him when we broke into Carfax
and found two earth boxes there and then found one box in
each of his four other houses, and when I pried up the lid on
the sixth box I was sure we would find him there, helpless.
VAN HELsrnG:

'
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SEWABD:
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[BitteTly] Empty.

VAN HELSING:

An empty packing case, left as a blind.
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He only brought six in his plane, so there can be only
the one left.
VAN HELSING: Only one, but bidden where we can never find it.
And now we've put him on bis guard.
SEWARD: Yes. [Chair turns back. Curtains fiap out. SEWARD looks
at wrist watch] It's not half an hour till sunrise. [Rises and
crossing to fireplace] Poor John has been sitting up with b ucy
for nine hours. She'll be safe at dawn and he can get some
sleep . . . if anyone can sleep in this house.
VAN HELSING: Whoever else sleeps or does not sleep, Miss I:; cy
will sleep at dawn.
SEWARD: Another horror?
VAN HELSING: Oh, you've noticed how she keeps awake all night
now and sleeps by day.
SEWARD: Is that part of . . . the change?
VAN HELSING: Of course. And sometimes ... the Iook that comes
into her face.
SEWARD: [Turns face away in h01"ror] Don't, man, ..fub
I can't bear it!
VAN HELSING: We must face the facts, for her sake.
SEWARD: How could it have got at her with the wolfsbane and
the-.-0r0s around her neck? [Pause] Suggestion, conveyed from
the Monster?
VAN HELSING: Yes. He must have impelled the maid to take away
the wolfsbane and cross and open the window. I should have
foreseen that.
SEWARD: Don't blame yourself. 'J:.h
evil 's mar unning than
we are. [Sits couch] Yet Lucy seems better. Until this last attack she's always been exhausted, but at sunset last night,
when she woke up after sleeping all day ...
VAN HELSING: There was blood in her chee,h again.
SEWARD: Yes, thank eod?
VAN HELSING: [With terrible emphasis] My poor friend, where
does that blood come fromP
SEWARD: What do you suggest now? What fresh horror . . .

SEWAIID:

[Door left opens a crack. Long skinny hand protrudes into
room. SEWARD sees it first and starts in a"larm. Rises. VAN
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tt1rns qu·ickly. Door opens slowly arid

Is not half past :five in the morning a strange hour for
men who aren't crazy to be up and about'? [Crosses to win··

BENFIELD:

dow]

.-

.

.

.

[RENFIELD starts for r.uds throat. HA:rua:R grasps him ~y
right arm VAN HELSING by le~ arm, then SEWARD steps in
and take; .HAllXER's place as RENFIELD struggles violently.
SEWARD and VAN HELSIN'G bear him away, stn1ggling and
screaming]

. .

to SEWAim] We may get help from this
thing that's still half-human. [To BENFIELD] Renfield.
RENFIELD: [Crosses, with growing hysteria] He's after me! He's
going to kill mel
VAN HELSING: Help us, Hen£eld, and we'll save you.
IIENFIELD: You, you poor puny man, you measure your brains
against his? Yoo don't know what you're dealing withl You, a
thickheaded Dutchman and a fool of an alienist, and a young
cub of a boy. Why, not all the soldiers and police in London
could stop the _fasts, from doing as he likes.
VAN HELSING:
a Ged...ean.stepoh ' 'l.l
HENFIELD: C-0.d...peJlJ.'fli
ev:ii. Why does He permit evil if He is
good? Tell me that.
SEWARD: How did you escape through those iron bars?
HENFIELD: [Cunningly] Madmen have a great strength, Doctor.
VAN HELSING: Come, Renfleld, we know you didn't wrench those
bars apart yourself.
HENFIBLD: [Sane] No, I didn't. I wanted them there. I hoped
they'd keep him out. He did 't, then he called to me and I had
to come. [Back to insanity] The Master is angry. He promised
me &email life and live things, live things, big ones, not flies
and spiders; and blood to drink, always blood. I must obey
him but l don't want to be like him. . . . I am mad, I know,
and bad, too, for I've taken lives, but they were only little
lives. I'm not like him. I wouldn't like a human life. [LUCY
laughs offstage and says, "Oh, John!" as she enters with
HAlUIBR. LUCY has changed; there is blood in her cheeks, she is
stronger and seems full of vitality. She and HARKER stop in
surprise at seeing RENFJELD. To LUCY] And why did r seek to
dev:' ,
betray him? For you. [She smiles] I said I'd serve
but I didn't serve him honestly. I don't like women with no
blood in them. [LUCY laughs J And yet I warned you and made
VA..7\T :i:mLSING: [A.S"lde
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him angry, and now . , . [ W urking into frenzy] . . , perh~ps
he will kill me. [LUCY laughs] And I -vvon't get any more hve
things to eat. There'll be no more blood.

REttFIELD

slinks in]

,I ~I:< IJ f li:;L[i
I,; A'iTPu -

1..

DBACULA

DHACULA

1.

Ci1J I

F-IARKER:

Lucy, darling, you mustn't mind that poor, crazed crea-

ture.

LD\/ E '{ O\lLUCY: [With low laugh as before ] I don't. He amuses me.

\ 'N Alli "IDLL [She crosses to divan and sits]
Oh, Lucy, how can you? The poor devill
otl. . . it will soon be dawn now.
LUCY: Dawn. The ebb tide of life. I hate the dawn. How can
people like daylight? At night I am really alive. The night w~s
made to enjoy life, and love. . . . [HA.RltER turns to her; hesitates] Come to me, John, my own John.
HARKER:

[He comes and sits next to her]
Lucy, I'm so happy that you are better and strong
again. . . .
. .
LUCY: I've never been so well ... so full of vitality. I was only a
poor, washed-out, pale creature. I don't know what made you
love me, John. There was no reason why you should. But there
is now.
HARKER: I worship you.
.
LUCY: Then tell me something, John. [HARKER turns slightly
away] If you love me, you'll tell me. . . . Now don't tum
away from me again.
_
.
HARKER: [Wearily and sadly] You made me prormse that I
wouldn't tell you . . . anything.
LUCY: Oh, but I release you from your promise. There, now.
What were you and Father and the funny Professor doing all
day?
HARKER: I can't tell you. I promised.

HARKER:

DRACULA

I

1

[Angrily] You say you love me, but you don't trust me.
you with my life, ~aw .
LUCY: Then prove it. Wha were you doing . . . over there in
Carfa:x? With the hammer and the horrible iron stake. [He
shakes his head. She registers anger. He puts his head in his
hands, as t~~h cryt~g] You don't think I'm asking you because . . . Im )USt trying to find out whether you really love
me. [HARKER recoils from her, facing up] So you try to hide
your schemes and yow· plots. Afraid I'd give them away, are
you? You fools. WhatC;Jver he wants to know, he finds out for
himself. He knows what y'ou do. He knows what you think.
He knows everything.
HARKER: Lucy!
LUCY:

throat. Doors center open.

HARKER: I would trust

~fl£']

[He puts his head in her lap and sobs. LUCY makes clawlike
movement with both her hands, then as he sobs she changes
attitude and gently strokes his head]
• LUCY:

My dear, I'm sorry. Let me kiss away the tears.

[She starts to kiss him. He quickly rises; backs away a few
steps]

No, you mustn't kiss me! You made me promise not to
let you kiss me.
LUCY: You don't know why I said that, John darling. It was because I love you so much. I was afraid of what might happen.
You'v.e always thought me cold, but fve blood in my veins, hot
blood, 1?Y John. And I lmew if I were to kiss you ... but I'm
not afrrud now. Come, will you make me say it?
HARKER: Lucy, 1 don't understand you.
LUCY: [Moves toward him] 1 love you. I want you. [Stretches out
her arms to him] Come to me, my darling. 1 want you.
HAllKER: [Goes to her, his resistance overcome, carried away by
her ardor] Lucy, Lucy!
HARKER:

[He seizes her in his arms. Slowly she takes his head and
bends it back. Slowly, triumphantly she bends her head
down; her mouth hovers over his. Dogs hawl outside. She
berids his head further back quickly. Her mouth seeks his

, I

DRACULA
VAN HELSmG
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rushes in, 1wlil.mg

~ ('{\'\~11&VAN HELSJNG: Harker! Harkerl save yourself! [Harker rises,
"Dl.flAM~ l'1" draws away. Witn outstretched arm, VAN HELSING holils
QIUC' • between them. LUcYs face becomes convul.sed with
loathing and rage. She snarls like an animal, retreats, fainting
onto divan. VAN HELSING follows, hold.s .cmic.ifiz. to her, st'f'okes
her forehead with "left haoo] 1 warned you, my poor friend.
[He kneel~ beside LUCY; begins to chafe her temples. She
revives slowly, looks about her, sees oss and seizes it and
kisses it passionately. vAN HELSING, fer-vently:] "'Pim'
· d4
·ank-eotl!

=

·

[Pause.

HARKER

crosses to divan]

[Broken-hearted] Don't come to me, John. 1 am unclean.
[Sits beside her] My darling, in my eyes you are purity
itself.
VAN HELSING: You love her, and :in love there is truth. h ·
pur , and-the-evil · g-tha as entered eF hall be-rooted

LUCY:

HARKER:

uf?

[In weak voice as in previous acts; to
said you could -save-Mma's
VAN HELSING: M:ina's soul-is ·
eavert.
LUCY: [Murmurs] Tell me how.

VAN HELSING]

You

enters, comes up to group in alarm, but
motions silence]

VAN

LUCY:

sew.

[SEWARD
HELSING

It is your right to know ... now. I entered her
tomb. I pried open the coffin. I found her there, sleeping, but
not dead . . . not truly dead There was blood in her cheeks, a
drop of blood like a red ruby on the corner of her mouth. With
a stake and hammer I struck to the heart. One scream, a convulsion, and then . . . the look of peace that came to her face
when, with.God.~help, I had made her truly dead.
LUCY: H I die, swear to me that you will do this fo my body.
VAN HELSING: It shall be done.
HARKER: I swear it.
VAN HELSING:
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And I.
My lover, my father, my dear friend, you have sworn to
sa: ~aW.. And now I am done with life. I cannot live on to
become . . . what you know.
VAN HELSING: No, no, Miss Lucy, by all you .hold aei:ecl, you
must not even think of suicide. That would put you in his
power forever.
LUCY: I cannot face this horror that I am becoming.
HARKER: [Rises] We will find this Thing that has fouled your life,
destroy him and sen · · alli t . buntin ell, and it shall be
by my hand.
LUCY: You must destroy him jf you can, but with pity in your
hearts, not rage and vengeance. That poor soul who has done
so .q mch.ev.· eeds our ra:yei·g. more than any other. . . .
HARKER: No, you cannot ask me to forgive.
LUCY: Perhaps I, too, will need your prayer and your pity.
VAN HELSING: My dear Miss Lucy, now, while you are yourself,
help me. [Takes her hand]
LUCY: How can I help you? Don't tell me, no, you mustn't tell me
anything.
VAN HELSING: Each time the white face, the red eyes came you
were pale, exhausted afterwards. But that last time , , ,
LUCY: [Shudders] Last time he came he said I was his bride he
would seal me fo him for the centuries to come.
'
VAN HELSING: And then?
LUCY: And then ... [Rises; crosses toward door] No, no, I can't
tell you. I can't. , . .
VAN HELSING: But you must.
SEWARD: You must, Lucy!
LUCY: He scratched open one of his-veins. He ['essed my mouth
down to it. He called it a m sac acrament . . . hl:l made me
e drink. . . . I can't, I can't . . . go on. . . .
. . . he mad
SEWARD:

HARKER: -Ged, we must do something!

LUCY:

And at once. I shall leave Renfield here, as I did
Miss Lucy. If the Thing appears, we three will bar the two
doors and the window.
HARKER: [Crosses up toward window. Laughs bitterly] Bar?
Against that?
VAN HELSING: Even against that, for we shall each carry tit saer e:leme .
HARKER: And then?
VAN HELSING: Then I do not know. It will be terrible, for we do
not know his full powers. But this I know. . . . [Looks at
watch] It is eight minutes to sunrise. 't.ba-pG:wei:
all evil
thin~es with
coming,o day. His one last earth box is
his only refuge. H we can keep him here till daybreak he roust
collapse. And the stake and the hammer are ready. [Dogs
howl. HA.aKER crosses to window, goes out] He is here.
Quickly! [VAN HELSING runs to window. Seizes BENFIELD]
RENFIBLD: [As he is dragged in by VAN HELSING] No, no!
VAN HELSING: But you must, man, and this may sav: your so
and your life as well.
BENFIELD: No, no, no, not alone! Don't leave me alone! [VAN

[LUCY rushes

off hysterically. SEW.AW follows her]

I warned you, my poor friend. I broke in when I
heard the dogs howling.
HAllKER: The dogs. Then-the Werewolf is about.
VAN HELSING: He is pursuing Renfield.
VAN HELSING:
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DRACULA
VAN HELSING:

shoves him forward. BENFIELD falls. VAN HELSING
hurries out, clo.sing door and putting lights out. BENFIELD
slowly rises; looks about hi~. BENFIELD howls in terrM;
crouches in firelight as far away as possible from doors ancl
window. DRACULA appears. door center. in pale blue light, in
evening clothes, dress and cl.oak as before. Red light from fireQ) 1/1/(J. I-fl J lJ place
covers DRACULA. As DRACULA moves, RENFIE:LDs back is
ftll.. Su.rt ~f: to au.dwnce] Maste_r! I didn't do itl I said nothing. I am your
slave, yom dogl [DRACULA steps toward him] Master, don't kill
HELSING

me! .For e love o
d, let me live. Punish me . . . torture
me ... I deserve it ... but let me live! I can't face.GOO. with
all those lives on my conscience, all that blood 'on my hands.
DRACULA: [With deadly calm] Did I not promise you that you
should come to me at your death, and en1oy centuries of life
of others?
and power over the bodies and so
RENFIELD: Y-es, Master, I want lives, I want blood .. , but I
didn't want human life.
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DRACULA

You betrayed me. You sought to warn my destined
bride against me.
RENFlELD: Mercy, mercy, mercy, don't kill me!
DRACULA:

'I

'

I
I

I.

I,

, I

I

[DRACULA raises right arm very slowly toward RENFJELD,
who screams, this time in physical pain. RENFJELD, like a
bird before a snake, drags himself to DRACULA, who stands
motionless. As RENFlELD reaches DRACULA's feet, DRACULA,
with swift motion, stoaps, seizes him by the throat, lifts him
up, his g1'ip stifling llENFIELD's screams. Doors center are
thrown apen. VAN HELSING switches on lights. DRACULA
draps BENFIELD, who falls into corner below couch and
remains there during fallowing scene. DRACULA starts toward
VAN HELSING, who takes case containing .J:lost. out of inside
breast pocket and holds it out toward DRACULA in his
clenched right fist. DRACULA recoils; turns quickly to window. HARKER appears through window and holds 61looifox toward DRACULA in clenched fist. DRACULA recoils. SEWARD
enters wtndow, holding ~· The three men stand during
the follounng scene with right arms pointing toward
DRACULA. He turns, walks to P,replace, turns and faces them]
DRACULA: [Ironically] My friends, I regret I was not present to
receive your calls at my house.
VAN HELSING: [Looks at watch] Four minutes until sunrise.
DRACULA: [Looking at wrist watch] Your watch is correct, Professor.
VAN HELSING: Your life in death has reached its end.
SEWABD: :By God?s-nrercy.
DRACULA: [HARKER steps toward DRACULA, DRACULA, turning to
them, suavely] Its end? Not yet, Professor. I have still more
than three minutes to add to my B.ve hundred years.
HAllKER: And three minutes from now you'll be in hell, where a
thousand years of agony will not bring you one second nearer
the end of your punishment.
VAN HEL'IING: Silence, Harker. Miss Lucy forbade this. She asked
for prayer, and for pity. [To DRACULA] Make your peace with
di, Man-That-Was. We are not your judges ... we know
not how this curse my have come upon you.

DRACULA
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[Furiously] You fools! You think with your oiVa£eFS0
your wolfsbane, you can destroy me . . . me, the king of my
kind? You shall see. Five of my earth boxes you have polluted.
Have you found the sixth?
VAN HELSING: You cannot reach your sixth refuge now. Take
your true form as Werewolf if you will. Your fangs may rend
us, but we have each sworn to keep you here ... [Looks at
watch] . . . for two minutes and a half, when you must collapse and we can make an end.
DRAGULA: You keep me. Fools, listen and let my words ring in
your ears all your lives, and torture you on your deathbeds I I
go, I go to sleep in my box for a hundred years. You have accomplished that much against me, Van Helsing. But in a century I shall wake, and call my bride to my side from her tomb,
my Lucy, my Queen. [HAllKER and SEWARD move closer] I have
other brides of old times who await me in their vaults in Transylvania. But I shall set her above them all.
HABKER: Should you escape, we kn'ow how to save Lucy's..sool, if
not her life.
DRACULA: [Moving le#] Ah, the stake. Yes, but only if she dies
by day. I shall see that she dies by night. She shall rome to an
earth box of mine at her death and await her Master. To do to
her what you did to my Mina, Van Helsing, you must fi~d her
body, and that you will not.
HAI\KER: Then she shall die by day.
DRACULA: You will kill her? You lack the courage, you poor rat of
flesh and blood!
SEWARD: Silence, John ... he is doomed. This is his revenge. He
hopes to trouble us . . . afterwards.
VAN HELSING: [Looks at watch] Thirty seconds.

DRACULA:

[They move in]
[Calmy, suavely again] I thank you for reminding me
of the time.
VAN HELSING: Harker, open the curtains. [HAllKER opens curtains.
Red light of approaching dawn outside] That is the East. The
sun will rise beyond the meadow there.
DRACULA:

DRACULA
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[DRACULA

DRACULA

pulls cape over his head]

[Panel in bookcase opens,

[Glancing behind, leaves wolfsbane on desk as he looks
up at window] The clouds are coloring.

SEWARD:

HABKER: -G'E>&s

leaves Of>Uei{i. on desk.
and HARKER step in]

[HARKER
I

I

:1

SEWARD

clayhi~
VAN HELSING

checks watch.

He has shown us the way! Where does that pas-

I never knew there was a passage.

[HARKER hastens to desk; gets stake and hammer. They rush
to panel]

[Coolly. Turns upstage, with back to them] A pleasant
task you have set yourself, Mr. Harker.
VAN I-IBLSING: Ten seconds. Be ready when he collapses.
crosses to hold DRACULA's cape on left of
HARKER holds cape on right of DRACULA]

DRACULA.

Only that evil has the combination. We'll break
through somehow. Harker ... quick, the hammer.

VAN HELSlNG:

BLACKOUT
CURTAIN

The sun! The stake, Professor ... the stake! Hold him,
Doctor.
SEWARD: I've got him.

HARKER:

[DRACULA, with loud burst of mocking laughter, vanishes on
the word "sun," leaving the two men holding the empty
cape. A fiash goes off in front of fireplace. HARKER backs
down left, drops empty cape in front of desk. The three men
look around them]

Up the chimney, as a bat. You heard what he said?
will not pennit it. What's to be done now, Van
Helsing?
VAN HELSING [Crosses, after looking at the prostrate RENFmLD;
motions HARKER and SEWARD to him. Whispers to them] We'll
trick Renfield into showing us! [Then:] Dare we leave Renfield
on earth to become the slave when he dies?
SEWARD: But he's human. We can't do murder?
HARKER: I'll do it if you won't, Doctor!
VAN HELSING: [To SEWARD] Go to your office and get some painless drug.
RENFIELD: [Sensing their drift without hearing their words, has
been edging toward panel. Looks around room, then at panel]
They're going to kill me, Master! Save me! I am coming to
you.
HARKER:

SEWARD: ..Qad.

exits and panel closes]

sage go?
SEWARD:

DRACULA:

[SEWARD

VAN HELSING:

RENFIELD
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HARKER: And the monster is in it.
SEWARD: You can't be sure. [As he speaks, light from his torch
falls on RENFIBLD, stretched on fioor. BENFIELD screams as
light falls on him; scurries off right into darkness] Ren£eldl

SCENE Z

A vault.
Absolute d,arkness. Coffin right center and back of gauze
drop. Flash of electric torch seen coming slowly downstairs
center. Coffin contains body of DRACULA.

1·

11.t~ VAN HELSING'S VOICE: F1:>r-G"od.'

a.ke; be careful, Seward.
_,... SEWARD's VOICE: These stairs go down forever.
VAU.L I · VAN HELSING's VOICE: May Go_d pr.-0teet s.
SEWARD's VOICE: Is Harker there?
VAN HELSINc's VOICE: He's gone for a lantern.
SEWARD'S VOICE: I've got to the bottom.
VAN HELSING'S VOICE: Be careful. I'm right behind you.
[Torch -fl.ashes around vault and they walk about slowly]
SEWARD'S VOICE: What can this place be?
v AN HELSING's VOICE: It seems an old vault. [ Stified scream from
SEWARD. Torch out. The torch is seen to jerk back] What is it?
Oh, where are you, man?
SEWAIID's VOICE: Sorry. I'm all right. A big rat ran across my foot.

[Light seen coming downstairs. HARKER appears

carrying

[HARKER

Where are you? What is this place?
HELSING: We can't see.

HARKER:

[HARKER moves with lantern]
The place smells horribly of bats.
It has an animal smell, like the lair of a wolf.
HARKER: That's what it is.
SEWARD: [Still -fl.ashing torch about] There's absolutely nothing
here.
HARKER: [At extreme left with lantern] Here's another passage.
VAN HELSING: [Moving left] I thought so. That must lead to Carfax. The sixth earth box is hidden somewhere here.
HARKER:

VAN HELSn<rc:

and

VAN

HELSING hurry across]

VAN HELSING: Where is he?
SEWARD: Over there somewhere.

Even if Renfield knew about
this place. that doesn't prove the vampire's here.

VAN HEISING :

[As

SEWAlID

is speaking

VAN HELSING

moves right;

se·izes RENFIELD] It is the vampire's life or yours! [DTags
BENFIELD into light of wntemJ Look at him, man, look at him.
He knows.
BENFIELD: I know nothing. Let me go! Let me go, I say! [Breaks
away; goes right]
VAN HELSING: He was stretched out here, but he wouldn't let me
drag him back. Ah, Here it is. Quick, that stake.
[HARKER and VAN HELSING, with stake, pry up stone slab and
open coffin. T he three men gaze in horror and triumph at
coffin]

SEWARD: What a horrible undead thing he is lying there!
HARKER: Let me drive it in deep!

lighted lantern whwh f'eadies -fl.oar; partially illuminates
bare vault. fle has stake and hammer i.n left hand]
VAN
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DRACULA

DRACULA

[ v AN HELSING

coffin.

takes stake from HARKER, lowers it into the
stands at right end of coffin]

RENFJELD

HELSING: [Almost in a whisper] That's over the heart, Doctor?
sEWABD: [Back of coffin] Yes. [YAN HELSING hands hammer to
HARKER. HARKER raises hammer high over head; pounds stake
with full fOTce. Low groan. Silence. Stake remains P,,:ed in
DRACULA'S body.]
VAN HELSING: See his face now . . . the look of peace.
SEWABD: He is crumbling away.
BENFIELD: ~d; we're free!
LUCY: [Comes down stairway and halts at bottom] Father, Father, John!
HARKER: Lucy!
VAN
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VAN HELSING:

usMo--<lus

[Takes handful of dust; scatters it over the body]

. . ashes

&-a1h5 . • •
CURTAIN

[The curtain rises again and the enti?'e cast comes downstage before a black drop for curtain speech]
[To AUDIE.~CE] Just a moment, Ladies and Gentlemen! Just a wol'd before you go. We hope the memories of
Dracula and Renfield won't give you bad dreams, so just a
word of reassurance. When you get home tonight and the
lights have been turned out and you are afraid to look behind
the curtains and you dread to see a face appear at the window
... why, just pull yourself together and remember that after
all there are such things.

VAN HELSING :

THE CURTAIN FALLS
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Hutchinson 11
Project Parameters and Schedules
Suggested dates for the production of Dracula: The Vampire Play are in the months of
October and November. This production will be the Halloween theatre production at the Heritage
Theatre that usually happens during this time. These dates give the director enough time to cast,
design, build, and promote the production. The budget for this production will be approximately
$800. All funds for the production are expected to be made back in the ticket sales. The show for this
time slot at the theatre is traditionally a straight play (non-musical) and has a significantly smaller
budget than a musical at the same venue. There is a pool of people from the surrounding community
that regularly audition for productions; however, the age and gender casting needs of the show may
require some extra recruiting to fill the roles satisfactorily. There are two universities and several
high schools close enough that participants could be recruited from them in the event of any casting
difficulties. The theatre has a few regular volunteers who usually construct, paint, and execute all the
technical elements of the production. It is anticipated that the director will recruit and/or "hire"
support crew (stage manager, designers, and run crew) f.or the production as needed.
The theatre space itself, and the poor technical equipment installed there, pose a challenge on
several levels for this production. The sound system is incomplete and was installed poorly,
however, the house is small enough that no vocal amplification should be necessary. The lights in
the 200 seat auditorium are not the correct instruments for the space and most of them are extremely
old and have the quirks that come with that age. The stage is a converted chapel in an old church.
As such, there is no wing space (literally) for scenery or any other technical elements storage. Only
one upstage entrance is available that leads below the actual stage to the basement dressing rooms.
All other entrances and exits must happen from a large set of double doors that serve as the audience
entrance in to the seating house left. There is no fly system in the space and the ceiling height on
stage is ten feet.
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Evaluation of Dracula: The Vampire Play as a Production Vehicle
The audiences of Heritage Theatre are mostly members of the surrounding community
and parents/family members of the cast members participating in the productions. There is a core
of very interested and involved community members that value the arts and its success. Dracula:
The Vampire Play will present several themes and topics that will stretch this audience base and

spur discussion and reaction from them. Emphasis and presentation of themes and ideas that are
not normally di,scussed in this community will make this production a good vehicle for
discussion and insight amongst audience and cast members alike.
This show will provide an opportunity for cast members to learn and implement a dialect
in performance. In speaking with board and audience members, learning a· dialect (Standard
British and Cockney) and applying it to character creation and development will further the
actors' skill sets as performers.
The roles in Dracula are varied and multi-faceted which allows for a larger group of
actors with varying skills to participate in the productioll. There are several leading roles~as well
as supporting character roles. These are roles which are suitable for beginning actors as well as
more experienced roles for advanced/more experienced participants.
The production also poses a challenge for crew and technical departments. It needs a
variety of set, lighting, and costuming techniques in order to be executed in a proficient manner.
New ideas concerning set and costumes in particular will be beneficial for the students to
experience and trouble shoot. Perspective scenery is something that the audiences at Heritage
Theatre has not had a lot of opportunity to produce. Most productions at Heritage have been
building interiors and unit sets. The use of perspective platforming and wall units will be
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particularly challenging and give the technical crew a learning experience to create them
correctly.
The themes and topics of Dracula: The Vampire Play will provide a format for
performers, family, and community members to discuss subjects that would otherwise not be
discussed so openly. The community in the surrounding area of the theatre tends to be on the
more conservative side of the spectrum and the themes of religious fanaticism, sensuality toward
the forbidden,

~uperstition,

horror, and witchcraft are considered touchy or taboo subjects to

some. This production can serve as a discussion vehicle for safe, meaningful discussion
regarding these subjects among cast, parents and community members. The timing of the
performance dates of the show (Halloween) will also help to create an environment and
circumstance that will make the potential issues easier to digest for some.
While the topics and materials covered in the production may create a positive
environment for discussion, the same topics may also be the cause of some negative feedback
regarding the production as well. Since the community 'in which we are going to produce the
show is so conservative, the content of the show may create some unease and alarm among some
•
viewers. Religious fanaticism, blatant sensual attraction, and witchcraft could be the source of

some discomfort for some parents and other participants. We will be publicizing the nature of the
show from the very beginning of the production process and will include some warnings for
audience membe~s regarding content on all publications that are distributed. The show was
chosen by the Board of Directors and the Artistic Director of the theatre. Each of the members of
the Board have been involved with the theatre for several years, so it stands to reason that the
community trusts the decisions for choosing the shows that they do for the theatre.
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The space in which Dracula is to be performed could serve as a challenge on several
levels. The space is a 200 seat auditorium built from a converted church house with a thirty-foot
proscenium that is twelve feet tall. There is literally no wing space on stage. The set design will
have to fit into the constraints of the small space. The set design may need to utilize platform
extensions off of stage right in order to provide sufficient acting areas for the cast.
Dracula: The Vampire Play Concept Statement
Dracula has been an icon of horror, monsters, and evil since Bram Stoker's
iteration of the character in his book by that title. He (Count Dracula) represents many of the
things that we fear in ourselves as well as fear due to the unknown. He brings death but does not
die. He literally "sucks" the life force from his victims, and through that act becomes even more
powerful. He is the sensual predator that some could become with one choice - one act. Many
people fear him as the monster, some fear him for what they see of themselves in him. There
needs to be a balance of these two traits, I believe, in order to tell the story of Dracula
effectively.
The story of Dracula has a very large stereotype that comes with the story. Everyone
I

(nearly) has some kind of preconceived notion as to who Dracula is and what he should look like
and do. While this cannot be ignored, I do not want the blatant stereotype of the character to get
in the way of telling the story of Dracula. The interaction that the other characters in the play
have with the Count let the audience construct a framework in their own minds for who Dracula
is. I would like the audience to have to construct and come to a realization as the story is told that
the Count truly is evil in every way. Dracula has only one purpose - to find his next victim and
fulfill his current sensual urge.
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The design elements of the production should allow for tension to build between the
characters as well as provide a clear clue to the audience as to who each person on stage is in
relation to the Count. Every aspect of the play should revolve around the title character. The
closer a character on stage is emotionally to Dracula, the more similar they should appear to his
personal appearance.
Color in the production needs to be absent from the characters in the play, except the
Count. He must,appear vibrant, beautiful, and very desirable. I would like to see him appear in
warm jewel tones while those that are closest to him may have hints of those colors (perhaps
subdued) that appear upon them. All the other characters as well as the rest of the production
should be rather drab, cold, and grey. Some of the characters draw closer to Dracula than others
(Renfield and Lucy specifically). They should have elements of what Dracula will appear in as
they move emotionally closer to the Count.
The set should be relatively simple in form and function. A suggested interior with basic
gothic arches surrounding a raked floor and suspended window flanked by pillars with ne
physical walls will allow for minimal scene changes and faster tempo to be achieved. I do want
to force the perspective of the environment and rake the stage so that the whole experience feels
unnatural to the audience. None of the characters should feel too comfortable in the space that
they are inhabiting, including the Count. Each of them should feel, to some degree, like there is
something wrong/unnatural in the environment/situation that they are in.
The lighting for the show will need to enhance the feelings of unease and abhorrence
toward the Count when he is present as well as create a unworldly quality to the space once he
presents himself. It must also help convey the feelings that the others in the show have toward
Dracula when he is not present. A stark difference between day and night as well as some
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atmospheric effects (fog, haze, and patterns) should be present to augment the eerie and almost
supernatural feel of the play. Darkness should be associated with the Count while light should be
felt when Van Helsing is on stage.
I have chosen the era of the 1890s through the early 1900s for the production timeline.
While some of the social constructs are beginning to change slightly during this time, there is
still a delineated class system in place that will help to identify and measure who each of the
characters are in relation to one another. As mentioned above, the colors of the characters should
'

be reflected in relation to who they are to Dracula. Renfield should be closest to him and have
the most color in common, while Van Helsing should appear opposite in the color spectrum to
the Count. I see greys and browns for Van Helsing and the doctor, part of what the world sees as
"normal" and "acceptable". The clothing and accessories do not need to be elaborate; the focus
for the production should be on the characters and the storytelling instead of the technical
elements.
I would like for the sound of the production to enhance the feelings that the

char~cters

have toward Dracula throughout the production. I would like the most disturbing moments, if
possible, to be absent of sound on stage to let the action drive the atrocities that the audience will
observe. That silences needs to be counterpointed by a soundscape that should enhance the
feelings of the characters toward the Count on stage. I do not, however, want the entire
production to be full of underscoring. Sound effects and directional noise should help to increase
the suspense that is necessary.
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Analysis of Dracula: the Vampire Play
By Hamilton Dean & John L. Balderston
Given Circumstances - Environmental Facts
Geographic Location
Act 1 - Library, Seward Sanatorium, Purley, England.
" ... ground floor of Dr. Seward's Sanatorium at Purley." (1)
Act 2 - Luc;y's Boudoir (23)
There is a bedroom adjacent to the boudoir. (26, 28)
Act 3, Scene 1 -The Library (43)
Act 3, Scene 2 -A Vault (56)
The vault is full of bats. (56)
The vault is empty.
SEWARD. There's absolutely nothing here. (56)
The vault is dark.
"Torch flashes around vault. .. " (56)
"... scurries off right into darkness" (57)
NOTE: While the script calls for the difference in location in the sanatorium, each of the scenes
except the vault scene will be played in the library to help with budgetary concerns.
Date, Year, Season, and Time of day
It is evening - Actl, Act2.

RENFIELD ... .I want you to send me away, now, tonight... (7)
SEWARD. We'll see about all this in the morning. (8)
"The next evening." (23)
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"The room is dark except for the firelight." (32)
It is late spring.
HARKER. ... We'll be married next month. We won't wait till June. (10)
The evenings are misty.
LUCY. Nearly every night since then has come the mist... (12)
It is necessary to have a fire in the evenings
"The room is dark except for the firelight." (20)
"Firelight grows dimmer." (21)
Act 3, Scene 1 - It is daybreak.
"Thirty-two hours later, shortly before sunrise." (43)
Act 3, Scene 1 - The library of the Sanatorium.
"The library." (43)
Act 3, Scene 2 - A Vault.
"A vault." (56)
The vault is full of bats.
HARKER. The place smells horribly of bats. (56)
The vault smells like the lair of some wild animal.
VAN HELSING. It has an animal smell, like the lair of a wolf. (56)
Economic Environment
The characters in the play belong solidly in the upper-middle class of the day. While they
may not have inherited their wealth as the elite upper-class may have, they are well educated (i.e.
doctors and businessmen) and are accustomed to a comfortable lifestyle. There is no indication
in the script that any of the characters are experiencing any kind of economic hardship, which
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makes their endeavors to exterminate Dracula quite possible. According to A.H. Maslow in his
article, "A Theory of Human Motivation," ifthe basic needs of the individual are not met (i.e.
physiological and safety needs) then the individual will not be able to focus on things outside of
their own immediate personal circle of influence (Maslow). The main characters in the play,
including the Count, all have their physical needs met due to their socio-economic status.
The script makes it apparent that the Count is quite wealthy and has the means to travel
from Transylvania to England with large amounts of cargo and lease several domiciles around
London (Deane, 30). Even though the Count is an outsider to this group of individuals, his
economic, physical, and safety needs are met, allowing him to focus on his sensual desires and
his need for blood.
Political Environment
There is very little, if any, indication of the political environment directly mentioned in the text
of the play. However, the time period in which the play takes place (Edwardian Era) does dictate
some of that political environment. The ruling monarchy, led by King Edward VII,

dict~ted

the

social environment of the day. He spent his time eating, drinking, gambling, shooting, watching
racing, and sailing ("Edward VII ... ").
Social Environment
There is a definite separation of the social classes between Dr. Seward, his associates and
the employees of the sanatorium. This separation is quite clear from the dialect distinction
between nurses that work for Dr. Seward and the other characters in the play. The British classsystem, in which the wealthier individuals and families are more educated and privileged than
the poorer working class (Gammell), is in full swing with the characters in the play.
The most obvious indicator of the class-system is that of the dialects used by the
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characters. The more wealthy and well-to-do characters of the upper-middle class all speak in
what can be considered a standard British dialect while the servant and lower-class characters
speak in a Cockney dialect. The Cockney dialect that the working-class characters use, however,
is over emphasized to the point of becoming broad stereotype.
The upper-class characters in the play talk down in a condescending manner to the lowerclass characters. Not in a blatant or rude manner, but they do not use the same honorific
vocabulary that the working-class uses with the upper-class elite.
DRACULA. Forgive me. My footfall is not heavy, and your rugs are soft.
MAID. It's alright, sir ... but how did you come in?
DRACULA. The door of this room was ajar, so I did not knock. How is Miss
Lucy and her nervous prostration?
MAID. I think she is better, sir.
DRACULA. Ah, good. But the strain of Miss Lucy's illness has made you also ill .
..
MAID. How did you know, sir? But it's only a pain in my head that runs down
into the neck.
DRACULA. I can remove this pain.
MAID. I don't understand, sir.
DRACULA. Such pain yields readily to suggestion.
MAID. Excuse me, sir, but if it's hypnotism you mean, I'd rather have the pain.
(26)
The repeated use of the word "sir" when an attendant or maid speaks with someone that is
considered of a higher class accentuates the differences in class. The use of titles such as "Count"
and "Miss" are also indicative of the class-based language of the play.
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Religious Environment
There is a clear delineation between what is considered holy and taboo in the context of
the play. There is very little to no "grey area" when it comes to the supernatural or things that are
considered "evil" amongst the characters in the sanatorium. In the Edwardian Era, individuals
belonging to the High Church (Roman Catholicism) were conservative, more aristocratic and had
a great fondness for ritual (Holland). This is very apparent in the main characters fighting against
the influence of Count Dracula. Deane and Balderston's use of the crucifix, holy water, and the
Host as a weapon against evil speaks to the ritualistic beliefs of Van Helsing in particular.
The terms "God", "heavens", "Master", and "soul" are used throughout the text by all
characters (except Dracula himself) as commonplace exclamations (Deane). It is believed that
killing Dracula will "send his soul to hell." (30)
VAN HELSING .... The power of all evil things ceases with the coming of the day. (51)
They believe that holy elements such as the crucifix and the Host will ward off Dracula because
he is evil.
VAN HELSING ... .If the Thing appears, we three will bar the two doors and the window.
HARKER. Bar? Against that?
VAN HELSING. Even against that, for we shall each carry the sacred element. (51)
Previous Action
Page#:

Previous Action:

1

Lucy has been sick.

2

Someone sent for Mr. Harker.

2

Mr. Harker came to the Doctor's establishment in a car as fast as he could.

2

Dr. Seward tried to save Mina using science and medicine.
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2

Mina died.

3

Dogs have been heard barking since Mina fell ill.

3

Mr. Harker travelled in Russia.

3

Count Dracula has visited the sanatorium more than once.

4

Dr Seward helped Van Helsing in some fashion - "You once rendered me a
service." (4)

4

Yan Helsing ate during his journey.

4, 18

Dr. Seward wrote a letter to Van Helsing about his daughter.

4

Lucy started feeling ill while on a visit to see her father, Dr. Seward.

5

The doctor gave Mina more than one blood transfusion and she became better
after each transfusion.

6

Renfield escaped from his holding room.

6

Renfield has been eating flies and spiders.

6

The attendant locked Renfield in his roo'in.

6

Renfield tried to break into Count Dracula's house.

11

Van Helsing knew Lucy when she was a little girl.

11

Lucy has been having bad dreams since Mina was buried.

12

Lucy has been sleeping with her window open.

12

Dr. Seward has given Lucy transfusions twice.

19

Others have tried to help/cure Lucy.

20

Renfield escaped again.

23

Renfield has been getting out of his room every night for some time.

24

Renfield escaped through his window and climbed d6wn the wall head first.
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24

A large bat flew in the window and hit the attendant in the face.

26

The maid is ill from the stress of caring for Miss Lucy.

26

Dracula knew of the maid's illness.

28

Lucy saw the evening paper with the article about the Hampstead Horror.

28,34

Van Helsing gave Lucy a transfusion of his own blood that morning.

28

The maid slept with Lucy the night before.

28

~he

29

Dracula arrived in England by plane three days before Mina was first ill.

30

Dracula bought Carfax and is leasing four other properties in London.

30

Heavy boxes were delivered to Carfax the day after Dracula bought it.

31

Renfield hid in the room to spy on everyone.

36

Others have died that have met the Count.

37

Van Helsing secured a Dispensation from the church.

40

Van Helsing made Lucy a wreath of garlic blossoms.

41

Renfield attacked another patient and tried to kill them.

43,46

Renfield escaped, again.

44

The attendant tried to bar Renfield's windows.

44,48

Van Helsing and Harker broke in to Carfax to look for the Count in his dirt boxes.

45

Lucy slept all the day before and woke in the evening.

46

Renfield has killed living things.

49

Van Helsing and Harker found Mina in her coffin and "made her truly dead."

50

Lucy drank Dracula's blood.

51

Dracula promised Renfield centuries of life and power over other people.

wounds on Lucy's neck were reopened.
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53

Dracula created other brides long ago.

56

Harker left to find a lantern.
Polar Attitudes

Lucy Seward
Beginning: I feel scared and concerned that the things that have already happened to my
dear friend Mina, who is now dead, are happening to me! However, I am
~istracted

by a force, I do not know what, that prevents me from taking control of

the situation.
Middle: I am worried that the condition and symptoms of what is happening to me are
becoming worse. I am afraid that things may be happening faster than we all
anticipated and I find myself wondering "Is it not too late?" (39)
End: "I have never been so well ... so full of vitality. I was only a poor, washed-out, pale
creature. I don't know what made you love me, John. There was no reason why
you should. But there is now." (4 7)
"You must destroy him if you can, but with pity in your hearts, not rage and
vengeance. That poor soul who has done so much evil needs our prayers more
than any other ... " (50)
Miss Wells (Maid)/ Butterworth (Attendant)
Beginning: I can take care of myself - I am in control of the things that I do with my life.
Things will happen when I WANT them to happen. I admire a man that can take
care ofhimself and take care of me.
End: I have faith that the people who are closest to me will tell me if things change. The
things that I can change/control I will change. I feel like it is my fault that things
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have turned out so poorly for our situation.
Jonathan Harker
Beginning: " ... now that I'm back I'm going to stay with you until you get over this
thing." (10)
End: "We will find this Thing that has fouled your life, destroy him and send his soul to
burning hell, and it shall be by my hand." (50)
Dr. Seward
Beginning: " ... You must see that nothing medical science can suggest has been left out."
(2)

End: I will do whatever it takes (short of murder) to rectify the abomination of God that
is plaguing those close to me!
Abraham Van Helsing:
Beginning: I am willing to help Dr. Seward and his family to cure the ailments that are
plaguing those that he loves. I am interested in all things that are unusual and not
easily explained by science or medicine.
•

End: I must destroy Dracula so that no others will suffer from the evil and death that he
brings to everyone that he comes in contact with.
R. M. Renfield:
Beginning: I am content to eat my flies and spiders, to absorb their energy, and wait ... (5
-8).

Middle:" .. .It is your only hope ... It is her only hope. It is my only hope. Save my soul!
Save my soul! I am weak you are strong. I am crazy. You are sane. You are good
and he is evil." (31)

l
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End: " ... The Master is angry. He promised me eternal life and live things, live things, big
ones, not flies and spiders; and blood to drink, always blood." (46)
Count Dracula:
Beginning: I am interested in finding out what these new people are doing here and how I
can use them to accomplish my purposes.
Middle:" ... A man whose will is at crossed purposes with mine has come to this house. I
will crush him." (27)
End: "You fools! You think with your wafers, your wolfsbane, you can destroy me ... me,
the king of my kind? You shall see. Five of my earth boxes you have polluted.
Have you found the sixth?"
and

"You keep me? Fools, listen and let my words ring in your ears all your lives, and
torture you on your deathbeds! I go, I go to sleep in my box for a hundred

..
years .. .in a century I shall wake, and call my bride to my side from her tQmb, my
Lucy, my Queen ... " (53)
Significance of the Facts in the Total Meaning of the Play
Every action that takes place and every character in the play is influenced by Dracula in
some way. The desires, motivations, and will- power to act by each of the characters in the play
is also influenced by Dracula, whether directly or indirectly. Dracula, himself, is the center, the
impetus for, the majority of the plot. Without the vampire, his lust, corruption, malevolence, and
evil, none of the other characters would have an inciting incident. Each of the characters desires
something different, but the obstacle that is keeping him/her from obtaining that goal is still the
same - Dracula.
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Dracula must have influence, be convincing, charming, magnetic and have something
that everyone desires. He must be scary, menacing, and dangerous. If not, nothing that is
happening on stage will seem alive or important. The Count - and everything he embodies must seem feasible and the audience needs to be able to see his actions, if not the actual persona,
as something that has the possibility of being real for them in some way. Each character has
some kind of demon in Dracula, just like each audience member has some kind of demon that
they must face, eventually.
Dialogue
Choice of Words

Dracula: the Vampire Play by Hamilton Deane and John L. Balderston is based on the
novel by Bram Stoker. This particular version of the play is probably most well-known for the
1979 movie based on the same script starring Frank Langella. Other iterations of the story as a
film had previously been released, however, including Nosferatu (1922) and Dracula directed by
Tod Browning in 1931 ("Dracula"). Dracula fits squarely into the horror genre of film and
theatre. Just one of the required elements that define a movie as a horror is that of the monster.
'

As Jonathan M. Gilbert states in his thesis, "The Horror, the Horror": The Origins of a Genre in

Late Victorian and Edwardian Britain, 1880-1914, "The presence of the monster or at least the
monstrous is essential for a text to be considered part of the supernatural horror genre. The
monster embodies horror, presenting its audience (both in and out of the text) with a cause for
both fear and revulsion (67)." This is very true of Deane and Balderston's Dracula. The title
character, through his suave manner and smooth-talking demeanor, should do both- scare and
cause an audience to revile him.
Most of the characters in the play are fixed in a world that believes the vampire is a
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creature of evil, if they believe in the vampire at all, and that only the things of God, particularly
those things of the church (i.e. the crucifix, the Host), will be able to rid them of the monster.
The script is thick with religious vernacular and the characters who oppose Dracula himself seem
very comfortable in using the religious phrases and exclamations as a part of their every-day
speech. For instance, the phrases "Good heavens" "In God's name" and "My God" are peppered
throughout the script as part of the characters' speech patterns. The only characters that
noticeably do

n~t

use these expletives are Renfield and Dracula himself - those farthest removed

from the religious influences of the day.
Choice of Phrases and Sentence Structures
There is a striking difference between the principle characters (Dr. Seward, Van Helsing,
etc.) and the supporting characters (Attendant and Maid). The Standard-British dialect used by
the principal characters gives more intelligent and upper-class feeling than the Cockney dialect
of the attendant and maid. This helps to accentuate the differentiated classes of the Edwardian
period of the play.
There is a clear distinction in the language used by Dr. Seward and Van Helsing as well.
•
Their vocabulary is indicative of the learning that they both have had, particularly in Act I as we

are introduced to the characters:
VAN HELSING. Wolfsbane.
SEWARD. Wolfsbane? What's that? I thought I knew all the drugs in the
pharmacopoeia
VAN HELSING. One ofthe ... eremophytes. Pliny the Elder mentions the plant. It
grows only in the wilds of Central Russia. (9)
Choice of Images
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The image of dogs and wolves is used heavily throughout the script; both in the dialogue
as well as in the ambient happenings of the play. Any time that Dracula is in the vicinity of the
action happening on stage (in any of his many forms), either the characters on stage speak of
wolves/dogs or dogs are heard off stage. Many times dogs are heard howling off stage to indicate
that something tied directly to Dracula is about to happen (21, 23, 33, 39).
Choice of Peculiar Characteristics
The mos: deliberate and overstated characteristic of the dialogue is the use of the dialects
to indicate class and importance. Characters that most drive the telling of the story and contribute
significantly to the dramatic tension speak using the Standard British dialect. Characters that are
less important to the telling of the story (the servants/workers) use a thicker Cockney dialect
written in the phoneme of the dialect. Often, other scripts are written in "straight" English and
then, according to a stage direction or the director's discretion, a dialect is layered over the
normal speech. Characters using the Cockney dialect in Dracula do not have that luxury.
Since the actors' roles are written in the phoneme of the dialect there is no real way
around that characteristic of the performance without ignoring an important aspect of the show.
The actors will need to spend time rehearsing in the dialect in order to be able to speak the lines
with the dialect and be understood by the audience. The Attendant, Mr. Butterworth, has some of
the most glaring examples of the dialect written in the script using the phoneme of the sound of
the words:
ATTENDANT: I 'aven't let 'im loose ... Just now I 'ears a noise like a wolf
'owling. I opens 'is door with me key, and what do I see but 'is legs goin' through
the window as though 'e was goin' to climb down that smooth wall. 'E ain't 'uman,
'e ain't.
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· and
ATTENDANT: No, Miss, it's Gawd's truth I'm tellin' yer ... [Look.from her] ...
out that bat flies, and the looney is gone, but I 'eard 'im laugh, and Gawd, what a
laugh. Blimme, but I'll catch it from the Guv'ner for this. (24)
The Sound of the Dialogue & Structure of the Lines and Speeches
The main characters of the play are very affluent, including the Count. They are wealthy
and come from a high-class socio-economic status. Not only that, but the professions that the
characters have, doctors and businessmen, also indicate a more learned and advanced vernacular
than those of the working-class (i.e. - the attendant and the maid). Since this is the case, the
sound of the dialogue matches those characteristics very closely. Care is taken to make sure that
the characters who come from this affluence speak in complete sentences and no one interrupts
the other characters. Very little, if any, overlapping speech takes place in the script. This may
prove challenging for pacing and creating a sense of urgency and suspense amongst the
characters.
The only characters that do not fall into that mold are the working-class servants who

.

speak in a thick Cockney dialect and Renfield, whose mental facilities are in question, who
speaks in short spurts and sometimes in incoherent, or so it seems to the others in the play,
bursts. He does, however, have moments of very clear lucidity:
RENFIELD. [Sane] .. .I hoped they'd keep him out. He did it, then he called to
me and I had to come. [Back to insanity] The Master is angry. He promised me
eternal life and living things, living things, big ones, not flies and spiders; and
blood to drink, always blood. I must obey him but I don't want to be like him .. .I
am mad, I know, and bad, too, for I've taken lives, but they were only little lives.
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I'm not like him. I wouldn't like a human life. And why do I seek to betray him?
For you ... (46)
The sound of Dracula's speech is something that needs special care. His is the only
dialect that is radically different in the play. In order for the audience to understand the Count he
must be very clear in the Transylvanian/Romanian dialect. While the dialect is iconic and used to
easily identify the character, there must be balance between recognizing the dialect and
understandabil~ty.

Dracula is not Sesame Street's The Count; to make him sound thus would be

to take the horror out of him. He must be menacing. Specific dialect work with all the characters
will be necessary for the speech to sound fluid and not forced or "put on;" as some less
experienced performers tend to go straight to the stereotype of a dialect and overcompensate for
a dialect that they find challenging or with which they are not comfortable.
Dramatic Action
Titles of Units & Summary of the Action
Unit#:
1

Title:

Page#:

The Problem

1-4

Seward probes, Harker certifies.
2

Old friends

4-10

Van Helsing scrutinizes while Renfield invalidates Seward's mockery.

3

Lovers Unite?

10-11

Lucy distracts, Harker sanctions.
4

A Bad Dream

11-13

Van Helsing probes, Lucy mesmerizes
5

An Introduction

13-16
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Dracula beguiles while Lucy diverts
6

The Hypothesis

16-23

Van Helsing lectures then Harker attacks and Van Helsing hypnotizes
7

The help have a problem

23-26

Maid chastises and Attendant flirts
8

Hypnosis

26-27

Dracula Hypnotises

9

Soil

27-31

Harker paces, Seward interrogates while Van Helsing calms and teaches
10

Renfield reveals ... nothing?

31-34

Renfield leads, Seward bargains, Renfield retreats
11

The cut is not deep ...

34-37

_,

Van Helsing prepares, Dracula checks, both attack
12

The Host

37-38

Van Helsing Reveals
13

The Hampstead Horror

38-41

Harker reads, Lucy foretells, Van Helsing fortifies
14

A quarrel among the patients

41-42

Attendant confesses, Maid betrays, Dracula attacks
15

The apprenticeship

43-46

Attendant relents, Van Helsing justifies and reveals, Seward cries
16

Renfield Attacks
Van Helsing pulls, Seward scolds, Renfield charges

46-47
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47-49

I love you. I want you.

17

Lucy seduces, Harker resists, Lucy bites, Van Helsing interrupts
49-51

Mystic Sacrament

18

Van Helsing divulges, Lucy invokes a promise, Lucy exposes, Van Helsing plans and
points
51-55

Waiting for sunrise

19

Dra~ula

20

threatens, Protagonists distract, Dracula mocks and disappears

The Vault

56-58

Protagonists search and destroy
Characters
Van Helsing
Desire: Van Helsing, being a very learned man, desires to understand all things around
him. He does not let the world of the supernatural or superstition cloud his desire for knowledge
and understanding. When he realizes what challenge (tl'ie vampire) he must face he is fo~used
and desirous to right the evil that has come upon his friends.
Will: Van Helsing is strong willed and will go to whatever lengths necessary to
accomplish the tasks that he has set before him. He is willing to give entirely of himself in order
to make things right and will do it in an expeditious manner.
VAN HELSING.... I do not waste time when there is work to do. (4)
HARKER. ... And this morning, Professor, when you opened your veins to revive
Lucy again .. .
VAN HELSING. It was the least I could do ... for my lack of foresight was
responsible for this attack.
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among his peers and other men, most of those characteristics are reduced or altogether dropped.
Summary List of Adjectives: Jonathan Harker is a level-headed, objective, proper man
who seeks direction before he will act.
Dr. Seward
Desire: Dr. Seward is split in his desire for the pursuit of knowledge and the safety of
those around him.
Will:

S~ward

is a strong believer in the scientific (probably partly from his training). He

is very confident that the issues taking place in the sanatorium and among those he loves can be
"cured" by medicine and/or science. He will exhaust all the avenues at his disposal before asking
for help. He will ask for help only when he feels that he has exhausted his resources and his
personal knowledge base.
Moral Stance: Seward firmly believes in the Church and its doctrines. He can be
polarized at times between what science and religion tell him and what superstition portrays.
SEWARD. My dear old friend, you can't have filled up your fine old brain with
Eastern moonshine. (16)
Decorum: He is a specialist and a man of learning, immediately recognizable as an
academic. Proper as would befit a man of learning in a scientific field.
Summary List of Adjectives: Well-educated, skeptical of things outside the word of
science and academia, and loyal.
Lucy
Desire: To be with her fiancee and for them to be safe and happy. She wants to help
where possible in solving the puzzle of what killed her dear friend, Mina. She does not want to
cause any undue issues or troubles in that investigation.
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LUCY. I was afraid they'd worry you, for I knew that ... Mina had them. (13)
Will: Lucy has very little will of her own as she is being largely controlled by the
Count so that he will get what he wants. However, when she does exercise her
own will it seems that she can be very resolved to have things happen in a
particular manner.
LUCY. ... promise me one thing. Whatever you plan to do, whatever you know,
do not tell me. Not even if I beg you to tell me, swear that you will not, now,
while I am still yours, while I am myself, promise it. (40)
Moral Stance: Lucy's morals are being controlled and manipulated by Dracula. In the
moments that she is in control of herself she has a strong sense of right and wrong as well as a
determination to do what she believes is right for the situation.
Decorum: "She is a beautiful girl of twenty, clad in filmy white dressing gown, her face
unnaturally pale ... Round her throat is wound a scarf." (10)
Summary List of Adjectives: Lucy is meek, desperate, and impressionable.
Renfield
Desire: He wants to feel and be powerful. He wants to feel important.
Will: Renfield does not have a will of his own. When he is not battling with the mental
issues that he possesses, he is being controlled by the will of Dracula. He is easily influenced by
fear.
Moral Stance: Renfield is following in the footsteps of his Master, Dracula. However, he
differs in one key aspect - he does not want to take human life. He is drawn in by power. He will
give allegiance and submit to whomever he believes is the most powerful at the moment.
Decorum: "Repulsive youth, face distorted, shifty eyes, tousled hair." (5)
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Summary List of Adjectives: Renfield is driven, maniacal, manipulative and aggressive.
Count Dracula
Desire: The Count wants one thing, and that is to grow his harem of vampire wives and
continue living forever in the manner in which he is accustomed.
Will: Dracula is strong in will and endeavors to bend the will of others to get what he
wants.
pRACULA. [Gazing at him intently] In the past five hundred years, Professor,
those who have crossed my path have all died, and some not pleasantly.
Continues to gaze at Van Helsing; lifts his arm slowly; says with terrible
emphasis and force] Come ... here. [Van Helsing pales, staggers, then slowly
takes three steps toward Dracula... ] (36)
Moral Stance: The Count is amoral. He is selfish and is not afraid to do whatever is
necessary to accomplish his goals. He feels no remorse for death, killing, or sexual exploitation
Decorum: A gentleman in appearance, one of nobility. He is sophisticated and .
charismatic; however there must always be a sense of danger surrounding who he is and what he
does.
Summary List of Adjectives: The Count is sophisticated, elegant, refined, charming,
indomitable, evil, and amoral.
Maid*
Will: She is rather easily influenced and, although she is trying to carry out her
responsibilities and protect her mistress, Dracula is able to influence her will to do his will. (41)
Decorum: " ... an attractive young girl. .. " (1) She wears the uniform of a maid.
Summary List of Adjectives: The Maid is obedient, self-reliant, and an observer.
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Attendant/Butterworth*
Decorum: He dresses in the uniform that befits his position. (6)
Summary List of Adjectives: The attendant is easily deterred, overwhelmed, and goodintentioned.
*Both the Maid and the Attendant are tertiary characters that have little/no bearing on the telling
of the story. They are employed by Dr. Seward and, as such, want to keep their jobs. They try to
perform their µuties the best they can, but the influences of Dracula, either directly (26 - 27, 41)
or through those he is in control of (i.e. - Renfield) (43 - 44), keep them from doing just that.
Idea
Meaning of the Title
Since the time that Bram Stoker wrote the iconic novel Dracula in 1897, Dracula has
become the iconic embodiment of what most people think of when they think vampire. Dracula
has, in many cases, become synonymous with the quintessential and archetypal horror characters
from fiction. However old these characters may be, as Jonathan Gilbert pointed out in his thesis
regarding the genre of horror, "A genre lives in the present but always remembers its past, its
beginning (10)."
Even though the vampire has been largely romanticized in today's literature and film (i.e.
- the Twilight, True Blood, Abraham Lincoln: Vampire Hunter, Vampire Diaries to name a few),
each has its base in the original, at least in the minds of most, vampire story. While most readers
today want to be a vampire, the fact remains - vampires are sensual, evil, and dangerous. None
are more so than the King of the Vampires - Dracula.

Philosophical Statements in the Play
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VAN HELSING .... the superstitions of today are the scientific facts of tomorrow.

(16)
VAN HELSING .... The strength of the vampire is that people will not believe in
him (17).
RENFIELD .... A wise madman will obey him who is strong and not the weak.

(32)
,RENFIELD. God permits evil. Why does He permit evil ifHe is good? Tell me
that (46).
How does the Action Lead Directly to the Idea (Meaning)?
The action of Dracula almost entirely culminates in Act 3 in the moment the
protagonists await the sunrise so that they will be able to destroy Dracula once and for all. Will
Dracula escape and live on into the eternities? Is it possible for evil to perpetuate, even in the
face of forceful good? These questions are what keep the audience engaged through to the end of
the play. All the characters' actions revolve around and lead up to that one moment. Even while
"saving" Lucy becomes important to the characters, it is only a tertiary goal when it comes to the
plot. In fact, saving her is dependent upon the destruction of the Count:
VAN HELSING. Then he will bury himself in his last refuge, where we can never
find him and sleep until we are all dead.
HARKER. Then Lucy will be safe.
VAN HELSING. For her life, yes ... but his unclean kiss has claimed her for his
own. When she dies she will become as he is, a foul thing of the night. The
vampire can wait. No, my friends, there is only one way to save her from him ... to
destroy him. (30-31)
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Moods
Mood Adjectives
Unit 1 - The Problem
Seeing: Sickening, Restless, Dull
Hearing: Awkward, Dreary, Tempered
Smell: Acrid, Musty
Touch:, Coarse, Detached, Numb
Tasting: Corrosive, Dull, Stagnant
Unit 2- Old Friends Have a Common Interest
Seeing: Cantankerous, Complex, Demented
Hearing: Cacophonous, Crude, Minor
Smell: Caustic, Dominant, Vaporous
Touch: Blunt, Hard, Gripping
Tasting: Bold, Restless, Rich
Unit 3 - Lovers Unite?
Seeing: Bright, Warm
Hearing: Soothing, Intimate
Smell: Fresh, Cozy
Touch: Soft, Smooth, Warm
Tasting: Ardent, Clean
Unit 4 - A Bad Dream
Seeing: Muddy, Misty
Hearing: Alarming, Biting, Creepy
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Smell: Antiseptic, Bitter, Noxious
Touch: Sticky, Hot, Clammy
Tasting: Dreadful, Acid
Unit 5 - An Introduction
Seeing: Dignified, Alien, Anxious
Hearing: Tense, Devilish, Atonal
Smell:

~loody,

Stagnant

Touch: Gooey, Squishy
Tasting: Spicy, Stiff, Thick
Unit 6 - The Hypothesis
Seeing: Dark, Murky
Hearing: Muffled, Hollow
Smell: Putrid, Deadly
Touch: Slimy, Hot, Hollow
Tasting: Rotten, Cold, Oily
Unit 7 - The help have a problem
Seeing: Blurry, Chaotic, Brazen
Hearing: Blaring, Crude, Harping
Smell: Stale, Dirt-like
Touch: Clumsy, Teased
Tasting: Light, Lukewarm, Stiff
Unit 8 - Hypnosis
Seeing: Foggy, Slanted
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Hearing: Soothing, Soft
Smell: Artificial
Touch: Smooth, Hard, Controlled
Tasting: Burnt
Unit 9 - Soil
Seeing: Cautious, Searching
Hearing: Biblical, Stringy, Strong
Smell: Herbal, Dry, Old
Touch: Dirty, Hard, Solid
Tasting: Moldy, Foreign
Unit 10- Renfield reveals ... nothing?
Seeing: Awkward, Frantic
Hearing: Complicated, Jumbled
Smell: Pungent, Arid
Touch: Strangling, Grasping
Tasting: Ginger, Rich, Unbalanced
Unit 11 -The cut is not deep ...
Seeing: Foggy, Hazy, Dark, Dense
Hearing: Alarming, Creepy
Smell: Sour, Musky, Decayed
Touch: Tense, Taught, Sprung
Tasting: Bitter, Corrosive
Unit 12 - The Host
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Seeing: Broken, Disjointed
Hearing: Mystical
Smell: Flatulent, Stale
Touch: Resolute, Firm, Solid
Tasting: Crisp, Crunchy
Unit 13 - The Hampstead Horror
Seeing:. Spooky, Devilish
Hearing: Wicked, Sharp, Pointed
Smell: Potent, Thick
Touch: Pressured, Rough
Tasting: Prickly, Sandy
Unit 14 - A quarrel among the patients
Seeing: Frustrated, Eerie, Measured
Hearing: Heavy, Absent
Smell: Volatile, Caustic, Ammonia
Touch: Faint, Absent
Tasting: Vinegar
Unit 15 -The apprenticeship
Seeing: Soiled, Dawn
Hearing: Encouraging, Logical
Smell: Fresh, Spring
Touch: Fresh, Cool
Tasting: Bittersweet, Stale
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Unit16-Renfield Attacks
Seeing: Defiant, Desperate
Hearing: Mumbled, Frantic, Pleading
Smell: Sweaty
Touch: Small, Riotous, Pent-up
Tasting: Salivating, Mild, Bland
Unit 17 - I lov~ you. I want you.
Seeing: Pleading, Accusing
Hearing: Crashing, Contradictory
Smell: Clean, Old, Familiar
Touch: Cheap, Fake
Tasting: Bitter-sweet, Salty
Unit 18 - Mystic Sacrament
Seeing: Sacred, Evil, Wicked, Forced
Hearing: Crying, Screaming
Smell: Hot, Wet, Deadly
Touch: Sensual, Caressing, Man-handled
Tasting: Blood, Metallic, Yeasty
Unit 19- Waiting for Sunshine
Seeing: Attacking, Cautious
Hearing: Loud Silence, Taunting
Smell: Heat, Death, Despair
Touch: Prickly, Pointed, Pressured
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Tasting: Odd, Off, Undercooked, Raw
Unit 20-The Vault
Seeing: Dark, Green, Glowing, Sinister
Hearing: Unsure, Cautious
Smell: Stale, Fetid, Foul
Touch: Warped, Ashen, Cold
Tasting,: Putrid, Hot, Rotten
Mood Image
The show is a mystical, dark, foreboding story of evil at its core about how we conquer
our own demons in what may seem to be the worst of circumstances.
Tempos

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
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The tempo of Dracula starts out quite slow through the exposition. However, once the

.

audience is introduced to Renfield and Dracula the sense of urgency and discovery drive the story.
The end of the show cuts off abruptly. For all the build up through the rising action and the climax,
the denouement and conclusion seem short. The final scene is only approximately one-and-a-half
pages in length of some fifty-eight pages total. Tension and danger will need to be the driving
force throughout the play in order for it to not become slow and "wordy".
Previous Reviews
Theatre Three, Port Jefferson, NY, 1987:
FORTUNATELY, all of the wolfsbane in the world will not keep
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"Dracula" from appearing and reappearing in theaters everywhere. At the moment,
this denizen of the dark side, this precursor to Darth Vader and the forces of evil
past and present, is ensconced at Theater Three in Port Jefferson.
In a production that is properly weird and only slightly anemic, the
director, Theodore G. Kastrinos, has employed swirling mist, eerie lights and
flying bats to stage the novelist Bram Stoker's macabre 1897 masterpiece,
~ramatized

by Hamilton Deane and John L. Balderston.

"Dracula," subtitled "The Vampire Play," is set in a rural English
sanitarium. Dr. Seward, the head of the sanitarium, has called his friend Abraham
Van Helsing from Holland to consult with him concerning the strange illness of
Dr. Seward's lovely young daughter, Lucy.
She appears anemic, but telltale tiny puncture wounds on her neck
convince Dr. Van Helsing that demons are at work in the neighborhood, and he is
prepared with the traditional weapons of good against evil, such as the werewolfrepelling herb wolfsbane, large crucifixes and, of course, a huge wooden stake to
drive through the heart of the undead.
At first Dr. Seward dismisses his friend's nontraditional diagnosis, but
Lucy's fiance, Jonathan Harker, is swayed by the intense Van Helsing, and finally
Dr. Seward admits that vampirism is the only disease that fits Lucy's symptoms.
Then Van Helsing is introduced to Count Dracula, the distinguished next-door
neighbor of the Sewards, and things quickly fall into place.
Once the hunt begins, an unsettling evil permeates the sanitarium. One of
the patients, R. M. Renfield, a "zoophagous [life-eating] maniac" who devours
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live flies and spiders, becomes the devoted disciple and accomplice of the
Transylvania vampire count who is now, as Dr. Van Helsing correctly forecasts,
in England to pursue his blood lust.
Renfield's behavior swings between the extremes of calm and hysteria
based on the comings and goings of the vampire "master" whose spell he is under.
The maid, Miss Wells, becomes a mental slave of the count, forced to carry out
his every order. And Lucy, ah, poor Lucy, may suffer a fate which is truly worse
than death unless Van Helsing can save her.
The director, Mr. Kastrinos, and the special-effects people, Alan Varella
and Anthony Butera, make the most out of Theater Three's limited physical and
financial resources by utilizing moody organ music, startling lighting, quick
explosions, and, of course, blood. Drawbacks come with slow scene changes, and
an unventilated fog that fills more of the audience than the stage, causing a
predictable round of reflex coughing.
The cast ranges from superficial, in the case of Margie Salvante's
simpering Miss Wells, to terrifying, as with Vance Russell's handsome, urbane,
demonic Count Dracula. Mr. Russell oozes evil like some sort of giant slimy slug
draped in a swirling black cape. David Chadwick is crisp and efficient as Lucy's
beau, Jonathan Harker. Brent Erlanson is adequate as the beleaguered Dr. Seward.

It is difficult to believe that the bland Peggy O'Toole would be the chosen
bride of this dynamic prince of darkness, but Miss O'Toole at least keeps Lucy
from being bubble-brained. John F. Hayter Jr. goes too far in creating a loony
lunatic attendant. Lucio Costanzo is wonderfully single-minded as Van Helsing,
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the savior brandishing wolfsbane and Bibles. Anthony Butera struggles with the
extraordinarily difficult role of Renfield, sometimes, but not always, convincing
us of Renfield's quirky maladjustment.
The main difficulty with this "Dracula" is that it hasn't quite made up its
mind whether it should be serious and frightening or camp and funny. Serious
ultimately wins out, and once on course, this production brings to life the legends
of Central Europe and becomes a bloody good time ... (Frank)

Noho Arts Center Ensemble, 2009:
This Dracula, please pardon the pun, is in the best of all possible taste,
produced by Noho Arts Center Ensemble in association with David Elzer. Frisky,
inventive director Ken Sawyer, whose credits range from the spooky Woman in

Black to the erotic Lovelace, combines these influences to produce a sexy scary
rendition, adapted from Bram Stoker's novel which, in tum, was based OR the
short story written by Lord Byron and his physician, Dr. John Polidori. Dracula,
as we know him, has the glossy black curls, the erotic sensuality and the
irresistible charisma of Lord Byron, the reigning poet and pin-up boy of the 19th
century.
Rob Arbogast does him justice as the eponymous Count, with truly
:frightening snarls before he sinks his teeth into his sweetheart's neck and an
excellent, one can only assume, Transylvanian accent. Arbogast is my kind of
vampire, despite being as youthful as Edward in Stephanie Meyer's Twilight.
Sawyer has taken some liberties with the play, written by Hamilton Dean
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and John L. Balderston, particularly towards the end. Although vampires are
viewed more sympathetically in today's literature, it's still a little shocking to see a
more romantic ending than the Fanged One has usually merited. Though updated
to the 1920s, we could do without comely Lucy's bikini under a baby doll, a
jarringly anachronistic sight. (Maybe Lovelace flew in through the window like a
bat.)
However, this production has too many wonderfully theatrical and
innovative touches to disdain, beginning with Desma Murphy's splendid setting
whose backdrop is an adaptation of Henry Fuseli's famous painting The

Nightmare, in which a demon crouches erotically on the body of a woman. In the
Six Degrees of Separation category, Fuseli was once the erotic obsession of Mary
Wolstonecraft whose daughter, Mary Shelley, wrote Frankenstein. Luke Moyer's
flickering lighting creeps into many levels and many mirrors to create a perfect
ambiance.
The production begins with a naked Dracula rising from his grave to sink

.

his teeth into beautiful blonde Mina. Several truly ear-shattering screams rev up
the excitement which has the pace and suspense of a first-rate horror movie. Dr.
Van Helsing is played by Sawyer staple Joe Hart who brings gravitas to the role
of the main vampire hunter. A new character, Dr. Lily Seward, is played by
Karesa McElheny who stalks around the stage wreathed in cigarette smoke and a
formidable hauteur. Her innocent and lovely daughter Lucy (Darcy Jo Martin) is
Dracula's immortal beloved whom he attempts to wrest from her fiance Jonathan
Harker, played by J. R. Mangels who chooses to give the part all the classical
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heroism of a 1920s Arrow Shirt ad.
The mad fly-loving Ren:field is played with manic glee by Alex Robert
Holmes who is chased around the stage by hulking attendant Butterworth (Chad
Coe). Sawyer has blocked them everywhere, including halfway up the wall where
they hang out windows and torment each other. Adorable little Jake Gardner plays
Lawrence, the child victim of the Blond Menace, Mina (Mara Marini), now a
luscious full-fledged vampirette. Tahni DeLong plays the mysterious maid Wells.
At a sleek 90 minutes, this 21st century incarnation of Dracula revives all
the charm that has made him a perennial symbol of our repressed erotic dreams
and the impetus for an age-long battle between conventional good and
scintillating evil. (Hitchcock)
Little Shubert Theatre, NY 2011
Every few years, the New York stage gets a transfusion of vampire blood
and we are inundated with the undead. Sometimes this trend can result in,a spate
of vital chillers, such as the 1977 hit revival of Hamilton Deane and John L.

.

Balderston's original stage adaptation of "Dracula," starring Frank Langella in a
sexy new interpretation of the count, followed by an Off-Broadway version called
"The Passion of Dracula," which also enjoyed a long run. But in more recent
years we've been subjected to such bat bombs as the musicals "Dance of the
Vampires," "Lestat," and a particularly awful adaptation of "Dracula."
The popularity of the "Twilight" books and movies and the "True Blood"
TV series is probably the inspiration for the latest vampire invasion of our boards,
yet another remounting of the Deane-Balderston exhumation, this time starring
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Italian heartthrob Michel Altieri as the bloodthirsty antihero and Tony winner
George Heam as his nemesis, the vampire hunter Dr. Van Helsing. Neither as
erotically exciting as the Langella version nor as epically terrible as the trio of
aforementioned fang-toothed tuners, this anemic "Dracula" suffers from a low
blood count (pun intended).
Directed with a total lack of suspense by Paul Alexander, the production is
,more likely to induce sleeping sickness than the thrill of fear. The pace is
molasses

~low,

and you could drive the proverbial truck between the pauses. That

may work for a Pinter play, but not for a tense melodrama.
Hoping to cash in on the whole supernatural-hunk craze, the producers
have cast Altieri, who sports a Fabio-length hairdo and speaks with such a thick
accent that it's difficult to understand him at times. The Continental star is easy on
the eyes, particularly when he rips off his shirt in order for Lucy, his chief victim,
to feast on his ample pees, but he comes across as more of a pouty supermodel
than a charismatic creature of the night. In addition, there is no chemistry between
him and Lucy, wanly played by Emily Bridges, who took over the role late in
rehearsals. The ineptly staged erotic dance between the two is a study in
awkwardness.
Veterans Timothy Jerome, as Lucy's concerned father, and Heam do their
best to inject fresh blood into this corpse, but nothing short of a miracle can save
it. The remainder of the cast either woefully underplays (Jake Silbermann is tepid
as Jonathan Harker) or goes way over the top (Katharine Luckinbill and Rob
O'Hare, as musical-comedy cockney servants, and John Buffalo Mailer, who
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plays the demented Renfield with a Foghorn Leghorn Southern accent). Just about
everything is wrong, from Dana Kenn's tacky revolving set to the choice of
music-"Moonlight Sonata" and "Swan Lake"-that sounds more stately than
terrifying.
For the original 1927 Broadway production, nurses were hired to tend to
faint-of-heart theatergoers. There's no need of them here, unless the patrons
collapse from boredom. (Sheward)
Some of the issues that are talked about in these reviews should be easily avoidable with
some careful planning. In the arena of the production as a whole, there should be no question as
to what kind of production is being presented. While elements of comedy may be present there
needs to be a most definite feeling throughout the production that this is meant to scare everyone,
characters on stage and audience alike. The script has the potential to become somewhat wordy
and could lose audience interest quickly, as was mentioned in the Sheward review. Making that a
conscious element to be aware of with the actors from early on, as well as using some

,

underscoring to increase tension and pacing, this production should be able to mitigate some of
that danger.
By creating a unit set with minimal scene change requirements, the issues with some of
the productions listed above should be rectified. The theatre space that the performance is in is
very small (only thirty feet wide, wall to wall), so the use of fog will have to be quite limited.
The plan will be to reserve fog or haze for the final vault scene and specific Dracula encounters
in order to accentuate eerie feeling that should accompany the setting. The only other times that
such special effects will be used will be to accentuate the Dracula manipulation scenes with Lucy
and the Maid. In those instances, low-lying dry ice fog will be used so that the lingering effects
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of the fog will be minimalized.
Overall, these reviews are good indicators for the issues that might come up in the
production process and, if we are all aware of the potential for these things to go awry, we will
be able to mitigate and address many of the issues before they become a problem.
Leaming Goals
Participants will study, practice and implement a specific dialect for the character that
they will portray. The goal with this cast is to have each character implement their
specific dialect consistently throughout the text and balance that dialect with clear
understandable speech.
Participants will use RasaBoxes principles in character creation and in building character
relationships on stage. RasaBoxes vocabulary and principles will be used in rehearsals in
order to facilitate clear communication and expectations with cast members.
Participants, technicians and actors alike, will learn how to build and effectively use a
raked stage as part of the production. The goal here will be to have actors be abl~ to move
fluidly and without hindrance. The technicians will be expected to construct the raked
stage so it is flush and safe for actors to perform upon.
Playwrights Hamilton Deane & John L. Balderston
Hamilton Deane (ca. 1880 - 1958) was a playwright and actor best known for his work
with John L. Balderston, a little known American journalist, on their adaptation of the Bram
Stoker Novel Dracula. Mr. Deane was born in Dublin and was an actor long before he started his
venture into playwriting. Deane's family owned property near the Stoker residence and contacted
Florence Stoker, the heiress and copyright holder of the Dracula property, intermittently.
Sometime around 1923, Deane performed in dramatization of Stoker's Dracula, which played at
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the Grand Theatre in Derby with Edmund Blake as Dracula, the "first actor to wear the nowfamiliar flowing cape of Dracula, and Deane as Abraham Van Helsing (McGlasson).
John L. Balderston (ca. 1889-1954) worked on many horror films in his lifetime,
including Dracula, Frankenstein, and The Mummy (Neel). His first career, before taking on the
task of becoming a play- and screen writer was that of journalist. Mr. Balderston wrote for and
edited the magazine, The Outlook, in the 1920's. Balderston often worked in collaboration with
other writers and specialized in horror, fantasy and romantic adventure scripts. Scripts he worked
on include Dracula, Frankenstein, Red Planet, Gone with the Wind and Gaslight
("Inventory ... ").
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Production Journal
Auditions
Auditions for Dracula started today! Only 9 people showed up for the call. ..
Unfortunately, I will not be able to use some of them (too young mostly ... ). I did have a few that
I know I will be able to use, though. I was impressed by the work that Nathan and Tokiah
brought to the auditions.
8/7
Handed out dialect materials today (CDs with accompanying Guide). Talked briefly
about support and proper placement for using the dialect as well as informing the cast that we
would not be using microphones for any of the actors in the production. Began RasaBoxes
introduction. I was able to move pretty quickly through much of the material (i.e. - Statues Breathing -

Sound -

Speech -

Connecting/Regarding the Other - Cooking and Mixing the

J

Rasas together). All the cast members participated well and were able to synthesize the concepts,
I felt. I will see how they translate in a "normal" rehearsal soon.
Still no Doctor or Dracula - Mike suggested today a couple of good people that I will be
contacting about rolls tomorrow. I would really like to have the cast completed by week's end ...

8/9
I received a phone call from the director of Willie Wonka (show that is going up just
before ours) at about 2pm today. They open that show next week and are having family
"previews" this week during the dress rehearsals. They were supposed to have their preview
tomorrow so as not to interfere with our rehearsals but ... The director called me and asked if it
would be alright if they had it tonight- which means we would not have access to the rehearsal
hall as they use it (for their cast of 60 children under the age of 10) as their green room/dressing
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rooms. So, instead we held rehearsal in a tiny reception room just off of the lobby. The cast was
great and very willing to work in that space anyway. First blocking rehearsal, but I think
everyone ,will bring great things to the show.
We have found a Dr. Seward- an old friend of mine, Tiny- a 6'8", 300 pound gentle
giant who is wonderful to work with on stage. He was even able to suggest more options for the
role of Dracula. I made a phone call and another old friend may be willing to help out. Ifhe can,
I will put him.in as Renfield and move Mike to Dracula - I am confident he could play either
roll. We shall see ...
8/11
Blocking 1.3 - 1.5 went well. Had to kick Wonka cast out of the rehearsal space again. I
was told that no one would be in the space due to tech. So, when I showed up to a rehearsal hall
full of dancing kids it was a bit of a surprise. Once we got started things went well. Mike, who I
have moved to Dracula, is obviously more experienced than the other members of the cast. He
wants to know consistently why he/his character is doing what he is, but it seems to work for
him. He is not afraid to jump in at all and everyone else seems to be taking his lead.
~

Having the space to actually rehearse was very nice. Helped to create some great moments on
stage.
8/14
Still no Renfield - cancelled Thursday's rehearsal due to Willie Wonka final dress. We
tried to do rehearsal with _60 kids running up and down and through our rehearsal and it just did
not work. We ended up in the tiny reception room again for rehearsal. I have started speaking
with the carpenter abougt getting the set floor started, so hopefully we will have some progress
on that front soon. It will be a challenge to get what I want/what we need of the tech of the show
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with only a $700 budget ...
8\18
We are at the point that we cannot function in rehearsal any longer without all of the
characters. I have been calling, emailing, facebooking, anyone that I (or any other person for that
matter) can think ofto fill the roll. Many people have told me that I should just fill the roll
myself. I am not sure how my committee will feel about me being in the show and directing it at
the same time. If I cannot find someone by Monday, I will call Scott and see what he thinks.
Mike is very good in rehearsal. He as Dracula was a good choice. He and Tokiah work well
together and are coming up with good ideas for moments, particularly the potentially awkward
moments - close together, kissing, biting, etc. Today, the cast was supposed to be completely off
book - unfortunately not a one of them are anywhere near off book ...
8/21
WE HAVE A RENFIELD! ! Not my ideal choice, but we will most definitely work.
Young (18) and baby faced, rather inexperienced (only 'been in one other show), but definitely
workable. He came because Dan (who has been most helpful since he has directed here several

.

times before) suggested it. We were simply at a point that we could not progress any further
without someone playing the roll (the stage manager or myself stepping in can only help to a
point ... ). As such, we had almost everyone at rehearsal anyway, so we ran Act 2 again and
plugged Renfield in where we could. Next rehearsal we will start Act 3. Rehearsal props & set
pieces are in place. Helping with spacing EMENSLY! Does not feel nearly as huge as just the
floorplan taped out. I think the set will work nicely. ·
As a part of the rehearsal tonight I decided to go back to the RasaBoxes work that we had
done at the beginning to see if it would help with some connecting and to maybe get the actors
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out of the habits that they are starting to form. We took different areas of the stage and assigned
them different Rasas. When the cast members moved to the different areas of the stage with a
rasa written on the floor they were supposed to take on that Rasa just like we did in the boxes in
earlier work. I think it was helpful for some, but more of a hindrance for others. Dan and Mike
seemed to benefit a lot from it, but Tokiah and Nate seemed to struggle with it. Too many things
to think about at once, perhaps? However, it did seem to do what I wanted it to - get the actors
out of the habit~ that they were forming and remind them to keep thinking about new ideas and
options. We are still early enough in the rehearsals that I feel it is worth the exploration.
9/1
CANCELLED
9/4
Two cast members out sick - Dr. Seward (John) has just been diagnosed with diabetes
and a severe ulcer. Renfield is out with a violent puking stomach flu ... Running scenes that we
can in Act 2, but it is proving difficult. People are still struggling with lines ... Mike (Dracula) is
getting frustrated by it - everyone can tell. In spite of all that, good work is happening. Fixing
natural feel for Dracula bite scenes and Maid/Attendant scenes tonight. Used music as
underscoring to help with pacing. If we can keep the pacing up, then the bite and sensual scenes
tend to feel more ominous\important when we slow down for them. The plan is to have the rake
for the stage built this week.
916

Renfield and Seward still out sick ... Costume help showed up at rehearsal unannounced,
so most of the time was spent pulling and fitting some of the cast. Nathan (Harker) was done,
Jade (Lucy) found some good options for dress, but not for a nightgown. There is NOTHING in
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storage that will fit Dan or Tiny (54 Extra Long). Carissa (Maid) is pretty much done as well.
Major floor construction is finished. We will install on the 17th after Willie Wonka closes.
Everyone is looking forward to actually being IN the space. I think that that will help everyone a
lot with lines and connecting with each other. I think I am going to start each rehearsal from here
on out with an Italian Read (for speed) first, before we get on stage. Hopefully that will help
those that are STILL struggling (pretty much everyone ... ).
9/8
(I was unable to attend the rehearsal, but thought that we still needed to work. I had my stage
manager, Taylor, run the rehearsal for me. This is what she reported to me.)
We worked a lot ofRenfield, Josh was keeping very self-contained, kept his arms always
closed and clutching his script. We got him mainly memorized and took his script away and had
Mike work with him (Since he was the previous Renfield) He worked on having him move
around more and without his script it was a huge help. Since Josh hasn't been in many shows,
he's not opening up all the way to become Renfield bu(getting the damn script out of his hand
and showing him to be grander on stage helped a ton.
We also mainly worked on blocking since Nick made us move the couch so we had to
rework all of the blocking to make it not look as awkward.
(I had been looking at the stage and the placement of the furniture. I was dreading the whole
thing becoming a couch play, so I decided to play with moving the settee to one of the walls or
other places to get it out of the center of the space. The rake ended up helping with this issue a
lot. I thought that, once we got on the raked stage, that there was no need to move the couch. It
just felt right.)
9/11
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Today we ran lines. The cast needs it, desperately. The whole purpose was to get
everyone off book. We ended up doing an Italian Run of the entire show. Got through the whole
show (with a few distractions ... ) in 1 hour and 45 min. We are going to install the floor on the
15th after strike of Willie Wonka.

9/13
(I was unable to attend this rehearsal as well due to work commitments. Taylor gave me this
report)
1-6
Lucy is having a tough time because she has a lot of double lines, IE: Oh, Oh. We had to
play around a lot with that so it didn't sound stupid. She's using beats and trying it out in different
ways which seems to be helping her out a lot. Worked on entrances and exits and played around
with the idea of Allan playing the "hand" over the couch so Mike can make a better entrance.
More blocking because everyone felt the need to huddle around the couch with Lucy instead of
spread out a bit. Told them they all need to find a reason to either move around becaus~the scene
got very boring. All needed to pick words and make them stick out of their dialogue more, and
•
think about WHY they are saying that, how did it relate to their character and why they were

saying it as so. That helped with getting them off book greatly.
Allan looks at the audience/or whoever is giving him direction a ton. Trying to get him to
knock that off but nothing has seemed to break through yet.
DESPERATELY NEED TO WORK ON LUCY AND HARKERS RELATIONSHIP. At
one point the count comes in and basically fawns over Lucy and Harker acted as if it didn't phase
him. They both went outside and worked with each other being more in love. Seemed to help
when they had a bit of one on one, but still needs work.
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9/15
BUILD DAY.
I am very fortunate to have my undergrad alma mater so close with people that I know
and who trust me. I was able to go to Utah State University's theatre department and look
through their pretty amazing inventory of furniture and clothing and pull what I needed for the
show. They even had some clothing (specifically shoes) that will work for Tiny!! He has been an
absolute struggle to get fitted for any kind of costuming. Since I was in shows with him up there
I figured it might be worth checking into. I was able to find pretty much everything we needed
and they were willing to give me a good price on the rental of the items since I was an alumnus.
These things will make a huge difference for the look of the show.
I am so frustrated right now. Dave, the "technical director" for the theatre came to our
build day today, not to help build, but to, what seemed like, tell us everything that we CANNOT
do for the show. He began by informing me that they do not allow/do not have Stage Managers
call the cues for their shows. Apparently they have had'. people get their feelings hurt in the past
by someone telling others what to do, and when, and how. All of this was communicated with
my stage manager standing next to me. I felt bad for her-having to just stand there and.be
basically belittled to her face. Each of the board ops would just perform the cues as they saw fit
for that night. Oh, and there is usually a different person running lights every night because no
one person can commit to being at the theatre for ALL the performances. So, you do not know
what the show is going to look like from night to night.
In addition to that, Dave told me that there would not be a separate sound board operator,
that the light board op will run both for the show. At that point I flat out refused. I had to tell him
that there is no way that one person will be able to run BOTH lights and sound for this
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production. I was informed when I was offered to direct the show that having a stage manager
would not be an issue. That position went from no sound op to "you can have one if you have
to ... " which I insisted that we did.
In the course of this discussion, I was able to convince them to let me have the stage
manager run the sound cues for the show AND call the show to the light board op so that there
can be some consistency during the run of the show. Dan also informed me that he may have
someone that would be willing to run the light board for the entire run of the show; which, Dave
did not like, since it was someone that had not been trained the way that they want board ops to
be trained. However, through some discussion we were able to convince Dave that this was the
best choice of action.
On top of all of that Dave also informed us that we cannot move any of the lighting
instruments in the current hang for the show and that lights will be set one week before we open

-·
the show. There will not be any technical equipment made available until the week leading up to
;·

opening. So, basically write down all your cues and hope that it can get all the way completed
before you open. Everyone was very frustrated by the whole process ...

9/18
Act2 Run
Everyone seems to be too concerned with speed and pacing. I expected this, to a point with all the new furniture and props that we were able to pull from USU there is a lot of adapting
going on currently. Need to remember to "kick the box" all the way through to the end of the
line. We did a little of "kicking the box" in rehearsal to help the actors to not drop off the end of
the lines that they speak. I also asked them to examine their lines and choose the words in each
line that are the most important and to try to give them more weight. We started to look at timing
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each of the acts to get an idea of the run time as well.
9120

The Vault scene looks good! Since I was gone for a couple of rehearsals I tasked the cast
with coming up with an idea that they thought might work for the vault, and I really like what
they came up with for it. We do need to figure out what we are going to do for the death
box/packing crate, but the other elements are nice. When left to their own devices, these people
can come up wjth some pretty amazing ideas.
9/21
Subtext Exercise
I had each of the actors speak the subtext of each of their lines after they delivered their
actual lines. The exercise told me that the actors are not thinking in terms of what they are doing
TO each other in the scenes. They are still struggling over what line comes next. As we got into
the exercise, however, I was able to watch a light come on for many of the cast members that if
they load their lines with the subtext they are more effe.ctive AND the lines are easier ta.
remember. We may do a little more of this as we get closer to opening to help the cast remind
themselves that listening to each other and what they are NOT saying is just as important as what
they are saying.
9/22
Act 1 Run
This is the section of the show which the cast is most comfortable. Today went well,
nothing major to report.
9125

Act 2 Run
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Carissa had a great run through! Finally seeing a good variety of levels from her.
Tiny has now been diagnosed with a serious case of gout. He cannot hardly walk ... When
he does wall\ it is a shuffle ... We were able to find him a cane in the props that has helped
moderately, however, we are starting to worry that he won't be able to move well enough to do
much of the blocking, particularly on the raked stage. Tiny is convinced he will be fine, but I am
not so sure ... We were so happy for him that the diabetes and ulcers were getting under control
and now this .. ,
9/27
We had a Dialect refresher at the beginning of rehearsal tonight. Dracula is coming along
nicely, he has a good command of the dialect, but right now I worry that he is not thick enough
in it to be easily recognizable at "The Count". I let him know that tonight. I told him to try
making things a little thicker and if there was an issue with intelligibility, I would let him know.
Allan (Attendant) is really quite good with the cockney. He is easy to understand and
very consistent. The other characters are at various different levels of mastery. Consistency was
the word of the night. We need everyone to be as consistent as possible so that the dialect is not
something that will take the audience out of the world of the play. We worked on some
pronunciations of some words (i.e. will vs. wheel) and I reminded them that there really should
not be a day that goes by that they do not use the dialect in some way. Visit the CDs I distributed
often and rehearse your lines in dialect always!
Ifl can get Renfield to show any sense oflevels in what he does I would jump for joy.
Right now he is so flat ... In every scene I would like to be able to have some kind of feeling of
danger/tension. Higher highs and lower lows would be ideal. Lucy is a good example. I would
like to feel that, once she has turned, her sex appeal to be so overt that it surprises John and
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leaves us feeling slightly uncomfortable. Right now there are few to no levels in the action.
10/1
Ugh ... We keep having cast members have to miss rehearsals. Tonight Josh, Nathan and
Alan are all missing. Ran what we could. Worked and fixed what scenes we could, which ended
up not being much ...
10/2
Van He,lsing is STILL not off book ... He is stumbling through the lines, hoping that he
gets all the important pieces in so that people can get their cues. I really should have been stricter
on the off-book deadline. I thought that we were going to be a lot closer than this by now.
There are still a couple of the actors that are not connecting with each other very well
(Lucy and Harker for one and Lucy with Dracula at times as well). Tokiah keeps asking me for
line readings, but I am very against giving them to her. In the notes that I took during the run I
wrote:
We are at a point where I cannot give you copious amounts of notes until people
are off book. It's no longer about line readings. It's about moments. If a moment
•

does not work, try something different. Drastically different!! It may reveal
something that we have not found yet. I will not give you a line reading. That is
not the way I work. If YOU figure it out, you invest in the choice, in the moment.
If I were to give you readings then I might as well be acting all the parts.

When I gave the notes I read this to the cast. Tokiah was upset by this I think, but I think there
were more than just her that needed to hear it. I trust these people. I would not have cast them if I
did not. All they really need to do is stop doubting themselves - lines would come, connections
with each other would work.
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10/3
Started tonight with a series of group warm-ups for pacing and for tempo. Showed that if
one person drops the ball it takes a long time to get back where we were before.
Took some time at the beginning of rehearsal to find and pull some clothing for Renfield
(Josh). He came to the cast so late that there just has not been time for him to get comfortable in
his role. I was hoping that by giving him some ill-fitting clothing that he can tug and pull on and
get a feeling fo,r what Renfield might need to do to move around in this space, it would help.
Well, it did! Naturally he started finding small things that could help him get into the 3 mindsets
that Renfield lives in. I will have him wear the stuff we have for him at every rehearsal from here
on out. The nice thing is, I think that most of what we pulled tonight will work for him for the
run of the show.
Once I started seeing the improvement in Josh we had to get the other cast members to
feel bigger as well. As an exercise I had them try running pieces of the show as cartoon versions
of themselves to get them to become bigger than life. Once they started to get in to the process I
was able to have them pull back a little bit and that seemed to help the tempo and the intensity of
the flow of the scenes we worked.
Everyone seemed to do a lot better tonight! Many more of the moments felt more natural
tome.
10/4
Tiny made some really strong choices tonight that were very helpful. He is finally feeling
comfortable enough (despite the gout issues) to connect with the other characters on stage and
listen to what they are giving him.
We have added the sound cues that we will actually be using in the show to rehearsals
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tonight. Need to make sure that actors do not jump or preempt the cues since they have not been
used to having them in the way that they will be implemented in the show. I have noticed tonight
that there is a lot of extraneous movement on stage at the moment. People are crossing and
moving on others lines to the point that I cannot tell where the focus should be. I gave the note
after the first act to have everyone be very conscious of it - that they should move on their own
line or between other's lines but to try not to move ON other character's lines unless absolutely
necessary. Tha! seemed to help a lot. Once it was a conscious thing to be aware of things
smoothed out.
10/9
1st

Dress
RENFIELD DID NOT SHOW UP UNTIL THE REHEARSAL WAS ALMOST OVER!!

No one could contact him. No one knew where he was. He was just ... gone. I stepped in on stage
for his scenes where and when I could, but I truly do not know what to do if he misses anything
else. We are 3 days away from opening!! Thankfully, he DID show up about three-quarj:ers of
the way through the run, but I was beside myself for most of the evening ... Josh told me later that
he had gotten sick and just did not call us ... UGHH!
Toward the middle of the run I had a thought that Tiny would not be able to do much
more. The pain that he was experiencing in his foot and knee was making his performance on
stage suffer severely. I spoke with him after the rehearsal and he assured me that he was going to
the doctor to see what could be done to help him. We are planning for the worst, but hoping for
the best at this point.
10/10
2nd

Dress
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There was a major lack of energy tonight from everyone in the cast. These nightly
rehearsals are taking their toll on everyone, even though we had Monday off. .. At one point I
had to stop the rehearsal to try and get something to change. The entire cast seemed in despair
about everything that was happening on stage. After a short break we came back and I gave them
something new to try. I told them:
Everyone at some point in the telling of this story needs to feel like they are winning, like
things (\.Te going their way perfectly. We need to see the change in levels from the journey
of winning against Dracula to utter defeat. Even Dracula needs to have these moments on
stage. Try to find the moments that your character is winning.
This helped some. I think everyone is getting to a point that we need an audience to have the
necessary boost that the show needs to take off. Thank goodness we will be able to get that
tomorrow. Heritage theatre has a tradition of having the final dress be an invited preview for
family members, etc. We will see if things read and play the way that I am hoping then.
On the technical front, I am pleased with the way that the lighting has turned out I was
very nervous at the beginning, particularly after finding out that we would not be able to move
anything or change what was there. I was happy to get Dave, the technical director, to give us a
fireplace special and a small can for under the tapestry. I did not dare press my luck with
anything else. One challenge has been the grave box. Getting the fog machine to fire at the right
time and with the right amount of smoke has been frustrating. Each night, however, we seem to
be getting closer to the right timing and mix, so there is still hope.
10/11

FINAL DRESS!! We are trying to treat this like a performance, so hopefully the audience
that is here tonight will help with the energy issues we were seeing last night. I am feeling good
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about the way things have turned out. It has been a long process, but I feel like what we have
here is something to be proud of.
Self-Evaluation
Clearer Communication of Expectations between Theatre, Staff, and Myself
When I agreed to take on the direction of Dracula, I had worked with the Heritage
Community Theatre on one other occasion as a set designer. In that capacity, I had a relatively
positive experi~nce in regards to communicating with the director and the carpenter in order to
accomplish a set design that would work for their production of Unsinkable Molly Brown. I had
no reason to expect anything different for this production. However, when taking on all the
elements for the production with a group of people that I have not worked with in their
established process, it proved to be much more difficult. There were no established preproduction meetings, and when I tried to confirm dates and times for people to come to
rehearsals to help with their various departments, very few showed up when expected and did not
communicate to myself or the stage manager any changes or inability to attend said me~tings.
Many times, the individuals from the various departments would show up unannounced
(costume coordinator in particular) with the expectation that we would be able to accom'modate
their needs. The rehearsals would then have to stop, because we had to have the elements that
they were providing, and there did not seem, at least to me, that there would be any time made
later to arrange what we needed.
I realize now that it would have been more helpful for all parties involved if I had had a
more clear understanding and list of questions and/or expectations that could have been brought
to the initial meeting with the hiring party (in this case the Artistic Director of the theatre). I
needed to have a clearer understanding of the way that Heritage Theatre functioned - the way
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they manage shows, rehearsals, and technical departments specifically. If these items had been
discussed in more detail from the beginning, I believe that many of the issues that we faced could
have been managed better or prevented altogether.
Publicity
Including the audition announcements, I felt that there was relatively poor publicity put
forth for the show. A basic show poster, posting on the Heritage Theatre webpage, and a short
article in the very local paper were all that was planned for the publicity of the show. The only
announcement for the auditions of Dracula were a generic audition call posted on the Theatre's
website. I designed and had printed/distributed a more comprehensive audition
posting/announcement (Appendix). In an attempt to bolster attendance at the performances I was
able to design and implement a Facebook Event page as well to try to get the word out about the
production. I sent emails to some of my contacts at Utah State University and some of the other
theatre organizations around the valley, but none of those things seemed to yield any return on
attendance.
Again, I was given the impression in my initial meeting with the Artistic Director of the

.

Board that there would be staff members from the various departments of the organization that
would be helping me to take care of publicity, costumes, set construction, etc. However, when it
came time to actually have these elements executed, each of the departments was rather late or
non-participatory in their execution. I believe that holding regular production meetings would
have helped in this area dramatically. The problem that I ran into was that the entire staff had
never done a production meeting, did not see the benefit, and were not willing to make having
them a priority ore even have them at all. The way that they had been doing things had worked
for them up to that point, so there was a pretty hefty resistance to any change. I tried to schedule
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individual department meetings in order to discuss deadlines and needs for the production
although they were unattended by the departments on most occasions. I should have made the
expectation of having these meetings on at least a bi-weekly basis more clear with the Artistic
Director when we agreed that I would be directing the show.
Pre-Production & Rehearsals
I should have been more stringent with the adherence to deadlines for off-book
memorization ~nd technical element completion. However, difficulties with casting and
concurrently running shows while we were in rehearsals made those things hard to accomplish.
Since there were only nine people that initially came to the auditions (four of which were not
able to be used due to their age or previous commitments), it became necessary to shuffle some
of the actors around in roles in order to better accommodate rehearsals and other casting needs
(i.e. finding someone to fill the role of Seward was easier than searching to find the right actor to
play a Dracula). The final cast was not complete until approximately half way through the
rehearsal process. Between shuffling characters around in roles to accommodate needs .and
having to accommodate other shows in the space (Heritage's production of Willie Wonka was
finishing rehearsals and going into production as Dracula was beginning the rehearsal p~ocess ), I
felt like we did an acceptable job with what we were given. I do believe that the rehearsal
process did suffer as a result of the shuffling and the time that it took to fill all the roles in he
cast. That being said, the cast was very willing to work around the challenges that were presented
to them and they strove to do the best that they could.
I made every effort to effectively communicate deadlines and scheduling to both cast and
crew through the online call board which I created for the production and through constant email
and phone contact from myself and the stage manager, Taylor. Having Josh (Renfield) and John
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(Dr. Seward), our final two cast members to commit to the show, come into the cast at such a late
time also proved to make this challenging. When I cast John (Tiny), I knew that he had a
memorization issue that meant that it would take him longer to be off-book than many of the
others. We were, however, at a point that having someone in the roll was better that not having
anyone. John worked his guts out for me and I am very appreciative of that. As a result, I
allowed John to have a script on stage for much longer than any of the other cast members. This
may have contributed to the lax feeling of getting lines memorized by other cast members. Once
John was memorized, however, he was able to help the others with their lines as well.
I have found RasaBoxes to be a very valuable tool in the rehearsal process. It has provided me
with a vocabulary and methodology which I have found that actors can easily learn and utilize to
help them "get out of their heads" and focus on meaningful, relationship driven moments on
stage. I believe that in my work with this set of actors the implementation and standard that was
set by using RasaBoxes early on in the rehearsal process was what gave us a mutual
understanding and rapport from which to build.
Design and Technical Elements
The set design that was implemented was the piece of the production with which I was
most pleased. The actual set came out very close to the way I initially designed it with few/no
changes being necessary to accommodate anything in the space. I felt like the raked stage was a
good fit for the production. It helped the audience to have a clear view of the action as well as
created the illusion of there being more space than there actually was while giving some
interesting levels and obstacles with which to play.
I was able to effectively communicate with David Anderson, the carpenter for the
production, who built all of the elements of the set. As I brought Dave design drawings and floor
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plans we were able to discuss the needs of the show and make necessary modifications and/or
adjustments to meet our needs. He was very easy to work with and brought many good ideas to
the table regarding construction methods (particularly for the rake) and for the arched doorways.
If there was any issues or modifications that came up during the rehearsal process, Dave was

very willing to make those adjustments in a timely manner and find ways to accommodate the
needs of the production. Dave is a trained carpenter and, as such, was very used to building
things as perm<µient structures. I did have to discuss with him how to reduce weight and cost by
using less heavy materials (i.e. using luan instead of plywood, replacing 2x4s with lx4s where
able) since we were under such tight budget constraints ($700 for the entire production).
Once we got the set in place I did run into a couple of issues with the bookcases stage
left. Getting them to swing open easily while on the raked stage proved to be quite challenging.
We never were able to get them to swing smoothly or without catching on the deck at some
point. We tried to help the issue by attaching hinges to the up stage pillar as a fulcrum, however,
it was not sturdy enough to help alleviate the swinging/sticking issue. I still need to figme out
how that would be rectified ...
Another issue that we ran into was the bat in the upstage window. There was
approximately six to eight inches of room between the upstage window and the cyclorama, so
fitting a prop bat back there was a challenge. After rigging the bat to fly from the ceiling we
found that it became almost impossible to mask in its out position due to the sight lines and the
height of the ceiling. There is no wing space or loft space available in the theatre. The walls seen
in the house extend as they are to the back wall of the deck. As an afterthought, I probably
should have experimented with the option of making the bat more of a puppet than a rigged piece
for ease of movement and more direct maneuverability. I will have to look into that for future
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productions requiring flying elements.
One of my favorite effects that we were able to accomplish was that of the see through
tapestry/picture. I was glad that we were able to put enough light on stage to create the illusion of
a solid piece using scrim, but have Dracula appear through it at the right time. It was a simple
effect, but one that I felt worked effectively for what we needed.
Summary
While t.here were a variety of challenges that we faced during this production, I felt that
all the elements of the production came together to create a good piece of theatre. I know that
through this experience I have learned many things in regards to working with other people of
different skill levels and expectations as well as working in small community-based
organizations with their limitations and challenges. I was able to use many of the techniques that
I learned throughout my course work in order to meet and rectify the issues and challenges that
came up in rehearsals, in technical construction of elements of the production, and in
communicating with cast and crew alike.
In the technical arena, while I was unable to implement regular production

.

meetings and have effective communications channels open throughout the production process, I
do believe that I was able to put in place the tools that could help to mitigate any issues that may
have arisen. The use of the online call board was key in much of what we did for everyone
involved in the show. I know that, as a result of this show, I will change some of my practices
when I direct shows for other organizations in every aspect of the production process, from
design to acting and performance and everything in between.
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General Notes
1.

Supports:

2.

Supports under stage are to be built out of 2x4s
and screwed to the stock platforming. They
should be on 2' centers. There should be enough
stock 4x8 platforms to accomodate the majority
of the platforms needed. After These supports
are installed, cross bracing should be used to
ensure stability and safety.
Cross Bracing:

3.

Cross bracing should be done with 1x4 in a
criss-cross pattern throughout the supports for
stabilizing and structural support.
Platform Placement:
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need to be figured differently than in the first
option ..

The measurements listed above
are for the longest middle
supports. Shorter supports
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pattern at the appropriate
lengths.
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1

Amount

000/MISC

Tendered:

$25. 00

25.00

BLACK SCRIM 4 ' X6' REMNANT
ORDERED AND PICKED UP BY
NICK HUTCHINSON, DIRECTOR

Charged

On

25 . 00

Acent

QUESTIONS ? ? ?
CALL US AT 801-363-0364
PLEASE PAY FROM THIS INVOICE.
ALL CLAIMS MUST BE MADE WITHIN 2 DAYS OF RECEIPT OF GOODS.
2% PER MONTH CHARGE ON PAST DUE ACCOUNTS. APR24%
20% RE-STOCKING FEE ON ALL RETURNS

Subtotal
Tax

25.00
0.00

TOTAL

25.00

T

Win Co
FOODS
J_.,.,.

Prin: /,e111/er

Tf1t• S11p,,,·11urd.l'f

www. wi m:ofoods. com
Or-em. Utah

Store #0076

ll':i/27/12
2

@

13:2'1:53

2 . 73

AlJIJA NET H/S UN 6799060011
Dfi PFPPFR 20?
7800008240

5.46
1.'16 ff

IW!X CARAMEL $N 4000000435

.68 TF

SUBTOTAL
TOTAL TAX

7.60
.43

TOTAL
TENDER

8.03
8.03

CHANGE

.00

DE81T CARD

Acct:

APPRVL CODE
CASH

NUHBEH OF ITEMS
09/Dt12
13:2'.l:17

4

Oper # 1'.J1026 Trx # 354
Terrn # 15
Store #0076

TliANK YOU

FOR

SHOPPING AT

<801) 494-8361

WlNCO

~*~*X*XX*~~*~~*~**~**~X*~X*~~~W*~~~~~~~X

WinCo Foods
-..~

S-ror--e

#

0076

Electr-onic Pavment Activity "*"

MAcct:
09/27/12 13:25:14
DE8Il Ref#
Auth#
TEwm# 15 RMOO
Oper#131026

DEBI! CARD
Cast1 back

09/27/12
13:25:17

Opel' # 131026
Ter-m # 15

8, 03
. 00

fl'X # 354
Store #0076

THANK VOU FOR SHOPPING AT WINCO
(801) 494··8361

=

2"3~;] Pe!lf!Syb:!~l:t{ Av"&. ~ ~~1~n. UT :J4~i)~

4.ZSW 1700 S
SAt.·r LAKE CrrY. UT 34115

801-486-5311

l _; J7rn

Er:mb,~r;J:ef

St. ) irjah•) Fs=is. ID 33-~0.:! j

L J 2005 N SOO W. Su1!e H I Logar.. UT 8tt3Zi i

Fl\X SOl ·486·452.0

!JJ1·tl2!--3i~O

REMJTTO:

['j !280 E 700 N , S! GP.Jrgv, UT 8·:F?O i .!35·GZ:3·83!G
Orem. UT 84058 [ fG1·221 ·25~~;

C.·J .;a.;i S ~;~25 V·.!

lntermountain Concrete Specialties

20~ 52f~-4fHB

P.O, Sox 27364

.;35.737.~ff55

Salt Lake City, Utah 84127--0364

W'NW.tCSSO.~;QM

---

"

CASH SALE

1 0 78993

I
\,,

10/04/12

09:46 011
WT:

CASH SALE

CONTRACTOR

SHIP
TO:

HERATIGE THEATER

"
L#

QTY

1
2

I

2

ITEM #

DES CRIPTI ON

--.

NEWFORM 16"Xl2'
CUT INTO 9' PCS

$118 . 0 7

UNITS

2400225A

2

0714

Ref No:

118.07

D

••• Copy Of Invoice Required •••

0-7 Days No Restocking • 8-30 Days 15% Restocking • No Returns After 30 Days.
Special Order Items Are Not Returnable •••

A FINANCE CHARGE OF 1-112% PER MONTH, WH!CH IS 181'. PER ANNUM. will be
J RECEIVED BY:
chnrglld on th~ unpBld balnne!! of all piml du~· ru:eountll. Cuatomor ,,groo~ to !>-'.Ii' a
r4~::01mblo attornoy'a !oil and olh r cOG'ls ct Cilll<>cl!oo oltor da ..1ult 1>(! roferrol 10 B 1
nllomoy. Rotur11ed nt:1l'lrh11~ viii not bo l\cccpted wit' 1ou1 copy of 'Jur lnvofoo, prfor

approvnl nnd ii 15% 9ervlco chilrg!?.
RElffAL. PURCHASE OPTTON! Asntilcl ltolllS, wllh fnw -XC::ll\l!On. 11\ll • b& purehllud,
Part of the rent will be refunded. C•ll us tor a 1irm offer. This option must be e•erclsed
before the merchandl~e is returned ta us. For Rentnl ,<\greemen1 Terms - See the
back of !hi$ form,

x

PRICE
42.75 EA

2 3 948

D
••• -R etuin Policy

2 A

3

p

9
9
2

w
c

AMOUNT
85.50

x

according to my card holders agreement

Merch ID:000001487514

PAID BY: VISA

3

227

TERMS: 1 %' lOTH PROX

1.9920 DEL DATE:l0/04/12
801-.995-02.74

agree ta pay the total of

s
p

MISC: NICK HUTCHINSON
CUST# :

62.00

AUt"h Code: 004767

SUBTOTAL
Fuel srchg lg true
UTAH STATE TAX
'l'OTAL

85.50
25.00
7.57
118.07

Oriental Trading Safe & Secure Checkout - Order Summary

9/21/12

New Guest? ' log In i Help

Track Orders , Li~e Chat ' Call Mc

1-800-875-8480

Search item# or ke\IV.'Ord

Catalog Quick Order •

~ Shopping

Sign Up For Email Savings! •

Carl (0)

Make checkout even easier by creating
an account with us.
Thanks for shopping at Orienta!Trading.com. Your order has been received. Next you \>\ill
i eceive

Creating an OrientalTrading.com account is

the following messages about this order:

easy and freel With an OrientalTrading.com
account you can:

• Confirmation email with order details within 24 hours.

• Stora items in your shopping cart for 30 days

• Shipping confirmation email with tracking informaiion.

• Sign up for email sa,ings
• Store addresses for all future orders

If you have any questions about your order, please contact us as 1-800-875-8480 or ema!i us

• Track order history

at orders@oriental.c6m

member benefits

Please keep your order number handy and print this page for future reference .

Order Number:

!!illinrJ lnfo~ation
3 itern(s) subtotal
Shipping (EXPRESS 3-5
BUSINESS DAYS)
Discount
Tax

Total:

$59.99
$16.99

Planning A Party?

Nick Hutchinson

• Se:"Jl

$(10.00)
$0 .00

· l•l'!l So Muoh l#Jte'

$66.98

Deliv~iy ~e_!_h_9E __

Shipping information

EXPRESS 3-5 BUSINESS DAYS
Estimated Delivery: Fri. Sep 28 -

Nick Hutchinson

Try It Out •

$16.99

Cart Items

9\'i? 111'" !lG!YS

~ c·vatt"CUG::tm
On~m• lrWilaU:!m.

Find us on facebook

Qty

Deluxe Creepy Cloth

Price

Total

$5.99

SS.99

IN-70i1648

•

4 yd(s)

Estimated Delivery: 9i28/12

Oriental Trading Comp;tny
Lika

Oriental Trading Co~ny
Try our Monster Cookies recipe
for a treat thats sure to delight
(or fright)! Get the FREE recipe
here: http://blt.ly/RG3oyf
Monster Cookies Recipe

wv..w,fresfunhaflo•..veen.com

516.00

Poseable Bat
IN-13576216

$16.00

Free Halov1een Relipes, Colori.rig

Pages for Kids & Crafts

Each

Estimated Delivery: 9/2G/12

Light-Up Candelabra
IN-MC0950

2 hours ago

2

$19.00

$38.00

1 Set(s)
Estlmated Delivery: 9127/12

· 1re.o rientaltrading.com/ui/order/processRequest.do?requestURl=evaluateAltPayAuth&paym ...

Oriental Trading Company
•

Going as a group? From classic
Facebook social ptugu..,

1/2

tl{lritag{l
Community

Thiatnz, Inc.
Rcimbu1·scmcnt Voucher

fl tradition of rixeizl1izneri $inei 1970
2505 South Hwy 89
Perry, Utah 84302
Nick

Payable to: Hutchinson
Last
Address:
Street

Date 10-18-12

First
Zip Code

City

Cell Phone:

Dracula

Production Name:
Date
9/21

I

_,

•

10/4
9/11
9/27
9/29
9/14
10/11
10/12
10/13
10/27
9/27
10/6

Description of Purchase
Candlesticks, Bat, Cloth
lntermount. Concrete SonaTubes
Univ. Pharmacy
GB-0 Blood Packs
Win Co
AquaNet - Hairspray

Category

Ace Hardware
Oasis Stace Werks
Wal Mart
Wal Mart
Tavlor Maid Beautv
Tavlor Drua
Target
Home Depot

Set
Set

Vendor
Oriental Trading

Sandnaner
Scrim Material
Orv Ice
Dry Ice
Blood
l~<>I

Costumes

Set

Tax
$

Set

$40.00
$2.94

$7.57
$1.44
$
$0.46
$0.00
1$
$0.46
$n R1
$0.20
$
1$

Totals

$305.84

$10.74

$R QR

$ ~ (\(\

r.<>nc:

Skeleton for Box
Paint Sample

Amount
$66.98
$110.50
$21.00
$5.46
$7.12
$25.00
$7.75
$7.11

Props

Sets

Publicity

Total
$66.98
$118.07
$22.44
$5.46
$7.58
$25.00
$7.75
$7.57
$9.59
$320
$40.00
$2.94
$316.58

$

$

Repairs

Sunnlies

$
Other

Sales Taxes

$

$

$

$

$

hotal

1$ 316.58

I declare all purchases listed were made with proper authority from the director and used as specified

above. All recei1;its are attached. (Reimbursement cannot be made without the receipts)

Purchased by: Nick Hutchinson

Authorized Signature: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __

Reimbursed $_ _ _ __ _ _ _ on _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ with Cheek#_ _ _ __ _ __ __

tt{lritagfl
Community
'(I tradition

Thiiatnz, Inc.
Reimbursement Voucher

of rzxcizltiznciz a;incrz 1970

~sos

South Hwy 89
Perry, Utah 84302
Nick
First

Payable to: Hutchinson
Last
Address:
Street

Cell Phone:

Dracula

Production Name:

i .,.;

-

9/21
10/4
9/11
9/27
9/29
9/14
10/11
10/12
10/13
10/27
9/27
10/6

Zip Code

City

Home Phone: - - - -- - - - - - --

Date

Date 10-18-12

Description of Purchase
Vendor
Oriental Trading
Candlesticks, Bat, Cloth
lntermount. Concrete SonoTubes
Univ. Pharmacy
GB-0 Blood Packs
Win Co
AquaNet - Hairspray
Ace Hardware
Sandoaoer
Oasis Staae Werks Scrim Material
WalMart
Drv Ice
Wal Mart
Dry Ice
Tavlor Maid Beautv Blood
r,AI r.<>n<>
Tavlor Drua
Target
Skeleton for Box
Home Depot
Paint Sample

Category

Set

Amount
$66.98
$110.50
$21 .00
$5.46
$7.12
$25.00
$7.75
$7.11
$8 QA
$ ~ ()()
$40.00
$2.94

Tax
$
$7.57
$1.44
$
$0.46
$0.00
$
$0.46
$0 fl1
$0.20
$
$

Totals

$305.84

$10.74

Set

Set
Set

Total
$ 66.98
$118.07
$22.44
$5.46
$7.58
$25.00
$7.75
$7.57
$9.59
$3.20
$40.00
$2.94
$316.58

Costumes

Props

Sets

Publicity

$
Repairs

$
Sunnlies

$
Other

$
Sales Taxes

$

$

$

$
hotal

1$ 316.58

I declare all purchases listed were made with proper authority from the director and used as specified

above. All receipts are attached. (Reimbursement cannot be made without the receipts)

Purchased by: Nick Hutchinson

Authorized Signature: _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Office Use O.nly:
Reimbursed $_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 0n _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ with Check#_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

f-
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Instruments

0
1

I

TI

re D ia

6"Fresn e l

RJ3

R33

R33

I

2

~

0 e

FOH2

_ Legend
Focus

Color

Unlt8ber
Porollipsphere

I

Chonn~

~ D~

I

~

Source 4 I 9deg

~

Source 4 36deg

I

e

.......,

Source 4 5Ddeg

HL LADDER
ll/C

tllC

TI TI
:If

29

TI

1

4.5" Ellipsoidal

HR LADDER

1:1 LED
PAR64
IRGBAWI
\ ] S4PARWFL
\ ] S4 PAR Mfl

~~·
2$

2$

OPAR64Mfl

REPERATORY LIGHTING PLOT

REVISED: 4 JUNE 2012
SCALE (APPROX) : O' 3/16" = l' - O"

Instruments to be shuttered/tweaked os neccissory per production.
Moveable specials ore indicated by on asterisk I') ofter the channel number.
TECHNICAL DIRECTOR: DAVID CHRISTEN~
LIGHTING DESIGNER: BRADEN HOWARD - - -
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